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Introduction
Anne Ruggles Gere
University of Michigan

All of us who wrote for this book believe we need to rethink the
ways we teach American literature. Specifically, as the first three
words of our title suggest, it's time to acknowledge the "making,"

the forces that deliver certain texts to our classrooms; the various ways
we define "American"; and the multiple and shifting meanings of "lit-
eratures." It is also time to consider how recent scholarship might con-
tribute to the ways we teach both familiar and new works. Without such
rethinking, we forfeit opportunities to participate in the continuing
project of reshaping a course that is central to the English curriculum
in both secondary schools and universities; we deprive our students of
engaging learning experiences; and, since motion is always relative, we
risk creating distances between ourselves and our colleagues by stand-
ing still.

American literature is continually being made and remade in re-
sponse to shifting critical tastes; the complex interactions of economic,
political, and aesthetic considerations that produce anthologies; the
choices individual teachers make as they decide what to assign; and the
writing that studentsthe next generation of authorsproduce. A quick
scan of articles published recently by literary critics shows that they
write more about authors like Zora Neale Hurston and Frederick
Douglass than they do about F. Scott Fitzgerald and John Steinbeck, on
whom considerable critical attention was once focused. Similar changes
are evident in the six-pound texts that students lug down the hall: The
table of contents in most any recent anthology of American literature is
likely to include names like Alvar Nuiriez Cabeza de Vaca, Gwendolyn
Brooks, and N. Scott Momaday instead of Conrad Richter, Amy Lowell,
and Willa Cather. The way anthologies represent authorswith a brief
mention, an excerpt, or an entire selectionalso shifts with time. In turn,
teachers "make" American literature with every reading assignment.
Telling students to skip over the anthology's new section on Native
American literature helps to create American literature as surely as does
bringing copies of Sharon Olds's poems to class. And students who blur
genres by incorporating personal accounts into the traditional essay
contribute, just as more sophisticated published writers do, to the



x Introduction

production of new forms and topics that will "make" future American
literatures. The stiff covers and sheer weight of anthologies, alphabeti-
cal reading lists, and the chronological movement from the Puritans to
twentieth-century literature suggest a fixed and static perspective on
American literature that needs to be countered by allowing its dynamic
and changing nature, its "making," to become more visible to our stu-
dents. Without this awareness, they may assume that American litera-
ture is exactly and only what they read in our classes.

The term "American" has in fact become increasingly contested.
Shifting national, economic, historical, and cultural forces all contrib-
ute to the complexity of defining what "American" might mean. Does
it refer to persons who live anywhere in this hemisphere, or to those
who live on the North American continent, or only to those who live in
the United States? What about people from the Caribbean, and both the
African diaspora and the Hispanic cultures from that region? How do
we categorize writers like T. S. Eliot who were born in the United States
but spent much of their lives abroad? What about authors like Morris
Rosenfeld who immigrated to the United States but wrote in Yiddish?
How about writers like Michael Ondaatje who were born elsewhere (Sri
Lanka in his case) but live in Canada and write in English about "Ameri-
can" topics like Billy the Kid. When "American" modifies "literature,"
more questions emerge. Does the term refer to texts written only in
English? What about writings like those of Sandra Cisneros that include
both English and Spanish passages? How do we categorize works writ-
ten in Native American languages like Lakota or Cherokee? Do these
count as American literature? None of these questions yields to an easy
answer, but we assume that each is worth considering and exploring
with students in an American literature class.

We use the term "literatures" to signal the ever growing and
changing meanings that attach to what we call the literary. The
computer's spell checker insists on correcting this term, but we stick
with it because it signals our need to ask whether the category of the
literary can be expanded to include a broader range of works. Most of
us would agree that the Matthew Arnold definition"the best that has
been thought and said"is no longer entirely adequate to describe what
we mean when we say "literatures," but providing a succinct definition
of this term is not easy. A quick glance at the self-descriptions of the
University of Michigan's English Department in 1985 and 1995 illus-
trates the difficulty. In 1985 the description began, "Literature, broadly
defined, represents the best that has been thought and said in the world.
The literatures of England and America are not only extremely rich but

11



Introduction xi

are also readily accessible" (University of Michigan Bulletin 85). In this
description the definition of literature appears succinct and clear; there
seems to be little uncertainty about its meaning. Now consider the 1995
description: "The present study of literature has returned with particu-
lar force and new point to a very old considerationthat language and
literature are necessarily understood as social products and agents,
deeply implicated in the processes and questions that interest, and at
times, agitate society more generally" (University of Michigan Bulletin 72).
This description tells us more about the forces that help to create litera-
ture, but it offers a much less fixed view of the world in which litera-
ture exists. The distance between the two descriptions shows a shift
away from the development of taste through aesthetic sensibilities and
toward an emphasis on the social, political, and economic contexts sur-
rounding texts. The 1995 description, with its emphasis upon the so-
cially constructed and historically contingent nature of literature, invites
an interrogation of 1985's Arnoldian definition with questions such as:
"What does 'broadly defined' mean?" "What gets included in the cat-
egory of literature?" "Who gets to decide what's 'best'?" "On what ba-
sis?" "What do you mean by 'accessible'?" "To whom is it accessible?"
We believe that exploring the shifting terms that surround American
literature will help students understand how literature shapes and is
shaped by a given cultural context.

Teaching American literature these days means dealing regularly
with complicated questions about the texts we teach. It also means ask-
ing additional questions about the approaches we take in our class-
rooms. What teaching challenges do new texts such as Toni Morrison's
Beloved or Art Spiegelman's Maus pose, and what opportunities do they
offer? How is our teaching of more familiar texts such as Nathaniel
Hawthorne's The Scarlet Letter and Mark Twain's The Adventures of Huck-
leberry Finn shaped by recent scholarship? What are the effects of pair-
ing a canonical work such as The Great Gatsby with a recently recovered
one such as Nella Larsen's Passing? How can we call upon the resources
of local archivesin libraries and historical societiesto enhance stu-
dents' understanding of current debates about the concept of regional-
ism in American literature? How do local conventions, such as the daily
recitation of the pledge of allegiance in Georgia high schools (or the
absence of same in Michigan schools) shape our pedagogies? How might
we identify and celebrate literary qualities in student writing? How can
we convey the value of literature (however we define it) to our students?
How do new technologies, particularly the Internet, reshape the ways
we think about and present literature? How might ourclasses be enlivened

12



xii Introduction

by the images, out-of-print texts, author Web sites, and quantities of
information available with a few clicks of the mouse?

This book does not promise to answer all of these questions, but
it offers many insights from teachers who have been reading together,
thinking hard, developing new approaches, and reflecting on their own
classroom practices. In addition to a common interest in rethinking the
ways we teach American literature, the contributors to this collection
shared the experience of participating in one or more workshops that
brought together university and secondary school teachers. Modeled
on and developed in cooperation with the National Writing Project,
these workshops were originally supported by a grant from the National
Endowment for the Humanities. Making American Literatures, the
umbrella project under which these workshops developed, was directed
by Anne Ruggles Gere in Michigan, Donald McQuade in California, and
Sarah Robbins in Georgia. Linked into an American community that
extends from the Atlantic to the Pacific, touching the Great Lakes along
the way, these workshops provided a forum for doing the kind of read-
ing, writing, talking, and thinking that can transform classroom prac-
tices. Within this community we discovered many continuities that ex-
tend across institutional lines. High school and university instructors
teach many of the same texts, they share common interests in pedagogy,
and the first-year student at the university is just months away from
the high school senior.

In particular, we realized that graduate students, who typically
teach many of the lower division undergraduate courses, are in a par-
ticularly good position to develop collaborations with their colleagues
in secondary schools. Steeped in the highly specialized work of their
dissertations, graduate students bring to workshop discussions rich and
highly useful background information about works under consider-
ation. Secondary school teachers, usually some years distant from their
own literary training, welcome the insights of their university col-
leagues, and, in turn, bring to the discussion the wisdom of their class-
room practices. For graduate students who were much less confident
about how to teach and how to represent their teaching to hiring com-
mittees, workshop discussions were invaluable to their development as
teachers. Accordingly, graduate students (some now professors) num-
ber among the books' contributors.

We decided to write this book as a way of extending our conver-
sations beyond our own workshop groups. While we have all benefited
(and some of us continue to benefit) from summer meetings with col-
leagues who teach American literature, we recognize that our discussions

13



Introduction xiii

are part of the much larger project of rethinking the teaching of Ameri-
can literature. We adapt the project name for our book title as a way of
capturing issues central to recovering American literature, but this book
extends beyond the project. Before we participated in this project, many
of us had looked in vain for a book that suggested new ways to think
about and teach American literature. By putting our ideas and experi-
ences in written form, we could share with distant colleagues the new
energy, perceptions, and enthusiasms we bring to our classes.

Because the school subject known as "American literature" is most
frequently represented by the hulking anthologies adopted by school
districts and carried by juniors or seniors in high school, Section I of this
book explores ways of helping students see how anthologies are made,
how they function in schools, and how they can be transformed. Sec-
tion II focuses on what we have learned from our students, both about
them as learners and about American literature. For many of us, it was
a question from a student, often a rather impertinent student, that first
caused us to start asking questions about what we were doing in Ameri-
can literature classes. A number of us began teaching when student
populations were more homogeneous than they are today, and our in-
creasingly diverse student bodies have taught us new ways of think-
ing about multicultural society. From here, the book turns in Section III
to the issue of locationnot just place or region, although that is clearly
central, but also location in hierarchies of high and low culture, loca-
tions in the past that come to us through archives, and locations in the
new spaces opened by Internet technology. Because our workshops led
us to new and/or recently recovered texts, we also turned to the strat-
egy of literary pairing in order to bring new voices and perspectives into
the curriculum while simultaneously complicating and enriching our
thinking about more familiar work. Thus Section IV includes several
accounts of pairing texts in American literature courses.

"Yes," you may be saying, "this all sounds fine, but it makes me
wonder if everything always went so smoothly. Didn't teachers experi-
ence any difficulties? What about the curriculum constraints teachers
face?" In anticipation of such questions, Section V steps back to con-
sider the difficulties of changing classroom practices, the implications
of building bridges between high schools and universities, and the ways
an individual teacher's thought and practice can begin to shape a school
culture.

Some of the chapters in each section can be read during a plan-
ning period or lunch, while others will take a bit longer. We sought chap-
ters of varying lengths to make this book accessible to a wide audience

14
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among our busy teacher colleagues. All, however, speak from and to
the community of learners who teach American literatures. One of the
things we have learned is the value of collaborating with other teach-
ers. In a world where high-stakes testing, voucher plans, and political
forces threaten to distract us, we found support in the steady conversa-
tions with colleagues. We learned with and from one another. As Sarah
Robbins notes in her Afterword, ours is an unsettling and unsettled
work. The fixed lines of print on the following pages should not be read
as an indication that our work is done. Rather, we extend an invitation
to you, our readers, to join us in the ongoing making of American
literatures.

Works Cited
University of Michigan Bulletin: College of Literature, Science and Arts 13.12

(1984-85): 85.

University of Michigan Bulletin: College of Literature, Science and Arts 23.16
(1994-95): 72.
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I A Gathering of Flowers:
Making American
Literature Anthologies
Anne Ruggles Gere
University of Michigan

My first experience with American literature was, perhaps like yours,
shaped by an anthology. It was my junior year in high school, and the
teacher in my English A class (the one for college prep students) handed
out big yellow books and assigned us to read the section on the Puri-
tans. I don't remember the publisher or the edition of this book, but it
was relatively new in 1961. Mine was a small and poor school district
that didn't purchase new class sets of books very frequently.

My teacherI'll call him Mr. Jacksrushed us through the Puri-
tans so that we would have plenty of time for the Transcendentalists. I
had trouble understanding the introduction to that section of the book
all the language about the great oversoul was confusing, but Mr. Jacks
insisted that this was central to understanding writers like Emerson and
Thoreau. Mr. Jacks, who was later fired for being a Communist sympa-
thizer and, according to local rumor, was last seen swimming toward
the USSR, pushed our class through most of the selections in the Ameri-
can literature book. That is not what I remember about his course in
American literature, however. At the same time that he urged us to an-
swer the questions at the end of each selection, Mr. Jacks kept talking
about the revolution that paperback books were causing.

I remember standing in his tiny porch/study watching him point
at his library of paperback books carefully lined up on stacked bricks
and boards. "These will transform reading and teaching in this coun-
try," he exclaimed. As I inhaled the fragrant stew his wife was cooking
for them and their three little red-haired children, I wondered why he
was making such a big deal about these paperback books. It wasn't until
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2 Anne Ruggles Gere

I became a teacher myself several years later that I understood what Mr.
Jacks was talking about. In 1967, at Princeton High School in New Jer-
sey, I began to understand how anthologies shape teaching. If it wasn't
in the anthology, I couldn't teach it. Fortunately, though, Princeton had
a book depository where I could check out paperback class sets of works
not included in the anthology. Mr. Jacks was right; paperback books
could revolutionize teaching. But it has been an incomplete revolution.

Research tells us that many classes in American literature still rely
heavily, if not exclusively, on anthologies. Applebee's 1996 study re-
vealed that anthologies shape what is read in English classes. They also
shape how it is read. Both writing assignments and class discussions are
often directed by anthology questions that emphasize factual details of
plot and vocabulary. Since anthologies are here to stay and will prob-
ably continue to influence what students read in American literature
classes, it makes sense for teachers to address how that reading might
be done.

When I opened my big yellow book in the eleventh grade, I as-
sumed that the title meant what it said, that all of American literature
was contained within those two hard covers. It didn't occur to me, as I
suspect it does not occur to many students, that someone had made
choicesEdna St. Vincent Mil lay but not Frances Harper; Jonathan
Edwards but not Chief Seattle; poetry by women but essays by men
about what version of American literature I would see. The editors of
my anthology "made" American literature for me.

One of the several goals of this book is to consider the various
perspectives on American literature offered by anthologies from differ-
ent eras and publishers, to consider how the convergence of econom-
ics, copyright, tradition, editorial taste, market forces, and other factors
"make" literature. Scanning the table of contents in several different
anthologies can be an interesting exercise, especially if one keeps track
of which authors are included or excluded. Thinking about the sources
and implications of these inclusions and exclusions can lead to compli-
cated questions. How do the entailments of Faulkner's estate contrib-
ute to the fact that "A Rose for Emily" is his most frequently antholo-
gized selection? What does it mean for a Native American student to
see American Indian literatures represented only by traditional Iroquois
poetry (and that in translation), with no contemporary texts and no texts
by writers affiliated with other tribes, such as, say, Joy Harjo or Sherman
Alexie? Anthologies don't just determine which selections students read;
they also shape the ways their texts are read. If we can't abandon or
change the content of anthologies, we can at least resist the fact that

17



A Gathering of Flowers: Making American Literature Anthologies 3

certain possibilities are closed off by opening up others in the appara-
tus of introductions, author biographies, and questions attached to in-
dividual selections. Toward this end, the articles in this section demon-
strate how several teachers have analyzed, transformed, or supple-
mented their anthologies.

Enacting John Clifford's principle of critical literacy, George M.
Seaman invited his students to analyze the audience for one of their
grammar texts. This led him to undertake a similar exercise with a lit-
erature text, and, calling upon Paul Lauter 's definition of the canon as
"the list of works and authors believed to be sufficiently important to
read, study, write about, teachand thus transmit to the next genera-
tion of readers" (xxxiii), he encouraged his students to take a critical look
at the canon offered by their literature anthologies. In concluding, he
speculates that students who feel alienated from (and by) the exclusion-
ary power of the American literature curriculum might feel more like
valued members of a learning community if they were encouraged to
help construct a class anthology composed of readings selected by mem-
bers of the class.

Mimi Dyer implemented a version of Seaman's suggestion by
asking her students to create their own anthology from the works in-
cluded in their official class anthology. Instead of urging the class
through a predetermined syllabus that began with the Puritans, Dyer
asked her students to choose from the anthology ten selections that in-
terested them, as well as identify literary periods and genres that they
wanted to focus on. Using the students' stated preferences, she worked
with them to create a syllabus that began with twentieth-century Ameri-
can literature, skipped around through other periods, and ended with
the Puritans. Dyer says that disturbing the chronology did not prevent
students from seeing literature in historical context, and, more impor-
tant, her students became engaged with the material because they made
choices about it and participated in the discovery process.

Linda Templeton enacted another version of Seaman's suggestion
as she took up Frances Foster's definition of anthologia as a gathering of
flowers. Specifically, Templeton asked her students to create a regional
anthology. Beginning with the concepts of culture, community, and
heritage, she asked students to identify changes within their corner of
the Southeast and discuss how these changes affected their culture and
heritage. Then Templeton sent her ninth graders on a scavenger hunt
to find a variety of regional literary artifacts. From the collection of ar-
tifacts, students selected the ones that they felt were most representa-
tive of the South, with the caveat that the anthology should include a
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variety of genres. Then students wrote a justification for the items in-
cluded in the anthology.

For Tim Murnen, a former department chair, the selections in-
cluded in an anthology tell only part of the story. Murnen asks how au-
thors are represented and how those representations shape teaching.
Focusing on the presentation of Alvar Nunez Cabeza de Vaca in two
anthologies, he demonstrates the kind of critical reading teachers can
undertake to help their students understand that the way a selection is
presented, the processes of excerpting, and the materials surrounding
the selection all help to make American literature.

Dave Winter offers still another critical approach to anthologies
by investigating the American literature course at his school since 1965.
Through interviews with his colleagues, examination of anthologies
used in the school over the decades, and analysis of the changing racial
composition of the student body, he shows how multiple forces inter-
act with anthologies to shape the teaching of American literature in a
particular location. Together these chapters show that teachersas well
as publishers of paperback bookscan revolutionize the teaching of
American literature.

Works Cited

Applebee, Arthur N. Curriculum As Conversation: Transforming Traditions of
Teaching and Learning. Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1996.

Clifford, John. "Enacting Critical Literacy." The Right to Literacy. Ed. Andrea
A. Lunsford, Helene Moglen, and James Slevin. New York: MLA,
1990. 255-61.

Lauter, Paul, ed. The Heath Anthology of American Literature. 3rd ed. Boston:
Houghton, 1998.
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1 What Students Need to
Know about the Canon
George M. Seaman
Lassiter High School, Marietta, Georgia

At the beginning of each year, the students in my British literature
class complete a short lesson on the history of the English lan-
guage. Typically, I rely on readings from The Story of English. In

years past, this was my primary source for information because our lit-
erature books did not contain information on this topic. This year, how-
ever, my school system adopted new textbooks for all classes, and I was
pleased to find that both the literature and grammar books included
short (two- to three-page) essays on the origins of our language.

When I reviewed the selections in our new textbooks, I realized
that it would be beneficial for my students to compare excerpts from
The Story ofEnglish with readings from their new books. More specifi-
cally, I asked students to read an excerpt from Story and one essay from
either their grammar or literature book, and then find elements in the
writing that might reveal whom the writers saw as their intended au-
dience. My students quickly discovered that the Story text was geared
toward a more academic, specialized audience. To support this claim,
my students analyzed characteristics such as the length and complex-
ity of sentences and the level of diction used by the writer. I fully an-
ticipated these responses. However, my students found other elements
in the writing to further support their findings. For example, the excerpts
distributed to the students from Story contained no pictures or
graphics. The selections in their class texts, in contrast, seemed to offer
an equal balance of information presented in text form and information
contained in more visually appealing boxes or graphs. Students also
noticed that the paragraphs in the Story selections were longer and that
the text ran across the entire page, from the left margin to the right. The
student texts contained smaller paragraphs that were divided more fre-
quently by headings, and the pages were also organized into three ver-
tical columns.

After we compared our findings, I asked my students to consider
how these decisions might influence a potential reader of the texts. All
of my students seemed to agree that the Story text (at least as rendered
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in the reading excerpts) did little to invite readers to the material. Sev-
eral said that the writers probably assumed that any potential reader
encountering this text would already have some interest in the mate-
rial; otherwise, the reader would not be encouraged to continue read-
ing, simply because of the manner in which the information was pre-
sented on the page. On the contrary, most students agreed that the books
published for high school students did some very obvious things in
presenting the material in order to make the information more acces-
sible and appealing to someone not necessarily interested in the history
of the English language.

As I sat and listened to my students' comments, I was pleased to
find that the lesson seemed to meet my objectives. Students were able
to experience this concept of audience directly by analyzing different
texts to see what writers could do to engage, or possibly disengage,
various types of readers. Furthermore, as I reflected on one student com-
ment in particular, I realized further that this was an effective lesson
because it allowed me to learn something new about my students and
their attitudes toward reading and writing. When I asked them what
factors influenced their decision in choosing the literature book read-
ing or the grammar book reading, one student replied, "Of course, I
chose the literature book. Why would anyone want to read something
in a grammar book?"

I suppose this student's distaste for grammar books stems from
his experiences with such texts. I imagine that he has learned that gram-
mar books deal with rules and regulations. I imagine that he has grown
weary of the authoritarian and disempowering approach that grammar
books can take toward language instruction. I imagine that he is fed up
with grammar books sending him the message, "This constitutes good
writing." As I thought about the negative experiences that many stu-
dents must have with grammar books, I wondered if their American
literature anthologies were sending similar messages. Do certain rules
and regulations come into play when editorial boards are making deci-
sions about which writers to include in these anthologies? Does the
authority that is the canon marginalize certain students by perpetuat-
ing the notion that to be a literate person means to read and master these
selected writers? When encountering certain writers in their literature
books, do students think to question the fact that someone has decided
for them, "This constitutes good writing"?

My experiences in the classroom have taught me that the answer
to the first two questions is a definite yes, while the answer to the third
is no. Students do not stop to question the authority or legitimacy of
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the canon, because most of their literature teachers do not encourage
them to do so. In "Enacting a Critical Literacy," John Clifford argues that
"the plan of the dominant ideology has not been to alter and mend but
to seamlessly weave students into the fabric of our society through the
efforts of conscientious English teachers understandably more con-
cerned with managing crowded classes than with the apparently remote
abstractions of cultural hegemony" (256).

In order for my students to develop their own sense of critical lit-
eracy as espoused by Clifford, they need to have a basic understanding
of the canon and the canonization process. A good starting point would
be Paul Lauter's definition of the canon in his introduction to the Heath
Anthology of American Literature: "the list of works and authors believed
to be sufficiently important to read, study, write about, teachand thus
transmit to the next generation of readers" (xxxiii). Yes, students need
to know what the canon is, as described by Lauter before the dash, but
more importantly, they need to know what the canon does, which is
addressed after the dash. Also, students need to be familiar with some
of the sociopolitical forces that help shape the contents of literature
books, and, as Lauter suggests, the powerful influence these contents
can have in shaping future views on literature and literacy. Students
need to understand that there is a certain amount of power being exer-
cised by the editorial boards and publishers who determine whose writ-
ing they read. In describing Freire's and Giroux's views, Fingeret and
Drennon claim "when adults have a critical perspective on the political
and social nature of literacy, they can engage in action that uses literacy
as a tool in an intentional way" (63). Similarly, high school students can
also benefit from such a critical understanding.

If students are given the opportunity to critically assess the can-
onization process, they will be able to exercise more control in some of
their literary decisions and actions. One activity that might allow stu-
dents to achieve this goal would be to construct a class anthology that
is made up of writers and readings selected by the individual class
members. By allowing students to find writers outside the mainstream
and including such writers in our curriculum, not only will we be chal-
lenging the notion of the traditional canon; we will also be legitimizing
the multiple literacies that students bring to class. In addition, we will
be honoring the communal nature of literacy. Finally, our selection of
writers will say much more about us as individual members of a learn-
ing community and as members of a society than does simply reacting
to a list of authors predetermined by a group of faceless publishing
executives.
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I can't imagine that E. D. Hirsch would be very fond of this ac-
tivity. After all, this is no way to go about "ensur[ing] our children's
mastery of American literate culture" (18). There are two very serious
shortcomings, though, with Hirsch's approach. The first is that my stu-
dents are not involved in deciding the standards for this culture. Un-
fortunately, someone else has already decided which things should be
significant in determining the role of literacy in my students' lives. They
are not encouraged to think critically and to question. They can't be held
accountable for their decisions because they make none. Second, some
of my students have no desire to belong to this American literate cul-
ture. As with my students' reaction to the reading excerpts from The
Story of English and their realization that this text did little to invite them
to the material, some of my students feel that Hirsch has done little to
include them in his vision of American culture. What are we to do with
them? I don't think we can simply just write them off. All of our stu-
dents need to feel like they are valued members of a learning commu-
nity, like they have something significant and valuable to offer to the
lives of others. By accepting the exclusionary powers of the traditional
canon, we allow such students to continue seeing themselves as out-
siders. In James Britton's introduction to Prospect and Retrospect, he pro-
vides a similar message: "Gain control of a person's language and you
determine his fortune, because you have usurped his natural capacity
to interpret his own perceptions, indeed you narrow the very range of
those perceptions" (1). Rather, students need to experience language as
a means to expand their range of perceptions. By allowing students to
develop a more critical perspective on the canon, English teachers can
begin to use literature as a means to create a more inclusive sense of
community in the classroom.
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2 Invitation to Anthologize
Mimi Dyer
South Forsyth High School, Cumming, Georgia

Sitting in front of my computer during winter break, I began won-
dering just how I could incorporate some of what Frances Foster
had instilled in me when she took part in the summer workshop

in which I was participating. Her two days with us had been so ener-
gizing that I was ripe for something different, anything except begin-
ning with the Puritansour stalwart yet (pardon me) boring forefa-
thersand marching through American Literature chronologically,
reading (or in most cases skimming) every selection.

So I opened my familiar, well-worn, black-and-white composi-
tion book and turned back to my notes of that summer. Some phrases
definitely stood out: "anthology user vs. anthologizer" and "antholo-
gies make literature." Then I turned the page and found another ques-
tionthis one asterisked: "How do we anthologize the anthology we
are presented?" With these thoughts in mind, I decided to change the
course of historyor rather the literature that accompanied the his-
toryby inviting my students to resist the traditional chronological
approach to American literature.

Forsyth County, like most localities in Georgia, had just gone through
the arduous task of textbook adoption during the spring, and for me,
like so many others, the process was painful: hours of staff development
time poring over publishers' offerings and still more hours thinking
about how to "use" the selected 1283-page tome (and that's the student
edition!) with its myriad ancillary materials. There is more "stuff" than
any one teacher could use in two years, much less one year, much less
one semester, which is how much time I had to cover all of American
literature (South Forsyth is on the 4 x 4 block systemfour ninety-
minute classes for eighteen weeks). I knew we could not possibly do
justice to all the selected works, but I also knew that I didn't want to
make the decision about what to include and exclude on my own. I
wanted my students to have some choice, to be active participants in
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the process. That way they could become anthologizers instead of just
anthology usersand thereby make American literature.

Now please understand that I did not come to this conclusion
quite this easily, but I have a limited amount of space here. Suffice to
say that this idea had been swirling around in my head since July, and,
because all eleventh-grade literature classes in our school that year were
taught during second semester, I had all of first semester to consider
what I might do. Since our English classes are heterogeneously grouped
(with the exception of honors and AP), it was possible that in a given
class I might have some special education students, some students go-
ing into the workforce after graduation, some going to technical schools,
and some going to colleges and universities.

Maybe I shouldn't do this with such a mix of abilities. I might confuse
some of them and lose others altogether. Still others, I know, like the stability
and comfort of going through a textbook in order. Then I remembered one
of my pedagogical mantras: Teach to the top, and the others will fol-
low. So I made the decision: Go for it!

But when I actually sat down to plan what I would say to the stu-
dents, doubts came at me from all sides, like precisely placed mortar
rounds: You don't know any of these kids, so what makes you think you can
pull this off? What will your colleagues say? How will the administration re-
act? What happens if parents complain that their children's teacher is a
lunatic?

Well, I finally planned not to plan. If I don't know what's going to
happen, I can't prepare a talk. Moreover, I can't plan a syllabus. Not give out
a syllabus on the first day of class? Heresy! But the first day began with
no plan, other than the fact that we were not going to go chronologi-
cally through the text. Exactly what we were going to do depended on
what we decided as a class.

I started with what I thought was a good question: "What did you
like most about your previous literature classes?" Surely this will get some
positive responses.

"Nothin'." Obviously the question is less brilliant than I first surmised.
What do I do now?

Not willing to abandon ship at the first threatening wave, I
broached the topic in a different way. I asked students to divide their
papers into two columns and label one column "Yes" and the other col-
umn "No."

"Now," I cajoled, "see if you can come up with at least five items
for each columnanything at all that is appropriate in a public school
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classroom." (I always try to head off the less than appropriate answers.)
Ah ha! I see a few smirks, so I'm not lost after all.

"Take about seven minutes or so." I don't know why, but five min-
utes is always too short and ten is too long.

After the allotted time, I instructed students to number their en-
tries in order of importance, and then I invited them to write their num-
ber one ideas from each column on the white board without looking at
what others had written. After everyone was finished, we looked at the
results, and, sure enough, there were a number of duplicate answers.

When we tallied up the numbers, the following answers "won":
Yes No
class discussion lecture
variety of activities tests

group work group work

I can't say that I was surprised by the answerseven by the ap-
pearance of group work in both columns. What did interest me was the
fact that nowhere on the whiteboard, not even as a single entry, did the
word "choice" appearnor did any synonym, derivative, or approxi-
mation thereof. Again I had assumed that students' answers would fall
into the pattern I wanted, and again I was wrong.

Now what? How do I get them to go in the direction I want? After all,
the idea is for them to have a voice, so if I tell them where to go and how to get
there, I have defeated my purpose. My plan of not having a plan looks like it
might die a very fast death.

I felt like an actress who had been given a situational prompt with
no scripted lines. I was definitely on my own and feeling out of my
depth. Maybe I can use one of the activities that we discussed in the intermi-
nable staff development textbook workshops.

"OK. These are very interesting answers, and I'll take them into
consideration when I make our daily plans, but right now I want to in-
vite you to take the rest of our time together today, which is about thirty
minutes, and surf the anthology that I gave you earlier. I want you to
find ten itemsstories, poems, photos, paintings, anything that you find
interesting. Jot down the page number, and tomorrow we will get into
groups to make up a scavenger hunt for each other. The object is to al-
low everyone to become familiar with the textbook, so don't find things
that are too buried for others to find." After they complained about
having homework on the first day, they began flipping through the
pages.
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The next day, students came in with their listswell, not every-
one. There were thosethe same ones we all have in our classeswho
couldn't find the time or energy or motivation for homework. But I
didn't let them off the hook. I split up what the kids call "slackers" and
made them the leaders of the five groups. Then I let the others self-divide.

"OK, I'm giving you forty minutes to cull the best ten questions
from your group and to type them up on the computers [I have six in
my room]. We'll paste them into one document and print a copy for each
team. We'll then take the last forty minutes for everyone to find the
answers, and the team that finds the most correct answers will win a
prize."

"Really?" asked one. "Are you serious?"
"I'm always serious about prizes," I responded without a hint of

a smile.
"What is it?" they all seemed to ask at the same time. "Food?"
"No, not food. Something much more valuable than that," I of-

fered. "You'll just have to wait and see."
So forty minutes flew by and each group developed ten questions.

Most of the pieces were easily found in either the table of contents or
one of the several indexes in the back of the book: titles of poems or
paintings, quotations by famous authors, and dates of particular liter-
ary periods. Interestingly, the majority of questions came from the con-
temporary section of the anthology. Whoa! Am I reading more into this than
I should? Don't assume you know how this is going to turn out. Just let it unfold
naturally. Remember what happened the other times you predicted their
responses.

When, at the end of class, we had a winning team, I handed out
the prizes: Homework Passes (to be used at their discretion for a daily
assignment). I could hear murmurs in the background.

"Wow! If I had known that was the prize, I would have tried
harder to win."

"Randy, you slacked off and made our team lose. Look what we
could have won!"

"Gosh, I can't believe it's almost time for the bell to ring!"
Indeed, I had two minutes to make the next assignment. "Guys,

before you start packing up your book bags, I want to give you some-
thing to think about tonight. Take home your textbooks and look at the
different periods that divide the literature. You can find the page num-
bers in the front of the book. Skim over the selections and see what you
think about each section in general and any piece in particular. We'll
talk about them tomorrow." I sure hope this works.
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Day number three and we still had no syllabus or any clear di-
rection of where we were going. If the students were uncomfortable,
they didn't show it, and I found myself surprisingly calm, especially
since Ms. Organization always knew what she was going to do weeks
in advance. Oh well, this is a good exercise for me too. Relax and go with the
flow. No one is going to notice or care that you aren't knee-deep into the Puri-
tans by now.

I probably should have considered the question of students trans-
ferring into or out of my class; we were, after all, still in the first few
days of the second semester, and we all know how many schedules
change during that time. But I was so intent on the excitement of some-
thing different that I didn't give it a thought. Also, our school popula-
tion was surprisingly stable, and I knew from experience thatwe would
have few to transfer into my class from another school, especially con-
sidering the time of year.

Before we began any discussion, I asked everyone to jot downon
a piece of scrap paper the literary period they liked the best. Of the
twenty-five students, eighteen chose "Contemporary Literature: 1950
to Present," the very last section in the anthologythe one that most
teachers never get to. Three othersthose in the drama clubchose
"American Drama," and four did not respond. This is falling too nicely
into place. There must be a hitch somewhere.

"Well," I said, "this is very interesting. No one chose any of the
literature before the twentieth century. I wonder why?"

"Mrs. Dyer," chimed in Marcey, one of the drama students, "it's
because everything written before then is boring, in language we don't
even use any more." Here's my best chancebetter take it!

"Okay, if that's how you feel, what do you think about the idea
of starting thereherewith contemporary literature?" Therewas ut-
ter silence, not one response. Uh oh, you're in trouble. "Or not," I quickly
recovered. "We can start at the beginning and go straight through. It's
fine." I guess my plan has really failed this time. I'm fresh out of ideas.

The room exploded with "N0000!" followed by a chorus of
groans. David explained, "We're just so surprised that you asked us
what we thought, we were speechless for a second. That's all. What do
you say, guys, we can handle this, can't we?" David wanted desperately
to start somewhere else because he had begun American literature; with
the Puritans, the previous semester at another school, and he knew what
to avoid. Thank you, David!

With an enthusiastic approval rating from my audience, I pro-
ceeded. "Great. We'll start with the present. We can then work back-
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wards to the beginning, or we can skip around. What do you think?"
This time everyone participated in the discussion, and after a few

minutes, we decided to skip around. I typed up the names of the liter-
ary periods on a piece of paper, cut the names into strips and placed them
in a basket. I then allowed students to draw the strips and taped them
on the wall. Finally, we had the order of study, and wouldn't you know
it, by a twist of fate, "The Beginnings" was at the very end. (No kidding!)

Epilogue
I'm sure you're all wondering how it turned out. Surprisingly well.
While I worried at first that students would be confused by exploring
literature and historical contexts out of chronological order, I discov-
ered that it made absolutely no difference to them. They were able to
compartmentalize each period and appreciate (well, maybe not entirely)
the works on their own merit. And we spent three days, which some
felt was still too long, on the Puritans.

My concerns about how different levels of students would handle
the unorthodox approach to studying American literature also proved
to be unfounded. Because at the very beginning we made decisions to-
gether, the students supported each other and became a collaborative
learning community. We shared freely with each other, and, by recog-
nizing strengths and weaknesses, we were able to help almost every-
one reach his or her potential.

Did I give students choices about what to read within each liter-
ary period? Sometimes yes and sometimes no. My main concern was
to offer an alternative to the popular chronological approach while not
abrogating total responsibility for the students' American Literature
education. But I continued the pattern of inviting them to make choices
in writing prompts and outside readings.

So how did this experience influence my ideas about anthologies?
I now know that students can be anthologizers instead of anthology
users and that sometimes it is better to "teach" rather than to "cover." I

see that a scavenger hunt can help deconstruct an anthology by encour-
aging students to pull it apart at the very beginning. They gain control
over the text rather than allowing the text to intimidate them. But most
of all, I have confirmed once again my belief that students become en-
gaged with the material when they have some choice, when they are
treated as co-explorers in the discovery process.

I understand the constraints that prevent this approach from be-
ing successful in other classroomsadministrative requirements, logis-
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tical problems with transfer students, and exit exams, to name a few.
But for now, in my classroom, I have the latitude to make the decision
not to march through American literature from beginning to end.

And sometimes it's more interesting to find out where we are
before we embark on the voyage of where we've come fromor where
we're going.
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3 Anthologia
Linda Templeton
East Paulding High School, Kennesaw, Georgia

During a summer workshop at Kennesaw State University, I had
the pleasure of listening to Dr. Frances Foster of Emory Univer-
sity speak regarding her research on Frances E. W. Harper and her

lost novels. While Dr. Foster was speaking, she used the term anthologia
and explained that it meant a gathering of flowers. Anthologia so in-
trigued me that I coerced my daughter into creating a pastel print illus-
trating the term anthologia. I shared the print with my colleagues, and
we agreed that it could become the cover for the collection we had be-
gun to imagine. From there, the regional anthology was born.

Why a regional anthology created by students? Through my en-
couraging students to examine American literature firsthandinstead
of presenting them with an anthology already bound and ready to be
consumedthey get to research, dig in, wade around, and plunge
headfirst into literary works that they might otherwise never have the
opportunity to experience. As educators, we constantly want our stu-
dents to take ownership of their learning process, and a research project
such as this regional anthology provides the means for them to do just
that. In addition, since students write a justification for each selection
that they want to include in the regional anthology, they create their own
answers for a perennial question: Why should we read this?

What class could handle this project? My ninth-grade honors
English students are my guinea pigs, but I believe that this project would
work well with American literature students at any level. Certainly, stu-
dents need to have access to a well-stocked library, computers, and the
Internet; otherwise, it would be necessary for you to bring the informa-
tion to your students, which would hamper the research process. After
all, we want the students doing the researchnot us.

When this project first began, it was intended to focus on just lit-
erature, but as the plans solidified, I found that a regional anthology
would need to encompass much more. Along with researching the lit-
erature, students need to learn about the regionknow the historical
facts, the populace, the language, and the culture(s)all of the details
that shape a region.
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Before any of our real work begins, we explore three concepts:
culture, community, and heritage. These concepts are at the heart of the
regional anthology because I want the students to understand that the
cultures, communities, and heritages within a region shape the region
itself. Hopefully, as students realize the importance of culture, commu-
nity, and heritage, they will realize the effect that each factor has on the
literature coming out of a region.

After we have come to terms with definitions and guidelines for
delineating culture, community, and heritage, we begin our regional
anthology with a close-up look at the Southeast. Since we live in the
Southeast, we work together to create the Southeast regional section of
the anthologyas a model for the other regions. To get us started, we
read Olive Ann Burns's Cold Sassy Tree during the summer. When stu-
dents return in August, we study the novel and the Southern culture,
community, and heritage within it. The novel is set in a small Georgia
town (Cold Sassy) in the early twentieth century. Burns, a Georgia na-
tive, used her hometown, Commerce, as the model for Cold Sassy, and,
as part of our regional study, students begin examining their own com-
munities, seeking information on what shapes the communities in which
they live.

Since our county is listed as one of the fastest-growing counties
in the United States, students examine ongoing changes in our county
community. Change is a force that the characters in Cold Sassy Tree battle
with throughout the book, and I have designed a tiered group activity
so that my students can investigate change in a variety of ways. We begin
by answering the following questions as a class: What do you think of
when you hear the word change? What kinds of things change? What is
it about these things that changes? Once we have discussed these ques-
tions as a class, students break up into groups and proceed as follows:

Group 1 categorizes the insights generated from the whole-class
discussion of change, putting them into groups and giving each group
a heading.

Group 2 brainstorms a list of things that do not change, consid-
ering the following questions:

What are some things that are always the same or that always
happen the same way?

Look back at the list of things that do change. While those things
are changing, can you think of anything else that stays the same?
What can you say about the ideas or things that do not change?
How could you put them into groups? What could you call each
group? Why?
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Group 3 thinks about whether the following ideas and practices
show change: routines or habits, rules and regulations, table manners,
laws, customs of cultures. As part of their assignment, they explain their
answers. Group 3 should use the following questions to guide them in
their thinking process:

If these ideas do show change, would they fit into categories?
If these ideas do not show change, how would you categorize
them?

Group 4 brainstorms answers to the following questions:

How is change linked to time? Why do different changes take
different amounts of time?
Does change always represent progress, i.e., making things bet-
ter? If, on the other hand, change can be either positive or nega-
tive, which of the changes we discussed could be called good
changes? Which are bad changes? Are there any that could be
both good and bad? How?
Change may be perceived as orderly or random. Can we predict
change? What are some changes where you know they will hap-
pen, and how they will happen, and what are some that are sur-
prises?
Does change happen in all areas of our world? Where have you
seen changes happening in the world around you?
Change may happen naturally or be caused by people. What
causes change? What are some changes that people cannot do
anything about? What are some changes that cannot happen with-
out people?

Group 5 focuses on the following question: How do our ideas
about change and its generalizations apply or not apply to these items:
nonliving things, traditions, religious rituals, universal truths.

Group 6 uses the class definition of change to brainstorm several
examples of change from our novel Cold Sassy Tree.

Each group is given the opportunity to discuss their findings on
change, which eventually tie in with the novel, our community, and the
regional anthology.

To continue our study of the Southeastand to help my students
to get a more in-depth look at Southern literature and culturewe go
to the media center at our school and have a Regional Scavenger Hunt.
Students are given a list of itemsall which pertain to the Southeast
to find in the library: a novel, a poem, a short story, a famous landmark,
a famous author, song lyrics, a television show set in the region, a movie
set in the region, an artist whose works focus on the region, a famous
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painting from the region, a newspaper headline about a historical event,
a playwright of the region, the most famous play by that playwright,
an actor from the region, an actress from the region, a famous singer, a
famous dance, the colors on the flag of the largest state of the region,
the number of states in the region, and the names of the states within
the region. Students compete against one another for a prize (e.g., a
homework pass), and we take our "found" information back to class
and continue our examination of the region. I wish I could take credit
for this wonderful activity, but I have to give that to a fellow teacher.
Andy Smith, an English teacher at Pebblebrook High School, shared this
activity with me one summer at an honors institute at Kennesaw State
Universitywhich supports my theory that teachers are the best thieves
in the world!

In completing our Southeast part of the regional anthology, stu-
dents select what they feel is most representative of the Southeast, and
we compile copies of our selections. Each regional section should in-
clude: novel(s), short stories, poetry, drama, music, nonfiction, art,
movies, dance, historical documents, and miscellaneous findings (items
that are unique and do not fit into one of the categories).

The next phase of our regional anthology requires dividing the
students into seven groups and assigning each group a region. The seven
regions are New England, the Mid-Atlantic, the Great Lakes, the South-
west, the Central region, the Mountains, and the Pacific. Within each
group, students appoint a secretary/recorder and a spokesperson. Stu-
dents should begin their work by brainstorming information that they
already know about their region (i.e., states, people, large cities, indus-
tries, and so on). Each group is allowed to go to the library to perform
the Scavenger Hunt for the assigned region. After the initial brainstorm-
ing and fact-finding activities are complete, students begin performing
their research, exploring the literature, history, populace, language, and
culture of their selected region. To help with the literature research,
teachers may copy the tables of contents of several anthologies so that
students can examine the literary titles and select possible works to re-
search further.

After completing the research and selection process, students are
to write justifications as to why these items should be included in the
regional anthology. The length of the justifications will depend on the
students' abilities and on the expectations of the teacher. The completed
justifications are placed in the regional anthology with the collected
information for each region. Since students have to justify the works that
they include in the regional anthology, they will be able to answer the
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question, "Why should I read this?" Let's face it: If students justify why
someone should read a certain selection, won't other students listen,
especially more than they would listen to an adult?

The closing activity brings students and teacher together, as all
write reflective essays commenting on the project as a whole. The re-
flective essays should include topics such as:

What changes would you make for future regional anthologies?
What did you enjoy? What did you hate?
What could you do to make it better for you? What could you do
to make it better for others in your group?

These reflections provide the teacher with an opportunity to fine-
tune the project based on feedback from the students. It also allows stu-
dents the time needed to assess their participation and, as appropriate,
to make adjustments as they take part in future projects.

Allowing students to create a regional anthology empowers them
as learners and researchers. They get to explore American literature first-
hand without a teacher dictating what should be read and why. Through
exploration they make the decisionsthey take ownership of their edu-
cation. I realize that this project appears to be quite large and time-
consuming; however, I believe that my students are able to examine
more literature with this project than I could possibly cover in a nor-
mal class setting, and that in itself makes this project worthwhile.
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4 Making Literature with
the Anthology
Tim Murnen
University of Michigan

Every so often I hear stories about how some textbook company
wines and dines a group of teachers or district coordinators in an
attempt to get them to commit to using the company's textbook.

Such stories suggest the often invisible political and economic forces that
can influence everyday curriculum in countless classrooms across
America. No doubt these scenarios do take place. But my guess is that
most folks who are given the task of choosing textbooks do so in rela-
tive isolation, as I did several years ago when I was the newly appointed
English department chair at my high school. As is the case in many dis-
tricts, my high school operated relatively independently: we were free
to choose what texts we deemed appropriate for our students, with
approval from the school's administration. As a result, I represented no
large and influential districtjust teachers trying to offer their students
the best curriculum they could.

There was no wine-and-dine. I was told in about February of the
school year that the four-year cycle of funding had allocated a signifi-
cant sum of money for use by the English department. We were to spend
it wisely, since it would be the only money we would receive for four
more years. The department met so that we could assess our needs col-
lectively, but I had to admit that I knew nothing about what I was do-
ing. I ordered sample texts from several different companies, but one
anthology looked basically like the next. The American literature an-
thologies, for instance, all began with William Bradford and John Smith's
encounters with Native Americans, although a couple were beginning
to preface Bradford and Smith with traditional Native American poems
and chants as well, in an attempt to be multicultural as well as
chronological.

After several meetings we made our decisions. Some teachers
voted for consistency, requesting the newer edition of the text they were
already teaching. Others felt the text they were using was so out of date,
and so out of touch with the needs of their students, that they opted for
something new. We spent our money wisely that year, I supposeas
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wisely as we could. But I was left with the nagging feeling that there
was more surrounding literature anthologies than I knewdeeper cul-
tural implications regarding how they were created, questions regard-
ing how things make their way into an anthology, and how the pack-
aging of these authors and texts within the anthology might influence
what and how I taught. Were all textbooks really the same? How could
my colleagues and I make the most of the anthologies we had chosen?

As we discussed this last question, we realized that there were
even deeper anthology issues left unresolved by our department meet-
ings, such as the question of "coverage." Several teachers designed their
course so as to use the anthology from cover to cover. Others saw the
anthology as a resource through which one might forage selectively,
grabbing some things while rejecting others. The fact that we were not
in agreement about the role of the anthology in our work concerned me,
but choosing one approach over the other did not seem to solve the
problem, since there were pitfalls in each approach. On the one hand,
covering the entire anthology provides order and structure to the cur-
riculum, but it limits the depth in which one can probe the issues in each
work, and it constrains the flexibility needed to pursue the tangents that
inevitably arise out of the study of literature. Time becomes the driving
factor in the coverage approach, since there is rarely enough time in the
school year to cover the entire anthology. On the other hand, the selec-
tive approach provides the flexibility to meet the needs of particular
classrooms, but it can often operate whimsically, as teachers choose
whatever they feel like choosing.

To resolve the question of how to use the anthology, we had to
resolve the coverage question, but to resolve that, we needed to know
how anthologies were constructed. If the anthology really represented
the most important works in American literature, then maybe I was
doing a grave injustice to my students by not trying to cover the entire
anthology. But if I was going to use the anthology selectively, then I
needed some means to guide my choices. An answer of sorts came in
the form of a question asked often by students: "Why are we studying
this?" The more often students asked the question, the less confident I
was that my answers were satisfactory. Why were we studying this? I
would ask myself. What makes this an important piece of American lit-
erature? Who says it is important? How did it get into this anthology
when other pieces did not? My very simple, pragmatic question for
myself and my colleaguesHow should the anthology get used in the
classroom?was really part of a deeper philosophical question: What
is the purpose of the study of literature? Do students read literature in
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school in order to familiarize themselves with the great works of West-
ern culture, or are students and teachers engaged, through the study of
literature, in exploration of culture?

The traditional view of literary studies saw the work of the field
as perpetuating the culturethe idea that classic texts represent the
excellence of Western culture, and must be passed on to the next gen-
eration in order to maintain the culture. However, in her groundbreak-
ing study Sensational Designs, Tompkins argued that the status of "clas-
sic" texts were "less the result of their indisputable excellence than the
product of historical contingencies" (xii). Furthermore, she argued that
literary study should approach "literary texts not as works of art em-
bodying enduring themes in complex forms, but as attempts to rede-
fine the social order. . . . Novels and stories should be studied not be-
cause they managed to escape the limitations of their particular time
and place, but because they offer powerful examples of the way a cul-
ture thinks about itself, articulating a particular historical moment" (xi).
In Tompkins's conception, to engage in literary study is to do "cultural
work," to involve oneself in the act of interpreting cultural artifacts for
the ultimate purpose of knowing, and defining, one's culture. This ap-
proach represents a significant shift in the role of literary studies and
serves to contextualize our exploration of the construction of antholo-
gies and the role they play in the study of American literature.

To do the kind of work Tompkins called for, one would need to
engage in close critical analysis of American literature anthologies. I
began by looking at the work of others who had studied textbooks, but
I ended up doing my own critical readings. For instance, studies by
Apple and Tyson-Bernstein support and extend Tompkins's argument,
illustrating that textbooks are not repositories of the indisputably ex-
cellent works of Western culture, but texts constructed by groups or
individuals with particular interests or agendas. Apple argues that text-
books are economic commodities "subject to intense competition and
the pressures of profit," but, as commodities regulated by state govern-
ment policies, they are also subject to the competing claims of a variety
of groups who have a political stake in the outcome (Apple 282). For
instance, in nearly half the states in the United States, textbooks must
be approved by state committees (286). Each state committee establishes
a short list of textbooks acceptable for use in its state's classrooms. How-
ever, a few larger states represent the bulk of the textbook market. Since
textbook publishers are concerned with profit margins, it is in their in-
terest to take advantage of these large markets, and so they design their
textbooks around the wishes of these state committees. Thus smaller
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states, and states without statewide adoption policies, end up with the
same textbooks, designed perhaps to meet the needs of one influential
state. Also, local school districts select from these approved lists, even
when they are not obligated to, because they are reimbursed for doing
so (286). Thus the economic market drives the production and distri-
bution of textbooks. Tyson-Bernstein illustrates one such example of a
major history textbook, influenced by the interests of one individual:

W. Dallas Herring, a history buff and coffin maker from Rose Hill,
North Carolina, was chairman of the North Carolina State Board
of Education in 1966. In May of that year, when publishers were
trying to get their U.S. history textbooks on North Carolina's state
adoption list, Herring complained that North Carolina's role in
U.S. history had been neglected.

.. . Herring was particularly disturbed by textbooks that failed
to mention the Revolutionary War battle of Moore's Creek Bridge,
which lies 45 miles south of Rose Hill. . . .

In Herring's view, the battle was important "because it de-
layed Cornwallis' entrance into North Carolina and kept him from
gaining an early foothold in the South."

Herring's fellow board members agreed with him and decided
to put off adopting history books for a year. Harcourt, Brace and
Jovanovich, whose "Rise of the American Nation" was the only
book used in North Carolina at the time, produced a 1967 revi-
sion of the book with a full account of the Battle of Moore's Creek
Bridge. Like many state school-board members, Herring "was
surprised to see how responsive they were to my initial com-
plaints. . . ."

Today [1988], students across the nation still read a 250-word
account [of the Battle of Moore's Creek Bridge] in "Rise of the
American Nation," a book still widely used in North Carolina
and elsewhere in the nation. . . . [T]hey read more about the Battle
of Moore's Creek Bridge than about the Boston Tea Party or the
First Continental Congress. And the battle now appears in other
U.S. history books as well. (7-8)

Although this example is striking in its illustration of how text-
books can be subject to market influences and individual whimsy, it
seems to reinforce what most teachers already feel deeplythat the
process of choosing what gets included in a textbook seems far removed
from the classroom, and that there is little or nothing the classroom
teacher can do about it. However, this example does not illustrate how
authors get constructed within anthologies, an issue over which teach-
ers can exercise some control.

Beyond the primary question of who gets included in literary
anthologies, teachers can and should be asking other questions as well:
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How are these authors represented in the textbook, and how might this
construction of authorship influence the way in which I implement this
material in my classroom? We can say much about how an individual
author is constructed within the text by examining the text ourselves.
For example, the presentations of Alvar Nunez Cabeza de Vaca in two
anthologies serves to illustrate the construction of authorship within a
textbook, showing just how different each construction can be. Cabeza
de Vaca, we should note, is an author who has recently been "rediscov-
ered," finding his way into an increasing number of high school litera-
ture anthologies. For instance, he did not appear in the anthologies my
department purchased in the early 1990s, but, by 1997, he appears in
several standard anthologies, including a historical mention in an early
section of Holt, Rinehart and Winston's Elements of Literature: Fifth
Course: Literature of the United States with Literature of the Americas. A short
passage describes the arrival of European explorers in the Americas:

In 1528, only thirty-six years after Columbus first sighted that
flickering fire on the beach of San Salvador, a Spaniard named
Alvar Nuriez Cabeza de Vaca (c. 1490-1557) landed with an ex-
pedition (he was its treasurer) on the west coast of what is now
Florida. Cabeza de Vaca and others left the ship and marched
inland. They did not return. Their fleet waited an entire year for
them, then departed for Mexico, giving up the explorers for dead.
Lost in the Texas Gulf area, Cabeza de Vaca and his companions
wandered for the next eight years in search of other Europeans
who would help them get home. Cabeza de Vaca's narrative of
his journeys through what is now Texas is a gripping adventure
story. It is also a firsthand account of the habits of some of the
indigenous people in what is now the United States: what they
ate (very little), how they housed themselves, and what their re-
ligious beliefs were. De Vaca also provides the first account of
some animals and plants that the Europeans had never known
existed. Cabeza de Vaca and his shipmates were alternately cap-
tives or companions of the various Native American peoples they
encountered on their long trek. Here is a part of de Vaca's ac-
count of the expedition's experiences with a tribal group in the
Gulf Coast area, struggling to survive a famine. . . . (7-8)

Ironically, only a tiny excerpt of Cabeza de Vaca's La Relacion
part of one paragraphis included in the textbook. In fact, the Holt text
never even gives the narrative a title; La Relacion has become the ac-
cepted title and the one typically used in other textbooks and antholo-
gies. Furthermore, the passage excerpted in the Holt text describes only
the plants and animals that the tribe ate in order to survive. The entire
account presented in the Holt text reads as follows:
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Here is a part of de Vaca's account of the expedition's experi-
ences with a tribal group in the Gulf Coast area, struggling to
survive a famine.

Their [the Native Americans] support is principally roots, of
two or three kinds, and they look for them over the face of all
the country. The food is poor and gripes the persons who eat
it. The roots require roasting two days: Many are very bitter,
and withal difficult to be dug. They are sought the distance of
two or three leagues, and so great is the want these people
experience, that they cannot get through the year without
them. Occasionally they kill a deer, and at times take fish; but
the quantity is so small and the famine so great, that they eat
spiders and the eggs of ants, worms, lizards, salamanders,
snakes, and vipers that kill whom they strike; and they eat
earth and wood, and all that there is, the dung of deer, and
other things that I omit to mention; and I honestly believe
that were there stones in that land they would eat them. They
save the bones of fishes they consume, of snakes and other
animals, that they may afterwards beat them together and eat
the powder. (8)

In this representation, there is little sense of narrativeno story,
with characters and plot and dramatic tension. What the reader never gets
is the "gripping adventure story" to which the preceding historical de-
scription alludes. More importantly, however, the portrayal of the Na-
tive Americans gives the reader the impression of a culture devoid of
any means of survival, a culture that (perhaps according to our post-
Darwinian sensibilities) is destined to die. Because of the way the nar-
rative has been cropped and framed, it is easy for a reader to feel noth-
ing for the author, or the cultures it is supposed to represent.

Why Cabeza de Vaca is even included in this bookexcept to
mention him long enough to get his name into the index in the backis
a mystery. To begin with, the entire historical summary has been so frag-
mented and obscured as to render the passage essentially meaningless.
Neither the captain of the ship nor the leader of the expedition, conquis-
tador Panfilo de Narvaez, is even mentioned, thus making it appear as
if Cabeza de Vaca is the leader of the expedition. Furthermore, there is
no explanation of the motives of the expedition. The scarcity of infor-
mation ought to lead the reader to other questions. What were they look-
ing for in Florida? Why did some of the men leave the ship and head
inland? Why did they never return, since it is apparent that the crew
that remained expected them to return? And furthermore, one must
wonder, why is this in a literature anthology at all? If the account was
presented as a piece of American literature worthy of study, Cabeza de
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Vaca's mention in this text might be justifiable. As it is, however, there
seems to be no justification for his presence in the text. This account
might belong in a history textbook, but the connection to American lit-
erature is so oblique as to be nonexistent. Beyond the confusing bio-
graphical information and the cropped text of La Relacion, there is no
other reference to Cabeza de Vaca in the textbook. There are no ques-
tions for discussion in the student text, or even in the teacher's edition,
which has the expanded marginal notes common to textbooks produced
in the 1990s. In a book that weighs six pounds, and includes so much, this
lack of clear context regarding Cabeza de Vaca is a great disappointment.

But there are some deeper ironies here as well. The Holt anthol-
ogy is prefaced by close to twenty-seven pages of explanation of how
and why it was constructed as it was. It contains essays by "noted" pro-
fessors on the importance of "inclusion" and "integration," and on how
to integrate the text into the teacher's plans seamlessly. There are pages
listing all the contributors, editors, writers, consultants, and so on, who
had a hand in the creation of the text. The sheer volume of this prefa-
tory material is impressive; from it alone one might conclude that this
text is superior to those of lesser (or less obvious) stature. But in regards
to the coverage of an author such as Cabeza de Vaca, the reverse is true:
the treatment given by the Holt text is void of context or literary merit.
For all the weight of its review boards and its essays on the importance
of inclusionfor all its physical weight toothe text does not do jus-
tice to Cabeza de Vaca the author.

If a teacher were to teach Cabeza de Vaca's narrative uncritically,
as it is presented in the Holt text, the lesson would not only be short,
but could be nothing other than a lesson in monoculturalism. First, as
noted earlier, the portrayal of the Native Americans reinforces a
Eurocentric view that the culture of the Native Americans was destined
to fade away upon the entrance of the Europeans on the stage of
America. Here I am deliberately invoking that all-too-pervasive theme
of "Manifest Destiny" that has permeated American textbooks, and
apparently continues to do so. Furthermore, the very fact that this Span-
ish narrative receives such little attention, and appears in such a frag-
mented form, suggests that the story of America as told through eyes
other than White Anglo Saxons is of little merit. There is almost noth-
ing else to be gleaned from Holt's construction of Cabeza de Vaca's
narrative. Ironically, through its prefatory essays on "inclusion" and
"integrated curriculum," Holt wraps itself in a cloak of progressive
multiculturalism. However, by merely mentioning Cabeza de Vaca, the
Holt text implies that the literature of the White Anglo Saxons is of prime
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value to American culture, and that those who know this culture and
its productions possess the cultural capital. Knowing the stories of the
Spanish in the United States, apparently, does not carry the same cul-
tural weight.

Teachers who consider themselves critical in the generic sense
might judge the narrative by its minuscule status in the text, or by the
poorly written historical context, and dismiss Cabeza de Vaca as an
author of no merit. However, to do so, although it might appear to be
founded in a critical approach to the text, is in fact merely to accept
uncritically the construction of the author perpetrated by those who
compiled this anthology. This is how the textbook becomes the curricu-
lum; it dictates teachers' reception of the author, and thus colors how
teachers present that author to their students. To be truly critical, teach-
ers must ask themselves a range of questions: Is there more to this au-
thor than the anthology suggests? How has the anthologyconstructed
this author? Is this the construction that I want to present to my stu-
dents? If my construction of the author differs from the textbook's, how
will I negotiate this dilemma without undermining the future effective-
ness of the textbook, or of my own teaching?

At stake in these highly constructed representations of authors
in textbooks is the notion of multiculturalism which has become such a
driving force in curriculum construction in recent years. Anthologies
are clearly becoming more ethnically diverse, but that doesn't guaran-
tee that they are more multicultural. Teachers must ask themselves: Are
the portrayals of author and subject truly representative of the cultures
being depicted? What kind of representation of Native Americans, or
of the Spanish in North America, is being constructed by the fragmented
clip of Cabeza de Vaca's account in the Holt text? An uncritical assess-
ment might applaud the Holt text for its inclusion of Cabeza de Vaca,
without looking closer to see the misrepresentation of the Spanish and
the Native Americans. Ethnically diverse textbooks might represent a
greater variety of cultures in the United States, but they might also turn
out to reinforce a kind of monoculturalism, not multiculturalism, in the
way those cultures are framed or constructed within the text. And an
uncritical teacher, thinking that the mere mention of Cabeza de Vaca is
enough to make the day's lesson multicultural, perpetuates the
monoculturalism lurking in the anthology.

Not all anthologies, however, portray cultures as the Holt text
does. McDougal Littell's The Language of Literature: Grade 11, American
Literature (1997) presents Cabeza de Vaca in quite another context. First,
it presents a much larger excerpt (four pages) from Cabeza de Vaca's
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account, along with the title La Relacion. Second, the historical back-
ground establishes a clearer account of the events, the principal play-
ers, and their motivations.

In 1527, Panfilo de Narvaez, a Spanish conquistador, led a five-
ship, 600-man expedition to Florida. His second in command was
Alvar Nthiez Cabeza de Vaca. The expedition was a disaster from
the moment the Spaniards entered the Caribbean. After the loss
of two ships in a hurricane and of more than 20 men by drown-
ing and desertion, the Narvaez expedition finally made its way
to the West Coast of Florida. Against the advice of Cabeza de
Vaca, Narvaez separated 300 of his men from the ships and
marched these forces overland. Narvaez intended for the ships
to meet the land forces at a Spanish settlement on the coast of
central Mexico, but he grossly underestimated the vastness of the
territory and the difficulty of crossing it. Eventually, overwhelmed
by hunger, disease, and Indian attacks, the land forces decided to
build five crude barges to get them to Mexicomore quickly. These
barges, each carrying about 50 men, soon drifted apart, and the
one commanded by Cabeza de Vaca was shipwrecked on
Galveston Island, off the coast of what is now Texas.

Ultimately, Cabeza de Vaca and three companions were the
only survivors of the Narvaez expedition. They wandered for
more than eight years before reaching Mexico City, thus becom-
ing the first Europeans to cross North America. After returning
to Spain in 1537, Cabeza de Vaca wrote La Relacion, a report ad-
dressed to the king of Spain. (80)

Here the situational context is much clearer. First, Narvaez is
clearly the captain. Second, Narvaez's plan, unrealistic as it may seem
to those who understand the geography of North America, is at least
clear, and explains the sending of men into the wilderness. Finally, the
disagreement between Narvaez and Cabeza de Vaca regarding this de-
cision adds a dramatic tension to the narrative which strengthens its
claim as a piece of American literature, and not just American history.

McDougal Littell, although it does not frame itself as the para-
gon of inclusion, is clearly more thorough than Holt in its presentation
of the historical context of Cabeza de Vaca's narrative. For reasons of
space, I have excerpted a section of the longer four-page excerpt, with
the hope that it will, fragmented as it is, illustrate to some degree the
merits of the narrative as a piece of American culture and literature. In
the following passage, several of the hand-built barges wash ashore at
what is now Galveston Island, Texas. There Native Americans feed and
befriend Cabeza de Vaca and the rest.
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As the sun rose next morning, the Indians appeared as they prom-
ised, bringing an abundance of fish and of certain roots which
taste like nuts, some bigger than walnuts, some smaller, mostly
grubbed from the water with great labor.

That evening they came again with more fish and roots and
brought their women and children to look at us. They thought
themselves rich with the little bells and beads we gave them, and
they repeated their visits on other days.

Being provided with what we needed, we thought to embark
again. It was a struggle to dig our barge out of the sand it had sunk
in, and another struggle to launch her. For the work in the water
while launching, we stripped and stowed our clothes in the craft.

Quickly clambering in and grabbing our oars, we had rowed
two crossbow shots from shore when a wave inundated us. Be-
ing naked and the cold intense, we let our oars go. The next big
wave capsized the barge. The Inspector and two others held fast,
but that only carried them more certainly underneath, where they
drowned.

A single roll of the sea tossed the rest of the men into the rush-
ing surf and back onto shore half-drowned.

We lost those that the barge took down; but the survivors es-
caped as naked as they were born, with the loss of everything we
had. That was not much, but valuable to us in that bitter Novem-
ber cold, our bodies so emaciated we could easily count every
bone and looked the very picture of death. . . .

The Lord willed that we should find embers while searching
the remnants of our former fire. We found more wood and soon
had big fires raging. Before them, with flowing tears, we prayed
for mercy and pardon, each filled with pity not only for himself
but for all his wretched fellows. (82-83).

The passage goes on to show how the Indians returned, found
the sailors in worse condition than their first encounter, and proceeded
to take them to their village to care for them, while the sailors were
unsure whether they were being saved or taken to their slaughter. Ironi-
cally, despite the assistance from the Karankawa, disease spread until
only sixteen sailors and half the tribe were left (83-84).

The first element worthy of note in the account above is the more
complex portrayal of the contact zone that occurs when the two cultures
meet. Missing is the Eurocentric theme of "Manifest Destiny." The Span-
iards, although condescending in their gifts of trinkets, are hapless vic-
tims of the powerful sea, desperately praying to their God to be merci-
ful. Meanwhile, the Native Americans appear culturally strong; there
is no account of the endlessly poor diet of the local tribe. In this narra-
tive the Native Americans bring adequate, hard-earned food to sustain
the sailors. Furthermore, the piece is truthful to what we have come to
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know of the health consequences of the contact between Europeans and
Native Americans; the Karankawa are not invincible, but all too sus-
ceptible to European diseases. Finally, Cabeza de Vaca's narrative as
portrayed in this textbook appears to have as much cultural and his-
torical value as do the traditionally canonical accounts by John Smith
and William Bradford. It is roughly equivalent in length to the Bradford
account included in this textbook, explores the similar consequences of
the harsh conditions of the New World, and relates the Europeans' en-
counters with the Native Americans. Smith's account, in fact, is absent
from the textbook, apparently replaced by the Cabeza de Vaca account.

Finally, beyond the historical and cultural significance of the nar-
rative in the McDougal Littell textbook, La Relacion functions as a genu-
ine piece of American literature. The passage is well written, present-
ing a picture of shipwreck and doom as dramatic as in the Odyssey or
Robinson Crusoe. The narrative has plot, characters, and dramatic ten-
sion. Nature plays the antagonist, while the Karankawa serve as bene-
factors. The scene where the men depart naked on their barges, only to
be swept back to shore by the sea, is told in the poetic language of im-
agery and metaphorthey row "two crossbow shots" from shore, only
to be "inundated" by a waveand the account is intensified by the
graphic description of their emaciated condition.

The purpose here has been to show how textbooks construct au-
thorship by the contextual devices they employ. It would be unfair and
irresponsible to praise the McDougal Littell textbook as flawless while
judging the entire Holt text on the basis of its treatment of one author,
without looking to see if the treatment of Cabeza de Vaca represents a
consistent pattern in the textbook. A thorough examination of both texts
would take greater time and space. However, the point I want to reiter-
ate is that the Cabeza de Vaca portrayed in the McDougal Littell text is
a teachable option for classroom teachers; he is an author of a work of
cultural, historical, and literary merit. In the Holt text, he is presented
as none of these. This difference illustrates the real power that an an-
thology can have on the construction of authorship in the classroom.
Even if a teacher using Holt wanted to discuss Cabeza de Vaca, there is
not enough material to do so adequately. For a teacher who has access
only to the stunted information presented in the Holt text, the anthol-
ogy can easily dictate the curriculum.

However, strong confident teachers can create dynamic courses
when the anthology serves the curriculum. If, as Tompkins suggests,
literature should be studied because it offers "powerful examples of the
way a culture thinks about itself" (xi), then the anthology acts as a
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repository of textual artifacts which serve to illustrate such thinking. Fur-
thermore, the ways in which texts are represented in the anthology also
serve to illustrate how the culture thinks about itselfas does what gets
excluded from the anthology. Within this framework for thinking about
anthologies, teachers and students can use an anthology alongside other
texts to explore cultural issues through large- and small-group discus-
sion, writing, and other activities that enable critical thinking. For ex-
ample, class discussion can serve not only to hold up the anthology's
texts as great pieces of literature, but also to open a dialogue regarding
their role as literatureoperating within a framework of guiding ques-
tions, including the age-old student question "Why are we studying
this?" As well, composition can easily operate in tandem with such a
conception of literary studies, where student writing serves as a medium
in which students grapple with cultural issues in response to the litera-
ture they have been reading and discussing. Literature class need not
be about reading texts in order to have read the great works of Western
literature; it can be about interacting with those texts in order to arrive
at one's own understandings, interpretations, and constructionsof
literature. In the end, despite the influence of publishers, state review
boards, special interest groups, and literary critics in the construction
of anthologies, it is ultimately students and teachers who make Ameri-
can literature, as they construct for themselves what all of this means
to them. But they must enter into the task with a critical eye, ready to
question the constructions presented in the anthologies, and ready also
to question their own assumptions about literature. In this way, despite
the fact that the anthology might seem unsatisfactory, students and
teachers can use it effectively as they make American literature in their
classrooms.
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5 A Case Study of American
Literature Anthologies
and Their Role in the
Making of American
Literature
Dave Winter
Wheeler High School, Marietta, Georgia

've been an English teacher at Wheeler High School in Marietta, Geor-
gia, for the past nine years. Although I've taught several different
English courses at several different levels during that time, I've settled

in as a specialist in eleventh-grade American literature. To understand
more about the position I occupy, I decided to investigate the history of
the American literature course at my school. The premise of my research
is that the secondary classroom is a valuable source for historical inquiry,
one that has been almost wholly neglected. Literary historians don't
think to look there, and secondary teachers don't think to approach the
subject of their professional lives as a valuable history.

The goal of my research is to create a case study in the history of
American literature as it has been taught at one school. By attempting
to encounter the course as individual teachers have taught it over time,
I hope to understand better why individual teachers make the decisions
they do and how their decisions as teachers interact with national
changes in the discipline.

The relationship of an American literature teacher and his or her
anthology is one such exchange. After interviewing individual teach-
ers and studying the anthologies from which they taught American lit-
erature, I have found that the relationship between a teacher and his or
her anthology is complicated. In Wheeler's early years, teachers by and
large submitted to the authority of the anthology, for many reasons
among them the teachers' relative inexperience, the paucity of classroom
resources, and the authoritarian school and community culture that
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prevailed at the time. As these conditions changed, so too did the role
of the anthology in the classroom. In the 1970s, as teachers became more
experienced, as alternative classroom resources became readily avail-
able, and as school officials enacted reforms that encouraged teachers
to place less emphasis on their anthologies, teachers both welcomed and
resisted opportunities to shape, adjust, resist, or subvert the anthology.
As demographic, curricular, and institutional changes profoundly al-
tered the role of teachers and anthologies, teachers faced difficult deci-
sions that at times pitted their personal values against their professional
ethics.

For teachers and students accustomed to the modern classroom, a tab-
leau of the Wheeler High School cafeteria, circa 1965, might seem like a
lunchroom not just from another era but from another planet. Marynell
Jacob doesn't believe it herself when she recalls it, and she was there, a
first-year teacher in a first-year school populated only with sophomores
and juniors.

At 12:30 every afternoon, Jacob would walk without a word to
the doorway of the cafeteria, and just as silentlyher junior Ameri-
can literature class would form a single-file line behind her.

"They knew to watch for me when it was our class's turn. Because
that was what all the classes did. You'd see Ms. Womack's class over
there at 12:20, Ms. Harvey's class over there at 12:25, Ms. Jacob's class
over there at 12:30, and they would line up behind us and we would
walk back down to the room," Jacob recalled.

No bells rang. Just like the tables and chairs they left behind, the
rows of students were aligned perfectly as they marched from the caf-
eteria and back to the classroom where their textbooks awaited them.

"It was just the authority of the school," Jacob offered as an ex-
planation. "The school still had the last word on how students behaved
at the school. It was just the way that it was at that time period."

Just as students obeyed the authority of their teachers, so too did
Jacob obey the authority of her anthology. In her first years as an Ameri-
can literature teacher, Jacob would start at the beginning of the textbook,
and would march from selection to selection until the semester ended:

"I was still under that authoritarian sort of thing, somebody else
knows more than I do, so I have to do what they say do. When they
said, 'Start here,' I started here. [When they said,] 'Read this poem,' I
read that poem."
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Roger Hines, who taught American and British literature at
Wheeler for twelve and a half years beginning in 1971, espoused a simi-
lar view about the authority of the classroom anthology:

"I mainly followed the book. I chose not to fight the book. I know
that the book is just a tool, butmy Lordwe are paying a fortune for
those things so we ought to use them or quit buying them, one. So nor-
mally if that's the adopted textbook then that's my text, and I do be-
lieve in text. The textbook should contain a text, and a text should be
taught."

The classroom culture Jacob created in 1965 reflected the values
of the community it served: authority figures were obeyed. The first
juniors at Wheeler to study American literature encountered it as pre-
sented in the 1963 Scott, Foresman edition of The United States in Litera-
ture (edited by Walter Blair et al.). The school's authoritarian culture
wasn't the only reason that teachers placed an unusually complete cre-
dence in the anthology. The school's library was so strapped for re-
sources that teachers felt disinclined to venture too far from the text-
book.

As Jacob remembered, the school's first library, as it were, was
confined to a "little conference room at the end of the guidance office."
The library boasted two holdings at the time: "They had a subscription to
the Marietta paper, a subscription to The Atlanta Journal, and that was it."

The library existed merely so the newly opened Wheeler High
School could meet state requirements to stay open. The entire master
schedule revolved around the available anthologies. Because they had
boiKOhfor only half the students at the school, Jacob taught literature to
half the class, and grammar and composition to the other half, then
switched them the next semester. Without a serviceable media center,
Jacob did not have much discretion to assign outside reading or inde-
pendent research. Without a countywide syllabus or instruction plan
to assist in such activities, Jacob omitted them from her curriculum and
returned to her anthology, the only real source of literature the school
had to offer its students. At least for a time, the anthology, for all in-
tents and purposes, was American literature.

Unbeknownst to the students, a war over the essence of Ameri-
can literature was being fought in the pages of their textbooks. Was
American literature to be organized by theme, chronology, or typology?
The eventual victors in that battle would have been clear to anybody
who compared the 1963 text to its predecessor, the 1957 edition of The
United States in Literature. In an apparent effort to appease all parties in
the debate over the central organizing principle of the eleventh-grade
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American literature survey, the editors of the 1957 edition (Robert C.
Pooley et al.) chose three. They organized one-third by theme ("The
American Spirit in Literature"), one-third by chronology ("Great Ameri-
can Authors and Their Times") and one-third by literary genre ("The
Development of Literary Types"). The hybrid organization schemata
would not survive the book's reincarnations in 1963 and 1968.

The revised text offered a seemingly straightforward chronologi-
cal structure. The book was divided into two main sections: "Three
Centuries of American Literature 1607-1900" and "Twentieth Century
American Literature." In the first section, the editors grouped the se-
lections chronologically into six time periods, beginning with "Plant-
ers and Puritans" and ending with the turn-of-the-century "New Out-
looks." As had been the case in the 1957 edition, the editors also identi-
fied one author to represent each historical period. Although other au-
thors followed the representative author in the 1963 and 1968 editions,
they were not presented with the same rich biographical apparatus that
was woven into the presentation of each era's formerly exclusive "rep-
resentative" author. The result was something of a Literary League of
America, a celebration of authorial superheroes, each endowed with his
own superpower: Ben Franklin (wisdom), Washington Irving (imagi-
nation), Henry David Thoreau (optimism), Walt Whitman (democracy),
and Samuel Clemens (yarn spinning). Only the "Planters and Puritans"
chapter, a new addition to the 1963 text, broke this pattern by settling
for two representative authors: William Byrd and Jonathan Edwards.
This sort of Mount Rushmore approach to American literature (with
seven White male heads instead of four) was more muted than in the
1957 text, but it remained an integral feature of each chapter represent-
ing a historical period.

While the study of literary forms is subordinated to the chrono-
logically ordered main sections, the chronology creates the impression
that American literature had evolved over four centuries, culminating
in higher aesthetic forms, that is, in the genres of literary art. Under-
standing this progression, of course, requires getting to the end of the
textbook, something that did not happen in Jacob's first American lit-
erature class in 1965.

"What I would do is start at the beginning and get as far as I could
and then stop," Jacob said. "It didn't occur to me at first to teach from
each section in order to be sure that I covered all the time periods."

The manner in which Jacob taught each individual selection also
reflected how closely she relied on her textbook. There was no official
syllabus to guide her, and of the four English teachers that comprised
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the first-ever Wheeler High School English Department, two were first-
year teachers; the other two had just completed their first year of teaching.

"I was real big, back at that time, on reading stories and answer-
ing the questions," said Jacob. I figured if they put the questions in the
book, then they were good questions and we should spend time on
them."

Jacob was a first-year teacher then, and her personal experience
provided yet another reason to stick close to the anthology. Like many
of her colleagues, she did not feel prepared to teach American litera-
ture out of college, nor did she particularly wish to teach the course.
After having completed a university education that compartmentalized
every period and genre of British literature into specialized semester
courses, Jacob often felt overwhelmed by the American literature course
she was assigned to teach.

"It was not a good experience," she said of that first year. "First
of all I did not particularly want to teach American literature, and sec-
ond, I didn't know any. I didn't have the range of knowledge. I didn't
have the depth, and it was a pretty frightening experience, and I was
much more comfortable the semester when I got into thegrammar books
because it was, you know, 'Open your books, do the exercise.'"

In pursuing her English degree at Mississippi College in Clinton,
Jacob took two American literature courses: a survey based on the
Norton anthology and a course in Modern American Poetry. The rest
of her coursework consisted of British literature. Jacob laughs now when
she remembers leaving college with the assumption that "all the writ-
ers in the world were either American or British, preferably British; the
best American novels copied British novels."

Her experience is typical of the early teachers at Wheeler. Given
their training, the teachers usually taught American literature not be-
cause they wanted to but because they were assigned to teach it. Teach-
ers like Jacob, who came to love teaching American literature, ended
up educating themselves in the discipline and how to teach it well. Patsy
Musgrove, who came to Wheeler in the early 1970s, came to love Ameri-
can literature during the summer prior to her first year of teaching in
Miami. In a public library across the street from her home, she read
American Nobel Prize winners in chronological order. She hadn't stud-
ied them in her literature coursework at Duke. Others, like Roger Hines,
pursued American literature as a second passion, deeply felt but clearly
secondary to British literature. Still others taught the course without ever
warming to it. Marilyn Winter and Jane Frazer taught the course for
several years without identifying with the subject as a specialty.
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Some aspects of the 1963 edition of The United States in Literature
were suited to teachers trained (as Wheeler teachers had been) to im-
part strategies for close reading of literary texts, not for understanding
and appreciating the historical context behind them. Not only was the
back half of the book devoted to organization by genre, but the book
began with a preview entitled "Introducing American Literature," which
featured modern short stories amenable to the New Critical approaches
Jacob had learned in college. Jacob remembers feeling very comfortable
teaching that section in her first year at Wheeler.

"I opened the book and there was Conrad Richter and Karl
Shapiro," said Jacob of her first encounter with the text's introductory
chapter. The modern short storiesthose at the beginning and the end
of the textwere early favorites:

"I had a better understanding of those. I didn't need as much his-
torical background, the way I did with the colonial, revolutionary, and
Civil War literature, and they were easier for me to understand and to
present, so that was my favorite part. And also the students enjoyed it.
You didn't have to spend as much time generating interest, doing extra
things to get them involved."

As the anthology evolved to emphasize historical context and
chronological organization, Jacob's view changed. The introductory
section of short stories disappeared from Wheeler High School's Ameri-
can literature textbook in 1975. The introductory section had disap-
peared from Jacob's American literature course long before: "Gradually
it occurred to me that you don't have to use that first chapter. It was
kind of an introduction I guess, like reading for entertainment, but then
the second chapter started with the colonial American, so I went through
it in chronological order, and the only materials we had were the text-
book."

And so Jacob taught herself history, so that she could teach her
students:

"I read more on my own and learned that American literature is
actually very significant in world literature and did come into its own
once it quit copying British people."

The "Planters and Puritans" period, which she had dreaded, be-
came her favorite section to teach, partly because she loved the start of
the school year, but mainly because she loved teaching Anne Bradstreet
and Edward Taylor. Jacob supplemented her anthology by bringing in
other poems by Bradstreet and by helping students learn Taylor's diffi-
cult poems by teaching the couplets and inversions found in the Bay
Psalm Book. "'Who in this Bowling Alley bowled the sun?' That is one
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of my favorite lines in all of American literature," she said. "I love that
line, and I just got more and more excited about the extra things I was
reading."

Jacob's self-education forever changed her relationship with her
anthology. Instead of the book or its makers assuming authority over
her classroom decisions, she became the authority on how to use the
text: "At first, you felt like you had to teach every single thing, and the
second time around with the book you learned which things you might
be able to leave out in order to make room for other things."

The editors of the Scott, Foresman anthology evidently grappled
with many of the same questions. Throughout the 1960s, The United
States in Literature maintained a relatively stable table of contents. While
the introductory collection of modern texts departed markedly from the
1957 edition, the authors contained in it were all White, although Pearl
Buck, Willa Cather, Amy Lowell, and Esther Forbes made the section
disproportionately female in comparison with the rest of the text.
Downplaying the literary superhero approach did not significantly al-
ter the background of the authors who represented each historical chap-
ter. The first half of the 1960s text, covering the first three centuries of
American literature, included three female authors: Anne Bradstreet
(one poem), Sarah Orne Jewett (one short story), and Emily Dickinson
(thirteen poems). Bradstreet and Jewett were not in the 1957 text, and
Dickinson's place in the secondary canon increased markedly from the
two poems found in 1957. Her inclusion in the "New Outlooks" chap-
ter, behind Stephen Crane and Sidney Lanier, however, is telling be-
cause, unlike in later textbooks, the editors placed her in the chronol-
ogy based on the date of her discovery and subsequent publication by
Thomas Wentworth Higginson (1890s) rather than when she wrote the
poems (the 1850s and 1860s).

Female authors appeared more frequently in the second half of
the book, devoted to twentieth-century literature. Katherine Anne Por-
ter and Eudora Welty entered the anthology for the first time, making
up 20 percent of the short story section. Women wrote twelve of the fifty-
nine poems (again 20 percent) in the modern poetry section, although
they were absent from the "First Voices" subsection (nineteen poems)
and abundant in the "Swelling Chorus" subsection (seven of seventeen).
One female essayist (Nancy Huddleston Packer) entered the text for the
first time, while one female biographer (Catherine Drinker Bowen) re-
mained from the 1957 edition. Overall, women authors wrote 19 per-
cent of the selections in the text, but of the thirty-six selections written
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by women, twenty-six were poems (72 percent), and half of those were
by Emily Dickinson.

Minority authors remained negligible as a portion of the whole.
There were no Latino authors, and Monica Sone, the lone Asian Ameri-
can author in the 1957 version, vanished from the text. James Weldon
Johnson, Gwendolyn Brooks, and Ralph Ellison entered the text, bring-
ing the total number of Black authors to four. Remaining from the pre-
vious version were spirituals, which were moved from the thematic
"Love and Faith" section to the historical "Conflict" section between
Robert E. Lee and Abraham Lincoln. Black poets were absent from the
modern short story section and the "First Voices" poetry subsection.
Countee Cullen and Johnson appeared in the "Swelling Chorus" sub-
section, while Brooks appeared in "Newer Voices." Ellison's "Living
with Music" was included in the "Article and Essay" section. Of the
Black authors included, only Ellison was a nonpoet.

The tendency of anthologies to overrepresent female and minor-
ity authors as poets is well chronicled and certainly has outlived the
1960s text analyzed here. Not only are the poems buried in the backs of
textbooks, but they also take up less space. The fact that longer works
by women and minorities are less likely to be anthologized further re-
duces the emphasis that American literature teachers place on women
and minority authors. The number of pages in the anthology devoted
to women and minority authors (or, more to the point, the minutes in
the classroom spent studying them) must have been less than the per-
centage of women and minority authors represented in the text as a
whole.

If one were to stop at this point, he or she might conclude that
the anthologies were responsible for restricting the secondary Ameri-
can literature curriculum at Wheeler High School. A closer investiga-
tion of the American literature curriculum as it developed into the 1970s,
however, reveals that the anthology, while certainly a factor in creating
the secondary canon, was not the only force shaping what Wheeler stu-
dents studied and how they studied it.

The anthology may have been less representative of minority authors,
but the textbook percentages of minorities in the 1960s editions of The
United States in Literature exceeded those found in the Wheeler student
body. In the 1960s, there was not one student of color at Wheeler High
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School. The integration of the school came in 1970 and proceeded with-
out incident (at least without any that the teachers noticed), but the
minority student population did not increase substantially during the
1970s. The school's 1982 Southern Association of Colleges and Second-
ary Schools (SACS) report indicated that the student body was still 96.77
percent "White," 1.13 percent "Hispanic," 1.08 percent "Asian," and 1.02
percent "Black."

While Wheeler High School would become one of the most di-
verse schools in Georgia over the next two decades, it was the anthol-
ogynot the schoolthat took the first steps toward diversity. You
could judge the mission of the 1973 edition of The United States in Lit-
erature by looking at its cover. In place of the 1968 cover imageErich
Locker's multihued photo collage of skyscraper windows reaching for-
ever upward in the night skythe 1973 cover displays a representation
of Navajo artist Jeff King's sandpainting Lighting Armor House. Since
King's paintingthe sixth of eighteen sandpaintings he performed
during the Navajo blessing ceremonial "Where the Two Came to Their
Father,"was an ephemeral performance piece, the 1973 cover image
is an illustration, which Maud Oakes "recorded" during the ceremony.
The description of the image and its place in Navajo tradition is the first
supplement in the teacher resource book that accompanied the edition.

From the very cover, then, the 1973 edition sends the unmistak-
able message that the editorial team of James E. Miller, Robert Hayden,
and Robert O'Neal sought to create a text whose canon included a more
diverse group of writers, one that represented all of America. In the "In-
troducing American Literature" section, the editors replaced Bernard
De Voto with N. Scott Momaday, Conrad Richter with Bernard
Malamud, Pearl Buck with Ralph Ellison, and Robert Penn Warren with
Gwendolyn Brooks. Fewer than half of the selections from the 1968
editionKarl Shapiro's "Auto Wreck," Willa Cather's "The Sculptor's
Funeral," Amy Lowell's "Patterns," and William Saroyan's "The Oys-
ter and The Pearl"survived in the introductory section of the 1973
edition.

Latino authors, previously noticeable only for their absence, ap-
peared in the twentieth-century portion of the anthology for the first
time, as short stories by Prudencio de Pereda and Americo Paredes en-
tered the text, along with poems by Luis Munoz Marin and Victor
Hernandez Cruz.

Nowhere was the revision of the text more drastic than in the rep-
resentation of African American authors. Where there had been four
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African American authors in 1968, there were seventeen in 1973. From
Phillis Wheatley's inclusion in the "Founders of the Nation" section to
Gwendolyn Brooks's inclusion in the book's introduction and in the
modern poetry section, and from James Pennington and Frederick
Douglass's placement in the "End of an Era" section to the inclusion of
Imamu Amiri Baraka and Michael S. Harper, African American author-
ship more than tripled in the book in just one edition.

Jacob remembers very well her first encounter with the textbook:
"I never heard of Phillis Wheatley until I taught her. It astounded

me when I heard myself saying, 'She's our first major African Ameri-
can author.' I never even had heard of her. Frederick Douglass, I guess
I knew the name. Certainly, Scott Momaday and some of the Native
Americans. No Asians. Absolutely no Asians."

Like Jacob, Musgrove remembered the arrival of the 1973 edition
of the Scott, Foresman book as the moment when she encountered many
authors for the first time: "Well it [the first consciousness of cultural
diversity at Wheeler] must have been when those brown books [copies
of the new anthology] came in [during the 1974-75 school year]. I mean
that must have been a very conscious awareness that those things were
there that hadn't been there before."

The course anthology challenged Jacob and Musgrove to broaden
their classroom canon. From the anthology, Musgrove taught the Harlem
Renaissance, James Baldwin, and Lorraine Hansberry. While Jacob and
Musgrove were receptive to the idea of incorporating a more diverse
group of writers into their American literature curriculum, many teach-
ers resisted the idea of including any contemporary authors, regardless
of their background. Although Wheatley, Douglass, and Pennington
were situated within the historical chronology of the first half of the
book, the other minority authorsall of the Latino authors and all but
three of the African Americanswere situated in the twentieth-century
section. And herein lies a problem: the move to diversify the literary
canon became conflated with the move to make the canon more relevant
and contemporary.

The movement to stress relevance and the movement to achieve
greater diversity clearly were concurrent with the 1973 edition of The
United States in Literature. While attempting to represent minority po-
pulations more substantially, the new editors also sought to make the
selections more relevant to their young readers. Leo B. Kneer, the edi-
torial director of the Scott, Foresman 1973 America Reads edition, made
that goal clear when he outlined the philosophical principles that
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"controlled the development of the individual anthologies" in an intro-
ductory letter prefacing the Teacher's Resource Book to Accompany The
United States in Literature:

Materials studied by students must be relevant to studentsse-
lections must be capable of engaging young people of this time
and place. But relevance has nothing, necessarily, to do with time.
Is anything more "relevant" for example than "Do unto others

. ?" There is relevance of manner as well as relevancy of matter.
The way a piece is presentedby author, publisher, and teacher
is crucial. (viii)

The way the pieces were presented in the 1973 Scott, Foresman
edition certainly reflected this professed emphasis on the relevance of
literature to young people. By adding contemporary selections at the
end of each historically organized chapter, and by drastically reducing
the contextual apparatus preceding each selection in the text, the edi-
tors sought to make the text more accessible and more relevant to the
students in their own time. As a consequence, the effort to place authors
in their own historical context was drastically retrenched.

Roger Hines remembers well his favorite author to teach from his Ameri-
can literature anthology: Robert Frost. He also remembers one of his
most memorable teaching moments: the golden spring day in 1973 when
he taught his Advanced Placement seniors the Frost poem "Nothing
Gold Can Stay."

On that spring day Hines made one of the serendipitous, sponta-
neous discoveries that teachers remember for the rest of their lives: "It
just hit me: 'nothing gold can stay.' As surely as I sit here, on that day,
had you gone out and looked around, everything was gold because lit-
erally he's right, 'nature's first green is gold,' it's not green. That yel-
low pollen and those little leaflet tips that come out there are golden as
they can be, so we went out to the Wheeler football stadiumit still
stands, I guessand we had our class there that day and stayed there
the whole hour and talked about that one poem, 'Nothing Gold Can
Stay."

"And I told them we were going to come back in two weeks and,
'You are not going to see this gold. You're going to see green.' And let
me tell you, [I remember] one person that was in that class, a girl named
Debbie Smith . . . just eating that up and helping me teach."
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Had he relied on the 1973 edition of The United States in Litera-
ture, Hines wouldn't have been able to teach "Nothing Gold Can Stay"
to his juniors because the poem was not one of the six Frost poems in-
cluded in the anthology. Luckily for Hines, who came to Wheeler from
Mississippi in 1972, Scott, Foresman's days as Wheeler's "official" lit-
erature anthology were short-lived. On April 1, 1975, at the conclusion
of Cobb County's first language arts textbook adoption process, Hines
and the English department heads of the other nine Cobb County high
schools voted to make the Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Adventures se-
ries the county's official text. The America Reads series by Scott,
Foresman, which had provided Wheeler's text throughout the school's
history, was out.

Frost appeared far more prominently in the 1973 "Classic Edition"
of Harcourt's Adventures in American Literature. With eleven selections,
among them "Nothing Gold Can Stay," Frost was the most prominent
of the poets in the twentieth-century section of the text; Carl Sandburg
was a distant second with four selections. The newprominence of Frost,
who rejected modern conventions in favor of more traditional poetic
modes, aptly illustrates how the anthology differed from the Scott,
Foresman text published in the same year.

While not a complete reversion to the contents of the 1963 Scott,
Foresman anthology, the Harcourt text bore a striking similarity to it in
many respects. When the text arrived at Wheeler in the fall of 1975 af-
ter being adopted by countywide vote, the book had to have been seen
as a move away from both diversity (in the textbook canon) and imme-
diate relevance (as an instructional strategy in presenting that canon to
students). The diversity found throughout the 1973 Scott, Foresman text
is noticeably absent in the 1973 Harcourt book. Where there had been
eighteen African American authors, there were now four, all in the twen-
tieth-century section and all poets except for James Baldwin. The first
half of the book included no minority authors and the entire text fea-
tured no Latino authors. The first half of the book featured two female
authors, Emily Dickinson (twelve poems) and Willa Gather, whose "The
Sculptor's Funeral" had been a staple in all of the Scott, Foresman edi-
tions. Five modern authors (two short story authors and three poets)
bring the total number of female authors to seven.

Perhaps most telling were two sidebars, "Indian Literature" and
"The Literature of Minorities." These summary pieces were included
in the text to represent the literature of minority cultures. The "Indian
Literature" sidebar, squeezed in on page 17, the final page of an excerpt
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of William Byrd's The History of The Dividing Line, discusses not Native
American authors but the gradual increase in anthropological studies
of them. The "Literature of Minorities" sidebar, on page 741, follows the
final page of James Baldwin's "The Creative Process" and discusses the
contribution of all immigrant groups to American literature: German,
French, Italian, Polish, Russian, Irish, Jewish, and African. Four mod-
ern Black authors are mentioned, but none who wrote before the nine-
teenth century. Neither Asian American nor Latino culture is listed in
the summary; nor are any authors from those cultures discussed.

The racial homogeneity of the authors found in the Harcourt text
paralleled the same homogeneity of the Wheeler High School student
body at that time. According to one teacher, Mardette Coleman, who
lived in the Wheeler district but taught at neighboring Sprayberry High
School from the mid-1950s to the mid-1980s, members of the Wheeler
community pointed to their racial homogeneity as a source of pride
compared to other county schools, such as Sprayberry, which had inte-
grated earlier.

This attitude may have existed in parts of the Wheeler commu-
nity, but the teachers' personal and professional experiences prove they
were not only aware of African American culture but also had taken
idealistic steps to combat discrimination in their schools and commu-
nities. Before coming to Wheeler, Musgrove attended a National Defense
Education Act Institute at Duke University that was intended for and
attended by Black teachers from rural North Carolina. After that for-
mative experience, she taught Cuban refugees in Miami, an experience
she now recounts as one of her fondest teaching memories.

As a second-year teacher in Meridian, Mississippi, Hines volunteered
to switch schools with a Black middle school teacher in a teacher exchange
program intended to integrate and balance the schools. Hines left a pres-
tigious, all-White junior high school to join the faculty at an all-Black
junior high school. Three years later, Hines found himself at Wheeler.
Marynell Jacob's early background in Mississippi was similar. Horri-
fied over the deaths of civil rights workers Chaney, Goodman, and
Schwerner, Jacob attended a memorial church service ata Black church
where Joan Baez sang "We Shall Overcome." Wishing to escape the cycle
of racism that gripped the state, including members of her own family,
she decided to leave Mississippi and move to a more urban setting.

The decision to adopt Harcourt's textbook series and reject Scott,
Foresman's cannot be explained as a rejection of diversity. In rejecting
a textbook whose editors were motivated by diversity and relevance,
teachers at Wheeler and in Cobb County faced an insolvable dilemma.
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The teachers' clear personal commitment to effect racial progress came
into conflict with their professional commitment to a rigorous and de-
manding education for their students. Ultimately, the desire to reject the
relevance movement, which drastically altered Wheeler and the Cobb
school system in nearly every conceivable way, was stronger than the
desire to integrate the curriculum.

During the mid-1970s, Wheeler, along with the other schools in
Cobb County, adopted the open classroom, where teachers teamed to-
gether to teach large groupings of twenty-five to thirty students per
teacher. The American literature teachers worked together: Jacob teamed
with Patti Bledsoe and Hines, and Jane Frazer and Patsy Musgrove
worked together. Reformers, aiming to create a more student-centered,
interdisciplinary learning environment called the reform "team teach-
ing." Wheeler's American literature teachers derisively called the reform
"turn teaching" because that's how the large-group instruction was ef-
fected in the school's American literature classrooms.

Beginning in the 1972 school year and for twelve school years
afterward, Cobb County schools also adopted a quarter system of in-
struction, one that divided the regular school year into three periods,
each with a discrete course. Under the quarter system, students were
required to take three quarter-long classes in English, and the new sys-
tem also inspired the creation of elective courses, which could replace
the American literature survey and count for any of the three required
English credits.

"For 12 years," said Hines, "we were on a quarter system, and
then (we moved] to the semester system we have now, but during that
quarter system, it was the elective courses, and that was a concession
to the protest days of making things relevant. . . . Teachers were able to
come up with their own courses such as 'The Search for Self in Litera-
ture,' and that probably colored the teaching of American literature a
little bit. . . . We had so many electives'The American Novel,' The
Search for Self in Literature,' thematic titles that teachers made up and
gave their courses and were put on the course offering list."

Hines in fact found two benefits in the quarter system: the elec-
tive courses did make courses more relevant, and students were required
to take one quarter of grammar and composition, which emphasized
and therefore improved student writing. These improvements in litera-
ture instruction, however, came at a large (and what would later be
deemed unacceptable) cost: students were no longer required to com-
plete a full survey course in American literature. Students would and
did graduate without studying the whole of American literature.
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"We didn't use anthologies as much during that quarter period
as we do now," Hines remembered. "We bought 'em, and paid bundles
for them, but we didn't use 'em. If you were teaching 'The American
Novel,' you'd use paperbacks and you didn't use the textbook even
though you had some in the school waiting for you. There was a lot
accomplished in that ten-year experiment, and there was a lot wasted."

English teachers could not reject the quarter system, and they
could not overthrow team teaching, but they could reject the 1973 Scott,
Foresman textbook that so clearly reflected the same principles that were
shaping local education reform. Hines put it this way:

"You think you hear the word diversity today, you should have
heard the word relevant in the '70s. . . . The word relevant, we got sick
and tired of it. There was a musical entitled, Tell It Like It Is, and that
was a phrase that was too much with us: 'Tell it like it is.' The school
systems did try to respond to that age, and they tried to make things
relevant. The relevance movement and the war protest movement af-
fected us, and that's why we had elective courses. We were trying to be
relevant. We probably went too far, but I learned a lot of things from it."

Hines remembers seeing the move toward relevance in the Scott,
Foresman text and not liking it:

"The books started including some of these protests and poems.
Sylvia Plath, you never heard of her until the early '70s. Writers like her
that showed not the angst but whatsuicidal tendencieswhat shall I
say?"

In the 1973 Harcourt edition, Hines found a text that rejected the
move toward relevance. As Wheeler's English department chair in 1975,
he cast his vote and influence toward adopting the new text. Hines re-
membered the switch well, claiming to have been "a Scott, Foresman
man" while teaching in Mississippi, only to become a devout Harcourt
fan during his tenure at Wheeler.

"I liked it because it was not watered down," he said. "Some of
these books want you to beef up Ralph Nader instead of water down
Ralph Waldo Emerson. It's easier to take the difficult one and help stu-
dents with it, than to take these so-very-contemporary ones and try to
blow them up. I liked [Harcourt] because it was a challenge. It was a
historical approach of course, and it had good, measured historical back-
ground essays, and even back before we were accentuating writing so
much, it had some good writing activities in it."

In the curricular war of relevance versus traditional rigor, the se-
lection of the Harcourt text signaled a rejection of contemporary rel-
evance in favor of traditional texts that, in the committee's view, stood
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the test of time. Stella Rossthen the English department chair at
Pebblebrook High School and later the county's first secondary language
arts coordinatorrecalled the selection process as a return to "the tried
and true" classicism of years past. She pointed to the committee's deci-
sion to adopt the "Classic Edition" of the Harcourt text as evidence of
the commitment to restoring the place of canonical texts in the class-
room. Prior to the work of this textbook adoption committee, the county
did not have an official American literature textbook. Each county school
was free to order any literature text that was approved by the Georgia
Department of Education. Hines also remembered that the committee
was comprised almost wholly of traditionalists. "Selections and au-
thorsthat was our concern," he said. "We wanted the students to read
the authors they needed to know for college." Hines also felt that the
anthology pieces he selected to teach must stand the test of time to be
included on his syllabus:

"I believe there is such a thing as literary history, and I'm con-
cerned with the place of this author or the place of this piece in the body
of literature. Shakespeare has etched out his place from now until
doomsday. So has Mark Twain. Certainly those [authors] who have
etched out for themselves a place in English or American lit, they have
got to be taught. I think Walt Whitman has got to be taught. I think Mark
Twain has got to be taught; whether I like him or not, I've got to teach
him. So, it depends on the significance of the writer and his work. I don't
just pick those I like. . . . Sometimes I base it on my druthers, but usu-
ally I'm thinking of literary history: 'Does this have a secure place in
literary history or does it not?' If it does, I make sure I teach it."

What became of the 1973 editions of the Scott, Foresman text, a book
that was Wheeler's "official" text for but one year? The visual image of
the class set of anthologies in Patsy Musgrove's classroom, with blunted,
tattered corners, ratty folded pages, and decades of inappropriate stu-
dent comments on the spines, tells a story all its own. The inside cover
of each textbook in her room has more names on it than the box will
allow. Musgrove (along with several of the other literature teachers at
Wheeler) continued to issue the text and the 1968 edition that preceded
it, until her retirement from teaching in 1999.

It's possible that Wheeler did not have enough copies of the
Harcourt anthology to go around in the mid-1970s. The increasing school
population, which put a huge strain on all of the school's material resources,
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even put classroom space at a premium. At times during the 1970s, some
classes were conducted in the storage room in the library and on the
cramped stage in the gymnasium.

Hines and Ross, however, doubt that scarcity caused teachers to
issue the Scott, Foresman textbook instead of the Harcourt book. Al-
though Ross didn't entirely discount the possibility, she distinctly re-
membered that the committee "adopted one textbook per child" because
they did not want teachers to rely on classroom sets to teach their classes.

"I'm satisfied that they did have enough [Harcourt] textbooks,"
Hines added. "The [Wheeler] community was pretty outspoken and
demanding about these things."

Several teachers remembered that it was not uncommon or inap-
propriate for Cobb teachers to keep old class sets of anthologies. For
Musgrove, the climate of teacher autonomy made Cobb County Schools
distinct from neighboring school districts in Georgia. "I always felt free
to teach whatever I wanted in Cobb County. I always believed that I
should have a variety of books to choose from," said Musgrove, who
also remembered preferring the Harcourt book to the Scott, Foresman
book for the quality of its introductory essays and its illustrations. De-
spite this preference for the Harcourt book, Musgrove could not part
with her class set of the Scott, Foresman text.

Musgrove essentially became her own American literature anthol-
ogy, choosing the selections she deemed appropriate for her students
and relying on three sets of anthologies to do it. In the absence of a clear
county curriculum that told them what to teach, teachers were free to
create their syllabi as they saw fit. Musgrove is fond of recalling that
the teachers who teased her for keeping the old books later requested
to borrow them. Her refusal to discard her old anthologies can be char-
acterized in several wayssubversive, resistant, empoweringbut no
matter how one characterizes her motives, one conclusion is clear: the
teachers had more control over the curriculum than did the anthologies
they used.

When Patsy Musgrove retired in 1999, I inherited the box of old tattered
anthologies with the faded brown covers, and with them, the problems
they presented and the lessons they taught. The challenges I face as an
American literature teacher in the year 2000 aren't markedly different
than those my predecessors grappled with a quarter centuryago. Delv-
ing into the past at my own school has taught me to avoid simple
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characterizations of the classroom. What occurs there is far more com-
plex than I had ever considered. No matter how unfair it may be, addi-
tions to the established canon send multiple and perhaps conflicting
messages when they are incorporated into the secondary canon of
American literature.

Perhaps more important, I learned how little I know about the
classroom experiences that preceded mine. Any teacher knows how
hard it is to find time to talk with present-day colleagues, let alone find
time to identify and interview those who came before. But what a shame
it is to exist in survival mode as we so often doyoung teachers recre-
ating everything, driving without a mapwhen all that prior experi-
ence, all that accumulated wisdom goes untapped. To make American
literature in the present and future, teachers must first discover how it
was made in the past.
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II Learning about American
Literature from Students
and Learning about
Students from American
Literature
Peter Shaheen
Seaholm High School, Birmingham, Michigan

Every student comes to class with a suitcase full of issues that impinge
on the teaching and learning that goes on there. My friend Paul reminds
me that since students have lives outside the classroom, teachers ought
to be shaping instruction to address at least some aspects of these lives.
Teachers need to make sure that connections get made between the cur-
riculum and the day-to-day affairs of students outside the classroom.
"How can we talk about Daisy and Gatsby," Paul asks, "without talk-
ing about love to students who are just beginning to experience the
agony and ecstasy of its emotions?"

This section of the book acknowledges and affirms the teacher's
role in planning instruction with the student in mind. At the same time,
this project recognizes that the teacher who closes the door and attempts
to mind his or her own business will soon feel isolatedand with that
isolation comes stagnation. Acting in isolation also means that a teacher
must face the slings and arrows alone. It means there are no other teach-
ers to help one devise ways to improve one's practice.

The chapters in this section emphasize teamwork, showing how
teachers can join forces, often across levels and institutions, to improve
their practice. Drawing on the expert opinion of teachers in a variety of
classrooms across the country, the authors included here show how they
determine what will work best in their individual classrooms. Thus
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while the authors in this section teach in very different contexts from
each other, and perhaps from any given reader, their reflectionssuch
as Kara Kuuttila Shuell's suggestions about reorganizing and refocus-
ing the American literature curriculum, or Ann-Marie Harvey's discus-
sion of how to help White students become more aware of their own
ethnicitycan be taken up by teachers in varied situations. In other
words, these chapters suggest that we can share teaching ideas across
school and regional boundaries. Many of our concerns have both local
and universal dimensions, and we can benefit from one another's in-
sights. We all know that there is a great difference between a first-hour
class and a class that meets during the last hour of the school day. Simi-
larly, students in adjacent districts often have very different needs. The
professional teacher is responsible for shaping instruction that best meets
the needs of students in specific classrooms, and an individual teacher's
reflective practice can and should be shared with other teachers.

What unites all of the selections in this section is the conviction
that teachers can be most effective by foregrounding the needs of their
students. This doesn't mean simply listening to what they say. It also
means actively reflecting on their concerns and, often, changing one's
practice in response. Each of the teachers included in this section re-
counts how he or she paid attention to what students were saying about
American literature. And each narrates significant instructional changes
made in response to what students said. In other words, each of the
selections included here shows how teachers learned from their students
and, in the process, learned about their students as well as about Ameri-
can literature.

When one of Kara Kuuttila Shuell's students complained, "The
Puritans have nothing to do with my life," Shuell could not ignore the
comment and simply move on. She was troubled by her immediate re-
actions. First, she thought about a detention for insubordination, and
then she responded, "Please trust me. There are some really interesting
things we'll study as the semester goes on. We just have to get through
this time period first." Rather than simply "just get through," however,
Shuell directly confronted the question "What do Puritans have to do
with my life?" This chapter tells of her efforts to bridge the gap between
the curriculum and the needs of her students. She turned the question
into a way of shaping her entire course. With a little help from her
friends, Shuell abandoned the chronology she had used in teaching
American literature in previous years. After much planning and discus-
sion, she decided on the theme "Passages" as a way of connecting the
Puritans' voyage to her students' lives. After a series of lessons, Shuell
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and her students learned that the passages made by diverse people to
get to America are both similar and dissimilar, and that by studying our
own unique voyages, we can learn more not only about ourselves but
about each other as well.

"Students, American Identities, and Whiteness" by Anne-Marie
Harvey is another exploration of students' needs. Harvey uses the tried-
and-true theme of what it means to be an American and spins it as only
a teacher can by listening to what her students had to say. Even though
she included Whiteness in her approach to complicating her students'
understanding of American identity, Harvey found that her White stu-
dents felt they possessed no culture. Through a close reading of her stu-
dents' writing and careful examination of what literary texts like The
Great Gatsby tell us about Whiteness, Harvey shows how teachers of
American literature can help students rethink American identity in self-
empowering ways.

It may come as no surprise that many of Harvey's students felt
devoid of a literature about themselves. The twist, however, is that the
students were White. One of her students explains the predicament:
"Certainly, one cannot expect me to identify with the whole of Cauca-
sian America simply because we share the same skin color." Feeling a
nudge from her students, Harvey found herself moving in new direc-
tions. By using Du Bois's The Souls of Black Folk, she challenged the no-
tion of a standard norm for American culture.

Harvey also noticed that elements of consumer commercialism
were influencing some of her students' inability to identify a culture to
call their own. Through a series of reflective practices, she and her stu-
dents finally came to the conclusion that grappling with one's identity
can be a productive exercise no matter how mysterious that identity may
turn out to be, and no matter how difficult the struggle might become.

David Anthony likewise shows how he learned from his students.
He begins by describing a course he had taught before he participated
in a summer workshop. It was a reasonably successful course, but in
reading student evaluations, thinking about the patterns of class par-
ticipation, and, especially, looking at writing produced by students in
the class, Anthony realized that students were not truly engaging with
the literature he was teaching. They were waiting for him to feed them
the "right" answers so they could give them back to him. When he
faulted students for failing to be original in their thinking, they were
distressed and perplexed.

After working with other teachers in the NEH-funded Making
American Literatures project (see the foreword), Anthony began to think
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about writing assignments in more complicated ways. He realized that
students could engage with literary texts by writing in genres other than
standard literary essays. In his chapter, Anthony details the assignments
he gave in his revised course. The very moving student texts he includes
demonstrate how effectively he achieved his goal of fostering student
engagement in the work of the course. He shows convincingly that his
students learned a great deal about American literature and about them-
selves as Americans.

My own chapter focuses on teaching the novel The Education of
Little Tree: A True Story. It explains how my students informed and im-
proved my practice. This book had all the makings of a classic that was
sure to be taught alongside To Kill A Mockingbird in high schools across
the country. When the author, Forrest Carter, was discovered to be a
fraud, the fortunes of his "autobiography" suddenly took a turn for the
worse. I thought I could take advantage of the controversy and teach
the book anyway.

My plan was to use the text as a way to illustrate the notion that
all writing is autobiographical because it is tied to a specific political
and social context. I withheld my knowledge about the controversy
surrounding the text itself as I picked out some of the more obvious
themes that the story addressed. In effect, I set a trap for students. I was
going to trick them into liking a book and then tell them everything that
the story advocated was a pretense for some malevolent political ide-
ology. When I was sure I had them, I would spring the trap and let them
know the truth.

I did just that, but the reaction I received from my students was
not what I had expected, and it led me to rethink and revise my teach-
ing. This experience suggested that there was much forme to learn about
teaching even after twenty years in the classroom. I learned more about
what my role is as a teacherpromoting democratic communities, par-
ticularly when American literature is the subject. And I learned how to
go about achieving that goalasking better questions. Most of all, I
learnedagainthat I can learn from my students.
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6 The Puritans Have
Nothing to Do with
My Life
Kara Kuuttila Shuell
Southfield High School, Southfield, Michigan

please trust me. There are some really interesting things we'll study
as the semester goes on. We just have to get through this time
period first." I was trying to explain. Rather than issuing a de-

tention, I had chosen to engage in a discussion with the student whose
dissonance had become a behavior problem in my classroom. While he
and I sat in conference in the computer lab across the hall, his classmates,
the other twenty-nine juniors and seniors back in the classroom, were
supposed to read about Jonathan Edwards. In reality, they were prob-
ably speculating about our conversation. I lamented; I just hoped there
was some learning going on somewhere.

"No." He shook his head in one decisive and forceful nod. "The
Puritans have nothing to do with my life."

To Sean, that was the end of the discussion. No explanation from
me would convince this seventeen-year-old African American growing
up in the 1990s in Southfield, Michigan, that there was any need to study
those who landed on Plymouth Rock nearly three hundred years be-
fore. Sean's world didn't include patience with a teacher who begged
for his trust. He was growing up in a middle-class environment with
nice parents who were college educated and professionals in their fields.
His parents provided all the modern comforts a teen could desire
clothes, vacations, computers, and so on. But more than that, I think they
instilled in their son a desire to really use his brain. He was an "A" stu-
dent and a good writer. But Sean didn't passively accept what was put
before him; he had to shape new learning into his own worldview. And
the Puritans didn't fit. I admired the way his refusal to participate was
a part of his character. He reminded me a little bit of myself; I was al-
ways one for a good protest. His statement pounded in my head again.
"The Puritans have nothing to do with my life."
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As I sighed, I couldn't help but wonder about his argument. What
did the Puritans have to do with his life?

Until I met Sean, I taught American literature chronologically. I
started with the Puritans and continued on through time until the se-
mester ended. This maybe got the class to the 1950s if we hurried
through the 1800s. It's the way I was taught, and it was the only way I
knew. I never considered anything else. But then I had to remind my-
self of a time when I was the student challenging the status quo. The
Catcher in the Rye had been banned from the high school classrooms in
the small town where I grew up, but I defiantly read the novel and con-
fidently quoted from it in a speech to the school and the community.
Just because that's the way it's been done before doesn't mean it's the
best way. It may be the easiest way, but Sean forced me to ask another
question: For whom was it easy?

It certainly wasn't easy for Sean to sit through what he saw as a
torturous journey through American literature. We were in the first unit,
and already he saw my class as disconnected from his life. If I lost Sean
now, would I ever get him back?

We didn't reach any decision that day, but Sean and I came to the
only agreement immediately possible. At least he would try to keep his
contempt to himself so as to not cause general chaos and disharmony
throughout the whole class. But then, I had to ask myself the question I
had been avoiding all through my discussion with Sean. He just hap-
pened to be the one who complained. How many others felt that the
Puritans had nothing to do with their lives? Heck, what could I say that
the Puritans had to do with my life?

As a teacher I've learned that students often ask hard questions
that have no ready answers. I knew that something had to change. What
good was I doing in my classroom if no one really cared? But whatwas
I going to do differently? And the bigger question: How was I going to
do it? Just like the Puritans, I put myself in a new territory by asking
these questions, and I sure hoped I wouldn't starve to death before the
first winter snow melted.

The first European settlers in what is now the United States were
fortunate to meet Native Americans who taught them how to hunt and
fish. As I began to really make some concrete changes, I sought out my
own colleagues. My discussion with Sean occurred in early September,
and I spent the rest of that school year thinking about changing my
American literature class. Change is hard. It takes time and effort. It was
summer before I could realistically expect to work on revisiting such a
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huge issue as curriculum. I was thankful to have colleagues with whom
to work.

The summer after my class with Sean, I was involved in a work-
shop with the NEH-funded Making American Literatures project (see
the foreword for more about this project), along with Rita Teague, one
of my colleagues at Southfield High School. For two weeks, we went to
our sessions during the day and stayed in a University of Michigan
dorm at night. It was one such night while Rita and I were drinking diet
soda and sitting on our dorm beds with our spiral notebooks in hand
that we came up with ways to alter the American literature curriculum
at our school.

The first thing we did was to list and examine our units from the
past. We acknowledged that we had used the traditional approach: We'd
started with page one of the textbook and continued onward, turning
the pages and gliding through the centuries. The content had integrity,
but what I learned from Sean was that this approach wasn't reaching
everyone. Rita and I weren't going to throw out everything we had cov-
ered in the previous curriculum, but simply using the chronological
approach and working forward through time wasn't engaging kids.
How could we hook kids into these texts that were seemingly so far
removed from their lives? How could we connect the Puritans to the
lives of today's students?

The Puritans left England to embark on a new adventure. They
were excited about venturing out to a new land. The NewWorld meant
liberty. However, Sean was quick to point out that wasn't the case with
all those who boarded large ships to sail the rugged waters to America.

"Not everyone was happy to come here."
He was a young man of few words; those he uttered were sig-

nificant. Sean was right. How could we portray the relative freedom on
the Puritans' ships without the contrast of the imprisonment on the slave
ships?

We decided that we would take a thematic approach rather than
a chronological one. We put the Puritans, slave ship narratives, and sev-
eral other perspectives on coming to America into a unit entitled Pas-
sages. We would work with the texts we already had and supplement
with articles, poems, essays, and other texts about more current situa-
tions of peoples making a passage to America. Why did they come to
America? How was their search similar to or different from students'
diverse life dreams today? We weren't looking to exclude the Puritans,
we just decided to contextualize the Puritans as one group of many
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throughout history who have made the journey (whether willingly or
not) to America.

Like all schools, we had our limitations: a lack of newer books,
insufficient cultural diversity in the books we did have, and of course
our budget constraints. What we could do was to become more deliber-
ate with what we already had. Our greatest strength was our capacity
to work together with the students and with one another.

The next school year I felt like a Puritan who had survived a year
in the New World. Just like our ancestors, I approached life with a new
confidence. Armed with a thoughtfully reorganized curriculum, I
walked into my classroom renewed. I started the Passages unit with a
wonderful brainstorming exercise: On the board, I drew a map of what
is now the United States. (My students told me all my drawings looked
like pork chops, but we persevered anyway.) They drew maps in their
journals, too. Once we had our maps, we began to place peoples on
them. Who came to America? That led us to begin exploring the ques-
tion we would look at in more depth through literature: How and why
did these "Americans" come to America?

We began to look at this question with lots of brainstorming,
drawing, and furious note taking. There were, ofcourse, many answers.
And our answers crossed time periods, modes of transportation, and
ethnicities. I used this brainstorming session to bring in literature in-
volving all the peoples we put on the map. Many texts were carried over
from the previous year, and I added some new ones to align with our
brainstorming. This opened the door to literature from a variety of cul-
tures. For example, we studied the Asians who came to America through
Angel Island. We read the perceptions of the Native Americans who
already were in America before anyone else arrived. We thought about
Hispanic Americans who entered the United States from Mexico. We
read about the African slaves who were forced to come to America
against their will. We discussed babies from Russia and Romania who
are being adopted by U.S. families today. We studied the Haitians who
risk their lives floating on makeshift rafts, just for a chance to reach the
United States.

And the best thing waswe even got to the Puritans! During the
brainstorming, a student in the class offered the Puritans as one people
who came to America. I couldn't resist a smile as I drew the Puritans
landing at Plymouth Rock. I'll admit that my drawing had them some-
where nearer to Maine, but it was the generating of ideas that was im-
portant, not the accuracy of the teacher's map. And by working together,
my students and I discovered that the study of the Puritans as one group
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among many who left their original country to come to America was
an exciting study. Who would have thought?

As I took materials to the library for copying, I met with Sean
again. As it turned out, he was a library assistant during my prep hour.
The previous year, he had been a junior in a junior/senior class. He and
I had many discussions about the curriculum, including my report to
him about his prompting my hard look at the curriculum. I told him
his voice had been heard. Sean took a copy of each addition to the cur-
riculum. He said he wished he could take the class over again.

The newly revamped curriculum also had to be reflected in the
assessment tasks. These tasks started with collective journaling and led
to literary analysis, poetry, and, for the final assessment task, letters
written from the perspective of five of the different groups studied. Each
student had to draw together his or her learning from the unit, either
by using characters from literature or by creating new ones. The letters
were powerful and showed that the students really understood the goal
of seeing other points of view. In fact, this unit, like all in our curricu-
lum, was intended to last for one six-week marking period. Instead, it
continued throughout the semester. As we went on to the American
Dream, Struggles and Conflicts, and American Cultures units, my stu-
dents were still drawing on their knowledge and ideas from the Pas-
sages unit. When given a choice for their final exam essay, most went
back to Passages.

Revisiting existing curriculum isn't an easy task. But it's an hon-
est one when we really consider the students and their needs. Listen-
ing to students like Sean is important if we really want our kids' learn-
ing to be meaningful to them. I learned that we had to work from our
strengths and stick together. Having a colleague like Rita with whom
to work made an enormous task possible. Like the Puritans making their
way in the New World, we had to create new directions for ourselves
because the old ways just weren't working any longer.

7 6
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7 Students, American
Identities, and Whiteness
Anne-Marie Harvey
University of California, Berkeley

I am jealous of those who have their own distinct culture apart from being
American, even though they may sometimes feel left out or at a disadvantage
in English-dominated "white America." Myself, I am hopelessly searching
for some fascinating background or culture which, even if I found it, would
never be truly mine because a background would have to be just thatback,
in my past.

Mary Brater

It's hard to explain what it feels like to have no culture at all, to have no
history to be proud of, to have no national origin to look to, to belong to no
one. . . . Certainly, one cannot expect me to relate to the whole of Caucasian
America simply because we share the same color of skin.

Louise Cardwell

My students have never failed to nudge me in new directions. For
instance, years ago, I included W. E. B. Du Bois's The Souls of Black
Folk midway down a syllabus and expected the book to offer one

in an array of versions of American identity. The class characteristically
and fruitfully ignored my intentions, quickly making Du Bois, with his
complex and revealing articulation of "double-consciousness," the cen-
tral text of the course. As surely as Du Bois unfolds a central vision of
American identity, students of various racial and cultural identities (of-
ten various within each student) used his book as a lens for reading other
literature, including the "White" and the canonical, and for reading their
own lives.

Subsequently, The Souls of Black Folk has become an important part
of my ongoing efforts to contest that version of American culture in
which there is a central normWhite, privileged, male, straight (and,
in the context of the literature classroom, canonical)from which ev-
erything else differs. Too often, efforts to represent various identities in
American literature classrooms array "different" voices around "stan-
dard" ones, placing the already marginalized in the margins one more
time.
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As I try to help my students reconfigure the traditional landscapes
of American literature and culture, I have also tried to make my class-
room a place where authors, texts, and students are not asked, explic-
itly or implicitly, to represent entire groups in American culture at all.
One of the ways in which I have attempted to achieve this effectand
here Du Bois comes into the picture againis to invite discussion of the
mixed, conflicted, and multiple character of all American identities.
None of us, and no text, is exclusively shaped by one group or identity;
no group or identity is uniform. Certainly no one, inside or outside a
literature classroom, should be expected to speak for an entire group
cultural, gendered, racial, or otherwise.

One of the most challenging aspects of encouraging students to
reconceive American literature and identity in these ways has been to
rethink how I treat Whiteness in my classroom. In the past, my main
approach to Whiteness has been to offer representations of Whites as
belonging to specific cultural groups. For instance, we would read
Denise Giardina's Storming Heaven, a novel about Appalachian coal
miners who possess a distinct culture: dialect, music, cooking, religious
practices, modes of family, connections to the land, and so on. Or I would
incidentally-on-purpose offer myself as an example: my family is from
northern Florida, Alabama, and Texasa background which similarly
entails possessing regional cultures, some of whose features I can iden-
tify. In fact, I have made a practice of opening all of my UC Berkeley
courses with a getting-to-know you exercise in which my students in-
terview one another about where their parents or grandparents lived
and then introduce one another to the class. Everybody, including the
White students (and the adopted students) has a family history, and
therefore a cultural history.

I have tried to demonstrate that Whiteness doesn't entail a cul-
tural blankness, as well as to point out that the uniformity Whites do
possess is often the result of a calculated forgetting. This spring, I read
aloud to my students this paragraph from an article by Senator Tom
Hayden of California:

I was raised in an Irish-American home in Detroit where assimi-
lation was the uppermost priority. The price of assimilation was
amnesia. Although my great-grandparents were victims of the
Great Hunger of the 1840s, even though I was named Thomas
Emmet Hayden IV after the radical Irish nationalist exile Tho-
mas Emmet, my inheritance was to be disinherited. My parents
know nothing of this past or nothing worth passing on. (When I
asked my mother, "If I'm the fourth, who were the others?" she
answered, "The first, the second, and the third.") (20-21)
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A number of heads in the classroom nodded in recognition. As my stu-
dents have noticed, depictions of such forgetting of a cultural past are
readily available in American literature: consider, for instance, that
Midwestern son of German stock James Gatz's arduous self-remaking
into the fabricated, fabulous, and rootless Jay Gatsby.

Among the principles at stake here is demonstrating that the per-
fectly mainstream White American doesn't exist; as soon as you think
you've found him, he turns out to be ethnically distinctive, behind his
masks. Once the masks are removed, the forgetting reversed, the "norm"
turns out not to be actually embodied anywhere. The center or "stan-
dard" of American culture and literature loses some of its monolithic
weight.

I still think this general approach to Whiteness is productive in
my classes. Yet I have learned that it's not enough. At the end of a course
in which my students and I explored the cultural specificity contained
in White identities, I read intelligent, honest essays by Mary Brater and
Louise Cardwell in which each describes a sense of possessing no cul-
ture at all. Mary writes:

This class, my reactions to the experiences of people here, and
college as a whole have made me realize that I have been want-
ing to borrow, or take on, an interesting heritage because I feel I
do not have one at all. The influences of my family, who seem to
be uninterested in their own heritage, as well as my own some-
what pessimistic views on America have led me to think of "white
Americans" like myself as culture-less.

Mary makes clear that, for those without ready access to a cultural past
outside of the recognized mainstream, the search for cultural identity
can end up in culture envy. Louise sums it up in a phrase: "In short, I
was ashamed and envious"ashamed, that is, of membership in a
group "associated with oppression and enslavement" and envious of
those whom she perceives as possessing culture.

Such shame and envy are a personal and intellectual cul-de-sac.
The sense that White Americans or, in Louise's phrase, "European
mutts" possess no culture reinscribes a featureless, normative center in
American culture. At their worst, attempts by Whites to self-identify as
"ethnic" by pointing to cultural roots outside the mainstream can cul-
minate in denial of privilege (as in, "Sure, I'm White, but my ancestors
were colonized by the British or exploited by the ruling class") or cyni-
cal appropriation of "otherness." Louise and Mary, however, being both
sensitive to their own privilege and savvy about the long history of
cultural appropriation, do not make such moves.

'"9
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These student essays have made clear to me that it's not enough
to demonstrate that Whites belong to distinctive and sometimes mar-
ginalized cultural groups. I don't want my (few) White, Anglo-Saxon,
Protestant students walking out of my classes thinking that they haven't
any cultural or racial identityat least none that they want to own and
live inor that they must scrounge up some Irish-Americanness or gay-
Latvian-Americanness or whatever supposedly exotic otherness they
still have access to. I don't want students of color and immigrants in
my classes to feel "othered" or exoticized by anyone's belief in a blank,
White American norm, or by anyone's difference envy. Instead, I want
my classroom to be a place where students feel empowered to bring all
of themselves to the table, as they are, and where we productively put
identity itself, not people, on the spot.

In keeping with my students' focus on cultural identity, one im-
portant possibility for pushing in these directions presents itself readily.
What would happen if my students and I really bore down on describ-
ing the specific features of contemporary, mainstream, or dominant
American culturethat accepted norm that is so hard to define because
so many Americans are trained to breathe it like air, not to taste its fla-
vors but rather just to absorb it?

In her essay, Mary first suggests that "much of the problem" in
gaining a sense of her own cultural identity has been that she "[does]
not believe Americans have a distinct culture of their own." Yet she then
suggests: "There must be, of course, an American culture one that goes
beyond television and advertising and 'pop culture'though I admit
that right now I have no idea what that culture consists of."

In that same course, when I asked my students to describe a
widely held, mainstream American culture, they frequently began to talk
about the mass media and American consumer cultureand they fre-
quently dismissed them as empty or false, as a cultural vacuum. One
road, then, would be to pursue that discussion further, to ask students
to take a hard look at some portion of "television and advertising and
'pop culture' to see if, as a group, we might define some of American
mass culture's distinctive features, as well as its connections to Ameri-
can culture more broadly considered. I am engaged in just such a project
now, in a course about American literature, advertising, and consumer
culture. We'll see how it goes, whether studying mass culture renders
it any more a "real culture," and whether students' relation to ithow-
ever complex and resisting that relation may beseems any more ad-
missible as partly defining their own identities.

Several students have implicitly suggested to me another way to
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discern the features of American mainstream culture, including and
going beyond the mass media. In his essay "What Constitutes Being
'American'?" Ibrahim Madany writes:

The only time I feel like a complete American occurs when I travel
to foreign countries and the people around me instantly label me
as such, mostly because of my "American" way of dressing and
speaking. In Europe, for example, I have encountered people . . .

who assume that I am an American and pursue me to ask me
questions about the United States and my life there. This assump-
tion and questioning, in a sense, transforms me into a representa-
tive of America; my actions and behavior are automatically la-
beled as American.

What would happen if I pursued such thinking further, with a whole
class? Seen through "foreign" eyes, what constitutes an "'American' way
of dressing and speaking"? What "actions and behavior" does some-
one outside the U.S. perceive as peculiarly American?

Another student, Erica Rose, pursued a similar line of thinking
and, working both from her own experiences in Italy and from a read-
ing of The Great Gatsby, arrived at a striking observation about Ameri-
can culture.

It has been two years since the summer I spent with an Italian
family, and in the time that has passed I have realized that the
understandings I have developed about the Italian culture can
offer me valuable insights into my own. As a white, middle-class
American, I had never had the experience of balancing two cul-
tures. I had never been able to form a definition of an American.
. . . In the absence of anything else to be I have always felt that I'm
an American, but what exactly does that mean; what characteris-
tics is that conclusion drawn from?

As she spent time in Italy, Erica grew disturbed by her Italian family's
apparent complacency in a circumscribed life on a small farm, their lack
of interest in progress or expanding horizons. Getting past her initial
shock, she developed the observation that many Italians appear to "ex-
ist fully and happily in the present."

This observation, together with Judith Fetterley's writing about
The Great Gatsby, led Erica to an insight into American culture. She quotes
Fetterley on Gatsby: "[This story's] concern is with the experience of
longing and the sense of lossa romantic readiness for the future and
a romantic nostalgia for the past" (79). Erica concludes that, in contrast
to Italian culture, one cultural strand that connects Americans involves

the way that our beings are divided between the past and the
future, always remembering, always planning, always dreaming.
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... Happiness is conjured up from memories of the past, in which
we lived in an imaginary golden age, and our goals for the future
are often goals for a re-creation of that former joy.

Erica's thought rings true for me: in large part, Americans are dissatis-
fied with the present, and restlessly long for idealized pasts and the
futures we plan to re-create from those pasts. (Already, here is a con-
nection to American consumer culture, with its uses of an idealized past
and its offers of an idealized, never-quite-attained future.) This kind of
observation about American culturesubtle, convincing, crossing many
lines of identityhas the potential to undo a mainstream sense, like
Louise's, of having "no culture . . . no history . . . no national origin." To
foster this sort of insight, I can imagine asking students to interview
someone who has undertaken such travel, or someone from another
culture (including one another), about what seems strikingly "different"
about mainstream American culture.

In order to more fully contest a notion of mainstream, dominant,
White American identity as a lack of identity, I suspect that it is also
important to move beyond articulating culture and to begin treating the
specificity of Whiteness itself, imagined as race. Louise suggests that,
"certainly, one cannot expect me to relate to all of Caucasian America
simply because we share the same color of skin." Certainly not, espe-
cially since all of "Caucasian America" doesn't even share a color of skin.
(Asserting his Iranian American identity, Ibrahim Madany writes,
"Having a light skin doesn't constitute a race or an identity; yet I have
noticed that all those of light skin color get grouped together into the
'White' category.") Similarly, consider the absurdity of asking another
person to relate to all Asian Americans because of her facial features, or
asking another to relate to all African Americans because of the quality
of her hair. Like "Caucasian America," such categories encompass more
differencegenetic and cultural within themselves than they do be-
tween one another. Race itself is patently absurd, a collective fantasy, a
device, a hoax. Yet it does exist. If our understanding of American iden-
tity still includes racial identity for people of color, than aren't we let-
ting Whiteness off the hook again, reinscribing it as the blank norm, if
we never examine its features?

In an article entitled "White Privilege: Unpacking the Invisible
Knapsack," Peggy McIntosh lists elements of White privilege. These
include items such as

5. I can turn on the television or open to the front page of the
paper and see people of my race widely represented.
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6. When I am told about our national heritage or about "civiliza-
tion," I am shown that people of my color made it what it is.

7. I can be sure that my children will be given curricular materi-
als that testify to the existence of their race. . . .

12. I can swear, dress in second hand clothes, or not answer let-
ters, without having people attribute these choices to the bad
morals, the poverty, or the illiteracy of my race. . . .

14. I can do well in a challenging situation without being called a
credit to my race.

15.1 am never asked to speak for all the people of my racial group.

McIntosh writes, "I repeatedly forgot each of the realizations on this list
until I wrote it down. For me, White privilege has turned out to be an
elusive and fugitive subject" (11). As its title suggests, McIntosh's ar-
ticle breaks through a barrier of unknowability, or invisibility; it suc-
ceeds in articulating specific features of White privilege. I would be
curious to see what might happen if I shared this article with all of my
students and asked them to extend its list.

But I wonder if the features of White privilege adequately describe
Whitenessand I suspect that they tell only part of the story. What about
Whiteness in an even broader sense, including but going beyond privi-
lege? How do any of us in American culture represent Whiteness to
ourselves? What metaphors for and associations with Whiteness circu-
late in American literature and language?

One starting place, as both Louise and Mary implicitly suggest,
is the sense of lack itselfabsence as a metaphor for American White-
ness. Color has a presence that Whiteness envies and longs to appro-
priate and absorb. In Playing in the Dark: Whiteness and the Literary Imagi-
nation, beyond offering the insight that Whiteness in American litera-
ture and culture consists largely of its uses of Blackness, Toni Morrison
also identifies a number of metaphors for Whiteness, including that of
lack. Referring to characters in Hemingway's The Garden of Eden,
Morrison writes that "blackness is something one can 'have' or appro-
priate; it's the one thing they lack, she tells him. Whiteness here is a
deficiency" (87). Elsewhere, having addressed Twain, Poe, and Faulkner,
among others, Morrison writes: "Whiteness, alone, is mute, meaning-
less, unfathomable, pointless, frozen, veiled, curtained, dreaded, sense-
less, implacable" (59). The metaphor of a veil connects this description
of race to Du Bois's in The Souls of Black Folk. While, in his terms, the
veil limits, hides, mystifies, and exoticizes Blackness, it also blocks and
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mystifies Whiteness, rendering it hidden even for those who live inside
of it. The veil over Whiteness hides a "dreaded" power, yet it is at the
same time like the curtain that hides the Wizard of Oz: It suggests a
supreme magical power that turns out to be a trickin this case, a re-
ally dirty trick.

Morrison's language helps me to spell out my own imaginings
of Whiteness, acknowledging the importance of metaphors of absence,
yet also pushing toward the presence of Whiteness. Just as privilege is
not the whole story, neither is lack or concealment. I have begun my
own list of associations with American Whiteness: a list which, like any
formulation of racial attributes, necessarily consists of "lies," impossible
generalizations, many of them connected to Protestants and to my own
family. Some of what Whiteness calls to mind for me:

Individualism, solitude.
In seeming contradiction, conformity and mass culture: each
person alone yet conforming.
Inability to confront suffering.
Self-discipline and order.
Close ties to immediate family, strong connections little spoken
of directly.
Correspondingly, lack of strong interdependence with an
extended family or community: self-reliance.
Quietness, the importance of the unspoken. Dry humor.
Quiet menace: power so omnipresent it needn't be spoken, but
only exercised.

I'll extend this list with a similar one by Diane Glancy, who writes
about the White part of her that coexists with her Native American
identity:

I can look at the Whiteness in my mother's family and say there
was a determination, a punctuality, a dependability. There was a
sense of Manifest Destiny, which was another tool for dominance.
There was a need for maintenance and responsibility. A sense of
a Judeo-Christian God. A holding to one's own. There was a need
to be goal-oriented. To make use of resources. There was also
opportunity to do all these things. (7)

These lists of associations remind me of an exercise suggested by
Bernadette Lambert, a colleague in the NEH-funded Making American
Literatures project (see the foreword for more about this project). She
writes the words "white" and "black" on the chalkboard and then asks
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her middle school students to make lists of words they associate with
each term. This exercise makes a starting point for taking apart racial
stereotypesincluding those associated with Whiteness.

In a college classroom, I can imagine productively addressing
Whiteness by inviting students to examine, as Morrison does, the lan-
guage surrounding White characters in literature. For example, how
does F. Scott Fitzgerald represent Jay Gatsby as a White man? In what
sense do Fitzgerald's (that is, Nick Carraway's) descriptions of Gatsby
reveal his, and American culture's, imaginings of Whiteness? One point
of interest might be Gatsby's ethereality. In contrast to characters such
as Meyer Wolfsheim, described with grotesquely physical and racialized
characteristics, Gatsby "[drifts] coolly out of nowhere (54)." He is rest-
less, "never quite still," and rootless: "A dim background started to take
shape behind him but at her next remark it faded away" (68, 53). He
seems at some points to be more an empty suit than a fleshly man: "I
could think of nothing except the luminosity of his pink suit under the
moon" (150). Gatsby is also characterized by solitude, repeatedly de-
scribed as "standing alone" (57).

Rather than attempt a reading of Gatsby's Whiteness here, I'll pose
some questions: What do Nick's descriptions of Gatsby have to do with
American representations of Whiteness? Does Tom Buchanan's brute
physicality make him, in Nick's or Fitzgerald's view, less White? Does
that possibility have anything to do with Tom's feeble pronunciations
of White supremacy, or with Jordan Baker's remark that "We're all White
here" (137)? What about other White characters such as Daisy, Jordan,
Myrtle, and Wilson? How are Fitzgerald's representations of Whiteness
inflected by gender, class, and ethnicity?

More important, how can examining American representations
of Whitenessliterary or otherwisehelp achieve the goal I described
at the opening of this essay: helping students to rethink the landscape
of American identity in self-empowering ways? Can a careful look at
representations of Whiteness help students to consider which aspects
of it they want to change, which they recognize and embrace, and how
they want to define and use their own racial and cultural identities? I'll
conclude by quoting one more student, Kara Lee Smith, who insists on
the integrity of her identity, and on including Whiteness as a part of that
whole identity: "I am Creole; we have our own food, music and lan-
guage. By only claiming my blackness, I felt that I was denying a whole
part of my ancestry that continues to remain a mystery today." I would
like to create a classroom in which Kara, and all of my students, can
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grapple productively with all of the identities that define them, how-
ever mysterious and difficult they may be.
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8 Students, Narrative,
Historical Longing: The
Stories We (Americans)
Tell about Ourselves
David Anthony
Southern Illinois University

Several years ago while teaching a course entitled Introduction to
American Literature, I decided to organize the syllabus around the
related issues of historical narrative and national identity. My goal

in this class was to offer students a chance to see how various contem-
porary American authors were both enacting and critiquing (often si-
multaneously) the ways in which the notion of American identity,
broadly configured, depends upon the act of storytellingupon the
stories we tell others and hear from others, as well as the stories we tell
ourselves about ourselves. I saw this as a variation on the more famil-
iar "American Dream" framework and felt that students would respond
to it eagerly.

The opening page from one of the texts I used during that term,
Michael Ondaatje's The Collected Works of Billy the Kid, exemplifies much
of what I was aiming for. Occupying the top two-thirds of the page is
an empty box, apparently the frame for a photograph, below which is a
fragment from a correspondence between two unknown people about
the (missing) image. "I send you a picture of Billy made with the Perry
shutter as quick as it can be workedPyro and soda developer," the
first sentence tells us. Immediately we're made to see that Ondaatje is
putting considerable interpretive pressure on the reader, who in the
absence of an actual image of Billy the Kid, American legend, is forced
to conjure up such an image for him or herself. Ondaatje continues this
narrative imperative throughout the text, piling up a composite of vari-
ous narrative perspectives on Billy (excerpts from letters, newspaper
articles, poems both by and about the notorious gunslinger, uncaptioned
nineteenth-century photos from the American "West") that, taken as
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whole, do as much to unravel the notion of a single identifiable "his-
tory" of Billy the Kid (or of an "American" legend) as they do to pro-
vide one.

This version of an American history was one of many acutely self-
aware texts I chose for my class, much as Tom Romano, I later learned,
used in his classroom. Offering students a fairly comprehensible (if
somewhat abstract) model for thinking about the relationships between
narrative, national historical myths, and national identity, such texts
would, I hoped, eventually help students to see that the narrative pro-
cess Ondaatje was commenting on was one in which they themselves
were deeply enmeshed as "Americans" inhabiting various identities
with various historiessocioeconomic, racial, ethnic, regional, and oth-
erwise. Indeed, as Anne-Marie Harvey makes abundantly clear in Chap-
ter 7 of this volume, one of the greatest challenges facing an instructor
is that of convincing students who see themselves as simply normal,
average, or just inherently "American" (often middle-class White sub-
urbanites) that they too have a relationship to the nation that can be told
and untold in various ways.

My class, however, never really seemed to get off the ground. Stu-
dents were initially taken by the self-reflexive and nontraditional na-
ture of texts such as Billy the Kid, and class discussions were usually fairly
active, with students (albeit usually the same half dozen or so) often
raising their hands, and sometimes even arguing certain points. Some-
thing was lacking, thoughnot just during class discussions, but also
in the papers they were writing. Simply put, students seemed either
unable or unwilling to see the relationship between the characters they
were reading about (Nick Carraway in F. Scott Fitzgerald's The Great
Gatsby, Lupe Arredondo in Sandra Cisneros's "Bien Pretty" from Woman
Hollering Creek) and themselves. For a while this left me frustrated, but
eventually I began to suspect that the problem lay with the paper top-
ics I was assigning. Most of my prompts resulted in papers that were
flat and predictable. Worse, they tended to leave many students unable
to get outside of the discussions we'd had in class (especially my com-
ments during these discussions). The result was that I frequently had
to give low grades to students who were saying all the "right" things.
At the end of the term I found myself reading a handful of evaluations
that made my mistakes embarrassingly clear. "This class was okay, but
the teacher seemed to grade our papers down whenever our ideas didn't
match up with his," read one comment. I don't think this was entirely
accurate, but it wasn't entirely wrong, either. Why was it so difficult to
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provide assignments that allowed students the freedom and the moti-
vation to engage with the course material in ways they were actually
invested in?

Part of the problem, I had to admit while reading over my stu-
dent evaluations, is that graduate students (as I then was) at research
universities don't receive the sort of training that might help in creat-
ing paper assignments for students. Nor do we put much time into talk-
ing with one another about how to do this effectively. Indeed, this
trouble communicating about topics such as paper assignments is some-
thing I noted numerous times during my two-year involvement in the
Making American Literatures project (see the foreword for a project
description). Whereas from day one the main interest for the participat-
ing secondary school teachers was classroom methodology ("How can
I turn this issue into the various stages of an assignment that will lead
to a full-length paper?"), many university participants tended to focus
on issues and concepts ("How are categories of race and gender being
constructed here? What does this text have to say about nationhood and
otherness?"). This was especially true during our 1997 summer work-
shop in Berkeley. Almost every day, we listened to guest speakers, many
of them nationally recognized experts in nineteenth- and twentieth-cen-
tury American literature, who spoke on a text we were reading, or an
issue related to the text. At the beginning of the seminar I assumed that
these presentations would be the raw material for discussions or fol-
low-up group work about how to read (or reread) texts such as Nella
Larsen's Passing, N. Scott Momaday's The Way to Rainy Mountain, and
others on our syllabus. What I found, however, was that these presen-
tations were routinely missing the point: "How do I teach this text?"

As a member of the project's leadership team, I helped to rede-
sign the 1998 workshop in Ann Arbor so that pedagogy was more fully
integrated into our study of literary texts. In the pages that follow, I want
to describe an assignment which I put together with several of my sec-
ondary school colleagues, and which I tried out the next semester in a
revised version of the course I describe above. Our goal was to come
up with a group of texts and a paper assignment that put students
either high school seniors or first-year college studentsin the position
of having to grapple with fairly complex issues of form and narrative,
while at the same time seeking to understand these issues in terms of
history and national identity. After much debate, we decided that the
best way around the pitfalls I had encountered in my earlier version of
the course was to allow students to avoid straightforward textual analy-
sis, forcing them instead to utilize the texts as models and examples for
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engaging with the broader issues of narrative, history, and national iden-
tity. In other words, rather than writing about a text such as Billy the Kid,

we wanted students to perform the techniques Ondaatje employed
while writing his book. We decided that this difference was crucial, as
it would allow students to create and "own" a document that wasn't
automatically overshadowed by literary "masterpieces" such as The
Great Gatsby or Huckleberry Finn. Just as important, we felt that this move
would help students avoid the pitfall of repeating ideas already hashed
out during class discussions (something that, to my mind at least, would
make teaching more liberatingno more worrying about giving away
all the "answers"!). The result of all this, we felt, would be that students
would learn far more about the processes involved in creating literary
texts than they might otherwise have been able to learn. And this les-
son, we hoped, would extend into the reading and criticism of future
texts.

A set of panels from Maus II, Art Spiegelman's comic book his-
tory of his father's experiences in Auschwitz, provides an example of
some of the issues we wanted students to engage with, as well as ex-
amples of the kind of narrative techniques we hoped they might use in
their own papers. Driving with his wife Francoise, Spiegelman (having
depicted himself, Francoise, and all the other Jews in the text as mice,
and all the Germans as cats) reflects on his efforts to render his subject
in cartoon form: "I feel so inadequate trying to reconstruct a reality that
was worse than my darkest dreams," he says. "And trying to do it in a
comic strip! . . . There's so much I'll never be able to understand or vi-
sualize. I mean, reality is too complex for comics. . . . So much has to be
left out or distorted" (16). Radically self-reflexive, Spiegelman empha-
sizes that his text almost necessarily fails to provide an objective pic-
ture of the past. In doing so, he highlights some of the most basic of
"American" truths: that his relationship to himself (as individual and
as second-generation American citizen) is painfully contingent upon the
history of his own fractured and traumatized family. The problem for
Spiegelman, as for many Americans, is that writing is inadequate to the
task of composing or providing this history, a point he emphasizes in
his reflections on using a comic book form for his novel. Much like
Ondaatje in the opening of Billy the Kid, Spiegelman is telling us that
the historical narratives we rely on to anchor us in our understanding
of ourselves (as the children of immigrants, as "Americans," and so on)
are subjective and often decidedly unstable.

N. Scott Momaday makes a similar point throughout The Way to
Rainy Mountain. Seeking to provide a "history" of the Kiowa Indians,
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Momaday juxtaposes on each page of his text three separate narrative
perspectives: a mythic voice relating the origins of the Kiowa and the
world; a clinical voice relating an official, documented "history" of the
Kiowa past; and a nostalgic voice recalling moments from a Kiowa child-
hood. In doing this, Momaday emphasizes thatno single historical voice
or perspective does justice to the history of a person or people. Instead,
his readers are forced to juggle the three perspectives he provides, an
activity that puts them in a position similar to that experienced by read-
ers of texts by Ondaatje and Spiegelman.

In order to help our students create similarly challenging texts,
we decided on the following criteria for the books we wanted them to
read: first, they must be relatively short and straightforward (no Absalom,
Absalom! here); second, they must have been written within the past
thirty years (this because recent "postmodern" texts tend to be more self-
reflexive about the role of writing); and third, they must work fairly
overtly to link the issues of narrative form with national identity. The
texts we selected were Ondaatje's The Collected Works of Billy the Kid,
Spiegelman's Maus II, N. Scott Momaday's The Way to Rainy Mountain,
Sandra Cisneros's Woman Hollering Creek, Maxine Hong Kingston's The
Woman Warrior, and a long essay by ethnographer James Clifford en-
titled "Identity in Mashpee," from his book The Predicament of Culture.
The assignment we came up with was one we each modified to suit the
demands of our own institutions and courses, but we shared its core
concept. My version of the assignment provides a sense of what we were
after:

Many authors attempt to write narratives about American iden-
tity by integrating various narrative forms (alternate forms of
prose; poetry; images; etc.). By way of demonstrating your un-
derstanding of this method of storytelling, you will accomplish
two tasks in this assignment. First, construct a 5- to 7-page his-
tory of an individual living in the United States since 1776, one
which utilizes various narrative forms (your own prose, the prose
of materials you've researched, photos, drawings, etc.). This his-
tory needn't end with the date of the person's death; for example,
a history of Elvis Presley could easily include his role within cul-
ture today. Second, write a 3- to 4-page rationale for the various
decisions you made in terms of form and content while writing
this history.

As the discerning reader will note, the key to the assignment is
the "rationale" portion. Here, students are asked to state precisely why they
have made the various decisions they have made in composing their his-
tory (the inclusion of photos, excerpts, interviews, bits of newspaper
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articles, and so on). Further, students are asked to explain the intended
effect of such moves on their imagined readership. The intent here is to
keep this from being the "creative" assignment which many students
may at first mistake it for being, one in which the narrative they create
simply flows out of their sense of how things "ought" to be, aestheti-
cally. Instead, this section forces them to think about both what they're
saying and how they're saying it. Indeed, the key is to get students to
see the relationship between the "what" and the "how"the form and
the contentof their own work, just as they might be asked to see and
discuss this relationship in an essay about Spiegelman's use of the comic
book form, or Ondaatje's use of photos, poetry, and imagined letters to
and from Billy the Kid. The other key aspect of this assignment is that
we decided to give it to students at the beginning of the unit on narra-
tive and national identity, so that they could be formulating their pa-
per ideas not after but as they read the texts.

A good example of the type of work this assignment elicited is a
paper by Joe Lee, who narrates the history of his relationship with his
father, a first-generation immigrant from Korea. The history is a com-
posite of various short narratives, all having primarily to do with Mr.
Lee, who owns a convenience store outside of Detroit, Michigan. In-
cluded are excerpts from phone conversations between Joe and his fa-
ther about his poor grades in school (tellingly punctuated by bursts of
Korean that are unintelligible to Joe, who does not speak Korean); short
narratives about Mr. Lee from his mostly Korean American employees,
all of whom seem to revere him for helping them obtain U.S. citizen-
ship; excerpts from journal entries by Joe about his frustrations with his
father, especially his lack of understanding about teenagers in America;
and reproductions of letters between Joe and his older brother and sis-
ter about their father. Each of these separate documents provides an
affecting snapshot of a strained relationship between father and son;
more significantly, they outline the tensions between first- and second-
generation immigrants in America. Like many other narratives of Asian
immigration such as Hisaye Yamamoto's "Seventeen Syllables" or
Kingston's The Woman Warrior, Joe's paper shows how nuanced these
tensions can be, affecting everything from language to one's choice of
clothing and leisure activities.

Joe's depiction of these tensions is perhaps best exemplified by
the computer graphics Joe employs at various points in his paper. Re-
peatedly referring to Mr. Lee as "the head of the Korean Mafia," Joe
visually represents his father as either Marlon Brando or Al Pacino from
the Godfather films, and himself as Jason Lee from Mallrats, Kevin
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Smith's 1995 film depicting the lifestyle of what Joe describes as "Gen-
eration X slackers". This juxtaposition is wonderfully sharpened by Joe's
decision to superimpose these images on the Korean flag and the Ameri-
can flag, respectively. The pairing is humorous, but it is also revelatory.
As Joe explains in the rationale for his history, "At first I thought that
using these two images would just be funny. But what I didn't realize
until later is that my decision to show my dad as someone out of The
Godfather also shows how "American" I've become: I can't seem to imag-
ine my dad without thinking first of Academy Awardwinning movies
and actors. This makes me want to work harder at bridging the gap
between us, before it's too late."

Joe might have added that his choice of the Godfather films car-
ries a double irony, in that the films themselves treat the vicissitudes of
American identity as experienced by immigrant families. But the key
here is that rather than talking about cultural conflicts as played out in
a text such as Yamamoto's, Joe is able to construct a multifaceted narra-
tive about the ways in which he lives these issues, and then write criti-
cally about his own performance. I think that this exercise made his
paper more meaningful for him to write (and certainly more interest-
ing for me to read), but it also provided him with a set of critical skills
that I later saw him bring to texts such as Anzia Yezierska's Bread Giv-
ers and Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby, both of which are novels narrat-
ing early-century struggles (of characters such as Sara Smolinksy and
James Gatz) to assimilate into an American future free from the con-
straints of the past. Joe's paper on these two novels was particularly
memorable to me because he (unlike many others in the class) was able
to see and articulate the fact that the process of assimilation is one that
requires telling yourself a new story about yourself in the presentan
act of self-narration that, as he put it, "means losing a part of yourself
and your past in the process."

The second student example I want to provide here is in many
ways the most poignant essay I received in response to this assignment.
A student named Anna Grand wrote a history of her grandmother's
experiences growing up on a farm in Kansas during the Great Depres-
sion and World War II. Building the majority of her history around ex-
cerpts from several taped interviews with her grandmother, Anna fo-
cuses on her grandmother's memories of living with fifteen siblings, and
her recollections of being hungry almost constantly throughout her
youth. Placed on the page alongside advertisements from Life and Look
magazine for food rationing, and newspaper clippings from these pe-
riods about the struggling economy and the War, these excerpts are
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powerful. But they are doubly so because Anna parallels this narrative
with her own reflections about her continuing struggles with an eating
disorder. Juxtaposed with her grandmother's tales of extreme poverty
and hunger, Anna's confessions provide a startling image of what she
herself terms "guilty American citizenship." As an identity built up in
negative relation to the past as experienced by both her grandmother
and the nation, this conception of citizenship seemed to emerge over
the course of Anna's various revisions.

Hence the pathos of the opening image which Anna uses for her
paper (Figure 1). A clipping from a recent grocery store advertisement
in a local newspaper, it is a photo of her grandmother standing in a fully
stocked bread aisle and holding two loaves of bread. In the photo her
grandmother wears a wide grin, one that in the context of Anna's pa-
per seems to suggest that she has come a long way since her days of
childhood hunger. But the image also captures the sad irony of Anna's
position: plagued by guilt over her own troubled relationship to food
and to her own body, Anna is in a sense trapped by the past that her
grandmother apparently put behind her long ago. As she herself puts
it in the rationale section of her paper: "I chose this picture not only
because it represents my grandmother as I see her, but also because it
shows her in front of an aisle of bread. During the Great Depression,
many families could scarcely afford bread, and during World War II,
there were rations on the amount of bread a family could have. Now,
in 1997, people can buy and eat as much as they want. I think this is
also why I have chosen this image: because it makes me see how disap-
pointed my grandmother would be if my mother ever told her about my
eating disorder. She would think me unworthy of being an American."

It's difficult to be analytical about a statement like this, but by way
of concluding I want to make two brief points in relation to Anna's re-
flections on this photograph of her grandmother. First, it's worth point-
ing out how strongly such a moment echoes the painful reflections of-
fered in Maus II by Art Spiegelman, for whom the past possesses a va-
lidity that his American present simply lacks. But it's also worth point-
ing out how an assignment such as the one I've tried to describe here
allowed a student like Anna to analyze and then make use of the narra-
tive techniques deployed by the likes of Spiegelman, Ondaatje, and
Momaday, to name just three such authors. That Anna seems here to
have finished her paper in a state of confusion is of course sad, but it
strikes me that her dilemma is less a contradiction than a fitting com-
mentary on the vexed nature of what it means to be an American at the
current historical moment. Seeking to tell stories about Americans and
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Figure 1. Photo from grocery ad featuring
Anna's grandmother

the American past, we instead find ourselves providing unsatisfying and
often irresolvable tales about ourselves in the present. This is the sort
of a lesson I feel my students can benefit from learning.
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9 The Education of Little
Tree: A Real True Story

Peter Shaheen
Seaholm High School, Birmingham, Michigan

Gramma said when you come on something good, first thing to do is share it
with whoever you can find; that way, the good spreads out no telling where
it will go. Which is right.

Forrest Carter, The Education of Little Tree: A True Story

n 1991, on my urging, the language arts department bought a hundred
or so copies of the best-selling book The Education of Little Tree: A True
Story, and I passed them out to the ninth-grade honors students. The

book had recently won a prize at some big publishing convention in
New York, and accolades were being showered on it as the hottest new
text since To Kill A Mockingbird. Our school made the purchase before
any of the hubbub hit the streets in the fall. We got in on the ground
floor, so to speak. Newspapers started printing stories about the rise of
a new literary star, as librarians began to sing the praises of a great new
manuscript and television started promoting Little Tree as the natural
successor to Dances with Wolves. For a brief fifteen minutes, I enjoyed
celebrity for picking an up-and-coming classic. Then, all very suddenly,
word about Little Tree's author being a racist, a member of the KKK, a
former speech writer for Alabama governor George Wallace, promot-
ing segregation forever, put egg on the collective face of many book lov-
ers, publishersand me.

The "folksy wisdom" of a simple Native American text suddenly
got very complicated. I was one of those teachers with egg on my face,
but the great thing about literature is that even the lowest life-forms are
able to redeem themselves and resurface as heroes. After much reflec-
tion and some discussion with colleagues, I decided to teach Little Tree
again, two years after the fraud was revealed, with the intention of at
least redeeming myself if not metamorphosing into a hero.

The key ingredient in my planning centered on illustrating to my
students that insofar as all writing is tied to political and social contexts,
all writing is autobiographical. I'd fixed on this notion in the summer
of 1997 during the first year of the Making American Literatures project
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(see this book's foreword). We had looked at a variety of texts, and they
all seemed closely connected to the authors: Gatsby's issues were
Fitzgerald's, and Cisneros's House on Mango Street, Petry's Tituba: Witch
of Salem, and Larson's Passing all included elements of autobiography.

The idea for this particular unit came from discussions with Na-
tive American studies scholar Gerald Vizenor. I asked Vizenor what he
thought about Carter's fraud, and his reaction had a big impact on me.
He spoke about how the history of Indians (Vizenor uses the term in-
terchangeably with Native Americans) is written by White America.
Much of what White Americans "know" about Indians is a simulation
a collection of stereotypes that define our perceptionsbut that have little
basis in truth. Vizenor also said that Native American culture valued
the role of the trickster. Little Tree is the best-selling Native American
text for the University of New Mexico Press, easily beating out N. Scott
Momaday's The Way to Rainy Mountain. Vizenor acknowledges the trick-
ster at work here, and he convinced me that Little Tree is a complicated
piece. What better way to teach my students about complex social and
political contexts?

Antigovernment bigots are happiest when left to their own de-
vices, and the themes that weave Little Tree together also support the
racist ideology of people like Carter. Students could benefit from un-
derstanding the political perspective from which Carter wrote.

My plan was to use the Little Tree controversy as a way to help
students strengthen their reading strategies, and, specifically, .to help
them develop a more "scholarly" set of reading strategies for engaging
a text. My intention was to enrich my students' ability to engage a text
by calling on them to place the text in a social and political context. I
would exploit their sense of justice to motivate them into developing
these sophisticated strategies.

Before handing out the books, I asked my students the following
questions:

Do the author's intentions matter to the reader?
Is it important to know about the author's political or philo-
sophical perspectives before reading?
Can an author feel vehemently about a subject and still write a
book taking a different stance altogether?
Can a reader divorce the author from the text?

With books in hand, we read the first chapter together and pointed
out that Grandpa was out of his element when he was forced to go into
the city. Kids also knew right away that, during an incident on a bus,
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the driver and one of the riders were just plain rude to Little Tree's new
family. Students understood too that Grandpa slowed his gait to make
Little Tree more comfortable during a walk home. In short, the students
pretty much got all the subtleties they were supposed to get. They were
encouraged to find passages that would help them celebrate the diver-
sity of Native Americans and write them in a homework log. We cre-
ated a list of cultural differences that we could respect even if we didn't
quite share in them, and then I forged a consensus with students that
these differences were worth valuing. I took notes during class about
student reactions, had the students write responses in journals and asked
students to answer a post-study evaluation to monitor the results of the
study.

Ah, the best laid plans of mice and English teachers. . .. The deeper
we got into the text, and the more I was able to help students recognize
what I determined to be the hidden agenda of Forrest Carter, the big-
ger the boomerang effect grew to be. As our class discussions evolved
over the four classes reserved for discussion of the novel, certain themes
began to surface repeatedly:

Little Tree and his family were better off left alone.

Little Tree and his family would have been perfectly content to
be left alone by the outside world.

There was a special code or "way" in which Little Tree lived
that Whitesespecially Whites from the Northwere incapable
of learning, understanding, or even respecting.
Little Tree and his family did not live well in the world of Whites.

The government was always interfering with Little Tree and
his people.

People from Washington in particular were bad news.

It was clear to me that if you buy into all of the subtleties as they
are presented above, it would be easy to make the transfer from Little
Tree to the racist South during the tumultuous times of desegregation:
Leave the South alone to settle its own problems. These damn North-
erners come down to places like Alabama sticking their noses where they
don't belong and making trouble for everyone else who is perfectly
content to live by themselves and not mix with anyone too different from
themselves.

From this perspective, Eisenhower, and later Kennedy and
Johnson, mobilized federal troops to go down South and stir up a mess
of trouble. If you buy into the thesis of Little Tree, you would have to
agree that these great American presidents were the culpable parties in
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spoiling the peculiar institution that was the Old South. Southerners
would have been better off without the morally corrupt Catholic-hat-
ing politician at the trading store who was full of contempt for just about
everyone, including Grandpa and Little Tree.

Little Tree was a manifesto for the message of states' rights, and
students were buying into it without even questioning it. So much for
those sophisticated reading strategies I was teaching.

Finally, I sprang the trap: I told my students about the controversy
surrounding the author. I pulled out a picture clipped from Time maga-
zine showing then-Governor George Wallace spewing his fiery White
supremacist rhetoric, and I read from the article about how Wallace's
infamous speech on the steps of the Alabama Capitol building was
written by an anonymous face in the background of the picture. Of
course, that face belonged to Little Tree author Forrest Carter.

"How does this Wallace speech line up with the language of Little
Tree?" I asked. Then, for the first time, I read aloud the complete title
and the name of the author: The Education of Little Tree: A True Story by
Forrest Carter. Next, I opened up to the introduction and read the part
by Rennard Strickland claiming that the book contains "autobiographi-
cal remembrances." Feeling a lot like Spencer Tracy in his portrayal of
Clarence Darrow (the model for Tracy's character Henry Drummond),
I went for the jugular: "Could it be that Forrest Carter created The Edu-
cation of Little Tree to promote his White supremacist teachings?"

The groundwork had been laid as perfectly as I could imagine.
The message had been deconstructed before their very eyes. All that
remained for my students was to experience the moment of "aha!" that
I had intended for them.

Immediately after I "revealed" the truth about Carter's malevo-
lent past, the class was in an uproar. They were engaged in energetic,
emotional discussions. My little soldiers of learning were taking up
sides. Everyone had an opinion about the revelations. Some had more
than one.

"How can you not see the truth? Look at the guy's picture!"
"Good writers always layer their message like an onion." This last

comment must have been modeled on something I'd said.
And, of course, the uncommitted third regiment also weighed in:
"Can we see the movie?"
"Why does everything have to mean something?"
"Even Freud says sometimes a cigar is just a cigar."
"My friends always say one thing and mean another."
"Shut up and let him teach."
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And if I remember right, the bell rang at the fury's zenith. I like it
when class ends in a tempest. It makes me think that there's learning
going on, but something was different in this case. There was a bit of a
hangover to deal with all right, only this time it didn't involve the stu-
dents but rather their teacher.

I could feel my colleague Deborah Juarez's knowing glare. I had
set my students up. She would have told me in no uncertain terms that
my plan backfired because I actually ended up telling my students they
were incapable of accurately negotiating meaning when they read.
Worse, I was in danger of rewarding those who sided with my official
interpretation more heavily than those contrarians who insisted on be-
ing allowed to interpret the text absent of history. How did that consti-
tute teaching sophisticated reading strategies?

At first glance, this inner turmoil may seem obtuse and self-serv-
ing to some extent, but for me it speaks to the essence of my teaching.
Here's the rub: Given that I believe it is my duty to promote a market-
place of ideas in order to preserve democracy, how does tricking my
students promote this value? How does pronouncing the truth help stu-
dents debate ideas and determine the value of those ideas through a
democratic process? After years of criticizing the formalist approach in
the high school classroom, was I pronouncing myself the expert on the
text?

About one-third of the class was fully on board. They bought the
arguments hook, line, and sinker. They were willing to believe anything
I told them. Megan epitomizes those who were on board with me. She
is an honors student who has always enjoyed success in school and the
praise of her teachers. Before we read Little Tree, we,read Fools Crow by
James Welch. We talked about the variety of characters and personality
types in this novel. Our conclusion (mine too) was that Fools Crow did a
wonderful job of establishing that a variety of peoplesall with com-
plex personalitiesexist within the pages of the novel. Megan did what
many honors students do who are used to being praised for their school-
work. She accepted the teacher's ideas and refined them with her own
special perspectives. She wrote, "Looking at the contrasts between Little
Tree and Fools Crow, Grandpa and Mik-Api, Mr. Chunk and Mr. Slick,
and the Napikwan, it becomes apparent that the characters in Little Tree
are a simple caricature of the tragic, majestic, and antagonistic figures
portrayed in Fools Crow. The main characters in each novel, Little Tree
and Fools Crow, are both young men faced with a challenge. . . . How-
ever Little Tree seems too successful. He comes to the mountains almost
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literally a baby. It seems odd that a five year old would master such tasks
that it takes an adult years to learn."

Another third of the class was ambivalent. They could see no re-
lation between what I was saying and what the book had to do with
their lives, nor were they willing to look for a connection. A pessimist
might comment, "Welcome to American high schools."

The other third failed to buy into the hidden message. Their over-
all position in capsule form was, "It's just a book; it doesn't have to be
about anything other than what it's about."

I had begun to make several realizations about my lesson. I was
left wondering why some students were reluctant to give more careful
consideration to what I saw as an obvious position. After all, it is clear
that Carter was a racist, so why is it so difficult to see his book as an
instrument he uses to promote that philosophy?

There may be two positions which can explain what happened.
The first is that most of the students are not sophisticated enough in their
reading strategies to make these kinds of difficult connections. They may
in fact believe that sometimes a cigar is a cigar and Freud is damned.
While I tend to doubt this position because I have seen students readily
employ a variety of sophisticated strategies in the past, I cannot rule
out this option as a possibility.

My hunch, however, tends toward a different position. Since these
youngsters are on a college-bound honors track where virtually every
student goes on to college, these students tend to succeed because they
do what their teacher expects of them. If I were to simply have said at
the beginning that Carter's purpose in penning this quaint tale of the
Native American was to promote racist ideologies, students would have
taken notes and would have been prepared to recite that factoid back
in some test at a future date. I know this is true because in the past I
have convinced students that Edgar Allen Poe wrote the first poem and,
as a result, we now call the genre poetry after the founder of the form.
Despite my best (or worst) attempts at humor, students many times sit
through the lecture straight-faced and without questions, accepting me
as the literary critic in the class and mindlessly taking notes.

The worst-case scenario contends that I gave students license to
read the story in any way they wanted. Some may have been testing
out reading wings to see if I would validate their own interpretations.
In that sense, their reactions were more of a test for me. Students were
hypothesizing about whether or not I was willing to live up to my end
of the bargain by allowing them to have a position antithetical to mine.
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After catching my reflection in the window, I realized that, in fact, I had
only partially granted students permission to engage the text freely. I
learned that giving permission means that those students who read the
text differently need to be acknowledged, valued, and encouraged.

Diverse interpretations make life hectic and frequently disorga-
nized. We are uncomfortable with the notion that students can read and
get whatever they want out of a text because we fear that they will leave
more behind than they bother to pick up on. It is counterintuitive for
teachers to work so hard and then be so nonchalant about meaning.

Some students were trying to let me know that they felt they'd
been had. They insisted that a cigar is sometimes a cigar even while we
all know that it is never just a cigar because they were calling me out.
Later, when I unburdened my soul with one of my colleagues, Jim White,
he agreed with my students.

"They're right," he said, "you set them up big-time; at least let
them own their response if you tell them they are permitted to have
one."

It is important that students learn to engage a text for themselves
on their own terms, and, since I believe formalist thinking inhibits this
growth, I see it as a not-so-effective teaching strategy. Nonetheless, with
the help of my friends, I recognized that I was guilty of being overly
formalist in the teaching of Little Tree.

The handling of these diverse opinions is the essential component
in teaching reading. The negotiation of meaning in the face of diverse
interpretations is the most essential step in the reading process because
it models the way in which conflict should be resolved in a democratic
society. If we allow our students to engage in free debates in an open
market of ideas where those ideas with intellectual capital become val-
ued, then we can better become what we envision our future to be. Read-
ing is democracy. Students will make mistakes, and the teacher can be
there to ask good questions.

In fact, questions that call for students to understand the purposes
of authors and the purposes of audiences in reading a text are essential
ones for teachers to ask. My students taught me that there is an art to
asking those questions. My friends and colleagues will continue to help
me learn that art.

When Gerald Vizenor talks about Native American tricksters, he
gets this tie-your-shoelaces-together gleam in his eye. He is a trickster
and appreciates a good prank. It isn't unreasonable to assume that I had
fallen victim to the coyote, a traditional Indian trickster. Here I was
spending lots of time and energy preparing a teaching sleight of hand
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that would dazzle and amaze my students by leaving them with egg
on their face. Not only was I wrong, but my strategies had the opposite
effect. The funny thing is, when all is said and done, I don't feel bad
about the experience. My colleagues and my students ended up teach-
ing me more about reading than I had planned on teaching my students.
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III Location, Location,
Location
Sarah Robbins
Kennesaw State University

Teaching American literature leads inevitably to questions about place
and space. Scholarship in feminist epistemology and postcolonial stud-
ies has been emphasizing how the social positions of people examin-
ing any questionand certainly such issues as what a national litera-
ture should beshape their possible answers in distinctive ways. What,
then, are the instructional implications of such theories? A teacher pre-
paring a syllabus for an "American literature" course in a classroom on
a Caribbean island would probably have a very different map of the
discipline in mind than would an instructor situated in, say, Oklahoma,
despite the longstanding tendencies of many textbooks and curricular
descriptions to narrow the term American to equate it with the United
States. How does living in different parts of the United States and the
world lead us to "see" American literature differently? How, for ex-
ample, might a teacher who has grown up in Canada respond to tradi-
tions of North American writing that are often ignored in conceptual-
izing "American literature," as they are ignored in anthologies that are
labeled as "North American Literature" books but contain maps that
literally erase Canada.

And what about teachers whose first learning about "American
literatures" occurred in other countries, say, India or Macedonia? This
was one of the questions we asked in workshops conducted as part of
the Making American Literatures (MAL) project (see the foreword for
a description of the project), and we found that such teachers were
shaped as much by their original home cultures as by immigration to
the United States, and their personal perspectives on the discipline of-
ten encouraged us to expand boundaries, question assumptions, and
think intertextually. During a workshop exploring "Southern"
literature's representations of religion, our own memoir writingalong
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with teacher-participant Milka's piece on her youthful experiences of
Christian holidays in Communist Yugoslavia, compared with her cur-
rent family celebrations in Cherokee County, Georgiaplayed in pro-
ductive ways with our spatial, temporal, and sociopolitical conceptions
of regionalized American literatures.

Talking with teachers from different parts of the United States
shows that regionalism wields complex influence on teachers' decision
making, on students' perceptions of the discipline, and on community
values about American literatures. When, as part of the MAL project,
we asked teachers from Michigan, California, and Georgia to share sev-
eral examples of literary texts that they felt best represented their re-
spective regions, we were surprised by each others' individual choices
of texts (What? No Faulkner?), but the related follow-up conversation
about the varying impact of area school boards' unique expectations,
state standards, and even particular school departments' differing ideas
about curricular needs was equally instructive. This kind of discussion
inevitably underscored ways in which some assumptions we have about
American literature are more locally based than we realize, while oth-
ers really do represent national trends.

The shifting demographics so obvious in public school class-
roomsmany of which might have been relatively homogeneous a few
decades ago but are now experiencing a massive influx of new students
from all over the world into "American" schoolsoffer challenges. We
want to find ways for our instruction to affirm such students' visions
of themselves and of what it might mean to be "Americanized" at the
turn into the twenty-first century. And we understand our responsibil-
ity to examine related questions of language differences in our schools
and universities. To what extent should the American literatures we
teach be multilingual and multiethnic? How can we carry out the study
needed to teach unfamiliar texts from "new" multicultural traditions,
and still have time for the pressing duties of everyday teaching? And
how can we best provide English language learners with effective ac-
cess to the European American texts that will probably still dominate
much curriculum in the early twenty-first century?

Answers to these questions are generally tentative, distinctively
local, and dependent upon particular students' needs and interests, as
well as their special talents. In Georgia, for instance, some of our initial
examination of language-related and border-crossing issues can benefit
from the work of colleagues in California, who welcomed many Span-
ish-speaking students to their state's schools long before the current
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wave of immigrants from Mexico and South America now challenging
metro Atlanta teachers. In the end, the most powerful voice we heard
on this subject in the MAL project was a student author's, when Geor-
gia teacher Diane Shearer brought Jose Reyes to one of our school-year
sessions to describe his reading of Richard Rodriguez's Hunger of
Memory. Jose shared some of his own poignant writing about multiple
physical and psychic border crossings between Mexico and the United
States. For us, Jose was certainly "making American literatures," both
in his studies within Diane's classroom and in this writing about his
experiences of a hybrid cultural space. Another student, Jolynn Khamky,
was guided by Jose's authorship when writing a feature for her school
newspaper on recent immigrants learning to speak English while attend-
ing Wheeler High in suburban Cobb County. Jolynn's piece eventually
won first place in the state-level journalism contest, thereby reconfirm-
ing for all of us a commitment to encouraging students to "make"
American literature in their own regions.

All of our efforts in the MAL project to examine the implications
of "location" for the study of American literatures were not so immedi-
ately rewarding, of course, and most of our questions are still far from
resolved. As a result, the essays in this section show teachers at work
on these issuessometimes through the informal teacher research that
all reflective practitioners do, sometimes through more formal and sus-
tained curricular reformation, and sometimes through creatively dia-
logic interaction with student texts.

Emanuel Martin's "Popular Culture in the American Literature
Class" recounts his efforts to identify an appropriate place for contem-
porary texts from a range of media in the literature curriculum of his
ninth-grade classroom. Committed to cultivating his students' appre-
ciation of the Great Books tradition he himself dearly loves, Martin
shares the story of his increasing awareness of the power that popular
culture texts like film, song lyrics, and television shows can exert in his
instructional program. As a former syndicated cartoonist who is well
aware of the appeal of contemporary visual imagery, and as the author
of a creative Web site integrating appreciation for Shakespeare with
twenty-first-century graphic design and contemporary word play, Mar-
tin admits his continued confusion over the responsibility of the teacher
to transmit high culture to students, especially in light of their clearer
enthusiasm for material from their everyday experience. Drawing upon
his study of Twain as well as his own experiences in the classroom,
Martin celebrates his students' influence on his teaching while explaining
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why and how he has gradually expanded his conception of the rightful
position of American popular culture in schools and, in turn, changed
both the content and the pedagogy in his classroom.

In "Making American Literatures in Middle School," Laura
Schiller shifts our attention from high school learners to sixth graders,
even as she invites us to see the productive possibilities associated with
integrating literary and historical study. An equally important
"locational" dimension to Schiller's work, however, is the particular
community where she teachesa suburb of Detroit which has shifted
from an overwhelmingly European American population to one that is
primarily African American and Chaldean. Building upon conceptions
of alternative history writing and "survivance," Schiller has soughtways
to have her middle school students explore the available official and
unofficial histories of their community, identify gaps in those histories,
and write themselves into the story of Southfield, Michigan, through a
series of collaborative examinations of archives, public history sites, oral
histories, and interactions with various local residents (including par-
ents). Schiller's revisiting of location themes from the Making Ameri-
can Literatures project is embedded in an activist doing of theoretically
informed learninga reflective practice self-consciously situating her
particular instructional strategies within the local space of her teaching.
Seeing her community as an interactive resource, she draws upon key
concepts learned through the MAL project but adapts them to her own
dynamic teaching location.

Jim White's "Literature of Place and Place in Literature: Orient-
ing Our Maps" expands our sense of place in American literatures be-
yond the geographic and social to the natural/environmental and the
cultural domains. Revisiting a number of generative questions about
the "location" of writers, readers, and communities in the study of lit-
erature, White describes how he has invited his students to identify and
critique the unique positions of published authors such as Henry David
Thoreau, N. Scott Momaday, and William Least Heat-Moon as a step
toward focusing on links between literature making and specific land-
scapes. To illustrate how the MAL project pushed him to rethink the
complicated relationships between place and power, White explains
how his teaching of To Kill a Mockingbird was redirected to emphasize
issues of social position and race.

Typical "location" constraints of space and time can be undone via
technological tools such as listservs and Web sites, and Peter Shaheen's
"The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly: Technology in the Classroom" dis-
cusses both the challenges and the opportunities of incorporating
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listservs and Web sites into the teaching of American Literature. Shaheen
talks about his love/hate relationship with technology through his ex-
periences in the MAL project, and he looks at three specific ways in
which technology has entered into his teaching and professional devel-
opment. Shaheen starts his narrative with an acknowledgement that the
lives of teachers are often cluttered with detail. So why would anyone
want to complicate the picture by adding more to an already full day?
Giles Corey in The Crucible might simply answer, "More weight," but
teaching can be more complicated than witch hunting.

Technology continues to inform Shaheen's teaching in ways he
never anticipated. He talks about his experiences in three areas: the
Making American Literatures listserv, the development of a Web site for
the community in which he teaches (Birmingham, Michigan), and the
development of a Web site for the particular program in which he
teaches (the Flexible Scheduling Project [Flex for short] at Seaholm High
School). As a result of these projects, Shaheen has come to realize that
technology is revolutionary because it does change the world. Technol-
ogy has helped him and his students realize that they can have active
voices in their communities and can redefine their relationships with
institutions that have previously seemed dispassionate. Shaheen also
realizes that technology is not a panacea. In many instances, Murphy's
Law applies: Everything that can go wrong will. In the end, however,
Shaheen sees educational potential in the computer revolution.
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10 Popular Culture in the
American Literature
Class
Emanuel Martin
Stephenson High School, Stone Mountain, Georgia

think every teacher has had this experience: From time to time when I
introduced a literary term to my classand in order to "connect" with
my students, show how "hip," "with it," and "down" I amI used an

example from a popular TV show. Then suddenly I would feel as if I
were driving a car when the steering went out; the class veered out of
control. Instead of discussing something important and meaningful, like,
say, the influence of Emerson on Thoreau, the whole class started talk-
ing about The Simpsons. What's worse, they were discussing it with more
animation, enthusiasm, and genuine curiosity than they ever seemed
to feel in approaching the Transcendentalists. I'd shake my head and,
with the patience of Job, drag the class back onto the subject. The real
subject, remember? What I came to teach. I would vow never to men-
tion that TV show in class again; heaven forbid any student of mine
should ever get that excited in English class.

That was when I was a novice teacher, but I had already learned
to talk a good show about activating prior learning and teaching at the
proximal zone. I had learned from education courses that my mission
was to ignite students' interests and passion for learning. I believed this.
Yet, at the first sign of actual ignition, I mentally screamed, "Fire!" and
beat a hasty retreat to the safety of the teacher's edition. Before I even
got my first paycheck as a teacher, I had drawn, as if with a heavy black
marker, a thick line between subjects fit to discuss in a literature class
and subjects not fit. In moments of daring I would make brief forays
into the forbidden zone, illustrating a point here and there with some-
thing "the kids are familiar with," always making sure it was bland
enough and general enough not to arouse any interest for its own sake.
The boundary had never been directly articulated to me, but it had been
ubiquitously acted out in every classroom I'd been in from kindergar-
ten on. Everyone I knew had unconsciously learned this distinction and
applied it in their own lives.
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"A classic is something everybody praises but nobody reads," said
Mark Twain, showing that even before the turn of the century this di-
chotomy was well known. "Popular culture" and "high culture" are two
different animalsdescended from a common ancestor, perhaps, but
accustomed to different environments and unable to mate; all the great
works belong in high culture, and everything else, the trash, belongs in
popular culture. Popular culture is that part of culture which is widely
enjoyed, and high culture is that part which is enjoyed only by the elite.
Therefore, the less you like something, the more likely it is to be great.
And the more you like something, the more likely it is to be trash.

This definition is perverse and doubly debilitating. It intimidates
people in the presence of established great works and inhibits their
genuine enjoyment. Finding fault with a Jane Austen novel may be more
of a negative reflection on the reader than on the novel. Such a polar-
ized definition of culture also precludes turning serious critical atten-
tion to literature, music, and art in popular culture. Any time someone
dares to look below the most superficial level of a popular work, he or
she is likely to be greeted with, "You're reading too much into that," or
"Don't think about it so much, you'll spoil it."

This is not to say that the unspoken ban against popular culture
in the classroom arose without any justification. And the justification
goes deeper than the comfort zone of teachers or questions of classroom
management. Traditional works of high culture have demonstrated that
they are able to withstand and reward sustained intellectual scrutiny.
Works of popular culture suffer from their own proximity to us in time;
they are illuminated by the haze of glamorous currency, making it hard
to determine whether they will be able to shine on their own. Moreover,
there is the dread of cultural relativism; do we really want to send the
message that Archie Comics is as worthwhile as Othello? Literature teach-
ers love literature and rightly feel a desire to pass on an enriching ap-
preciation of it to their students.

These are no small objections, and they need to be dealt with se-
riously. If popular culture is included in the curriculum as a way to
pander to student tastes, then we are shortchanging our students. If our
intent is to conceal the truth that, in the eyes of many observers, some
works have more merit than others, then we will stunt the critical facil-
ity we want to instill. Yet to continue replicating the enervating chasm
between popular culture and works that people read only if they have
to is clearly unsatisfactory.

It took time to overcome my own objections to bringing popular
culture into the classroom. After all, not only had I experienced years
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of subtle instruction telling me that this was not something teachers were
supposed to teach, but also I had accumulated my own empirical expe-
rience of discussion breaking out every time I made the slightest refer-
ence to anything currently in the theaters or on TV.

Even in my first year of teaching, though, while I didn't admit it
to myself, or think about it very deeply, popular culture came in, not
only as an invited guest, but an assistant teacher. When teaching my
poetry unit to a primarily Black class of ninth graders, I felt stymied by
the weak, uninteresting selections included in the text. I asked students
to bring in lyrics of music videos, subject to the proviso they all be
G-rated. I picked the ones I found most interesting and projected them
on the overhead so that we could study them for content and for the
use of poetic devices. The students and I were both intrigued to find
unsuspected levels of meaning and craft in some of their favorite songs.
Moreover, traditional texts became more meaningful. Students who
earlier might have felt alienated by Emily Dickinson or Edgar Lee Mas-
ters now saw them as poetsdifferent from, yet akin to, their personal
idols. The unit was a hit with the students, and although each year I
seem to change everything I do in my classroom, that's one activity I
always do.

I should have seen from this experience that including pop cul-
ture in the curriculum can awaken students' critical facility on both ends:
making them more receptive to traditional works and more richly con-
scious of familiar ones. For many of my students, this poetry unit has
also helped correct the misapprehension that thinking about something
spoils the pleasure of it. On the contrary, many students have enjoyed
probing deeply into lyrics they had listened to only casually before; oth-
ers relished the chance to share insights they'd gained while listening
to songs that other people had taken for granted.

A breakthrough for me came in the fall of 1997, when my students
and I studied Pudd'nhead Wilson, a novel that had been assigned for
summer reading. This was a fortuitous coincidence because, during the
summer before, I had studied original typescripts of Pudd'nhead Wilson
and Huckleberry Finn. What I had seen there was the tug-of-war over
creative control between Twain and his publishers. Twain's texts are still
in dispute because of the difficulty in sorting out the author's intent from
the incidental, coincidental, and deliberate alterations made by the typ-
ist, publisher, and printer. This confusion is compounded in the case of
Pudd'nhead Wilson because it was originally written as a longer novel
that included The Comedy of Those Extraordinary Twins, the unlikely saga
of a pair of Siamese twins who are put on trial for murder. Twain
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performed a sort of authorial surgery separating Twins from Pudd'nhead,
but he didn't make a very thorough job of it. Remnants of each novel
remain in the other; there are scenes in Pudd'nhead that aren't funny and
scarcely even make sense unless you realize the Cape lli twins in
Pudd'nhead were originally meant to be joined at the hip. I shared the
problematic nature of Twain's texts with my class, and we realized that,
before it had been canonized, Pudd'nhead had been a popular novel, the
work of a man dealing with economic and personal pressures similar
to those a writer might face today.

Because of my experience with Twain, I began to stress the his-
torical environments that gave rise to other works we read. I did this in
the most traditional way imaginable, in the form of lectures, class dis-
cussions, and essay assignments. Together we tried to untangle very
complex riddles about why great works were passed down to us in the
forms they were. For example, why does Ben Franklin cut such a mythic
figure in his autobiography? According to his own version of events,
when the most prominent man in Philadelphia arrived in that city he
could barely afford the two fluffy rolls for his only meal. True or not,
what image of himself and of opportunities in the colonies was Franklin
trying to construct for the readers of his time? Let me stress that my stu-
dents are ninth graders of mixed abilities, and I was asking them to
grapple with questions of serious scholarship. Asking students to write
an essay in which they separate probable fact from probable fiction in
The Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin calls for thinking skills of a very
high order.

At first blush all of this may seem to have nothing to do with us-
ing pop culture in the classroom, and at the time I didn't see the con-
nection myself. The point was, though, I was treating the great works
as having been originally popular works. It was the other side of the coin
from examining, say, Cinderella as a literary work. This not only allowed
me to present high school students with intellectually challenging is-
sues; it also liberated the students from treating everything in the
county-issued textbook as sacred writing, immune to criticism from
mere readers. Not that uninformed criticism, the kind that prevents
people from trying new things with an open mind, does any good. "I
don't like all that Shakespeare stuff" is not an outlook likely to be pro-
ductive. Of course, one way for teachers to get around this objection is
not to ask students to like anythingonly to appreciate it. Maybe the word
"appreciate" is meant to imply that not even the teacher really likes this
stuff. There's plenty of time to like things when you watch TV and get
to see all the things never allowed in English class.
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I am no longer content to trot out some hoary old tome, saying
reverently, "Here it is. Appreciate it." I want my students to enjoy what
we read, because I enjoy it. I'm convinced, and my students' reactions
have helped convince me, that an enlightened critical outlook enriches
any text. The critical outlook should contain the explicit recognition that
almost without exception, every canonized text was once a popular text,
and I would submit that no work can long survive in the academic en-
vironment unless it has at some point enjoyed popular success also.

So, is that when I opened the floodgates to let in sitcoms and funny
papers? No. I'm cautious by nature and uninclined to leap from high
dives before I've thoroughly satisfied myself regarding the depth of the
water. I persisted in drawing the rare example from a contemporary
work to illustrate a point in lectures, and in allowing students to bring
in favorite lyrics during the poetry unit. The results of the latter were
marvelous; the results of the former were as likely to be distracting as
illuminating.

I decided that by degrees I would turn my students loose into the
world of popular culture. At the time, I was teaching four ninth-grade
classes, one of which was advanced. In conjunction with reading
Daphne du Maurier 's "The Birds," I like to show Hitchcock's film ver-
sion of the same story. (As an aside, "The Birds," including Hitchcock's
film version, is a case study of a work in transition from pop culture to
high culture.) In preparation for having my students write a film review
of "The Birds," each day I showed them a brief video clip from a differ-
ent film for class discussion. The idea came from Alan Teasley's and Ann
Wilder 's marvelous book, Reel Conversations (1997 ), which encourages
teachers and students to consider films from three different angles: lit-
erary, dramatic, and cinematic. Following the advice of this book, I
showed clips from Popeye, Boyz N the Hood, and Stand by Me. Students
howled each time I stopped the video because invariably the chosen clip
ended at the most exciting point, but they brought more energy to ex-
amining metaphors, symbolism, and tone than I had seen before.

This was pretty daring stuff. I was showing my classes movies,
or parts of movies anyway, that weren't even in the county curriculum.
Yet I was very confident about what I was doing. I knew that if my de-
partment head walked into the room, far from being dismayed at what
she found us doing, she would be excited. I began bragging on my class
and telling other teachers what I was doing.

Pop culture had entered my classroom in a big way. As the sec-
ond semester neared an end, I decided to take a bigger leap. While read-
ing Hal Borland's When the Legends Die with my advanced class, I
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introduced some ideas of Carl Jung and Joseph Campbellspecifically,
the shadow, the trickster, and the hero's journey. Since these patterns
and character types occur in almost all stories in our culture, it was easy
to find examples of them in cartoons, sitcoms, and even video games.
When we finished reading the novel, I gave my advanced class an as-
signment to write a literary analysis of a work from popular culture. I
told my students to write about any work they chose; they could use a
movie, a TV show, a book, whatever. I made only two stipulations: as
always, it had to be something I could share with their parents without
blushing, and it could not be anything we had studied as a class, any-
thing they had studied with another class, or anything they thought they
were ever likely to study in a class. Since this was new ground for all of
us, I continued to hold pretty tight reins on the project; I gave my stu-
dents very specific instructions on my expectations for the papers and
provided a model paper that I encouraged them to follow as closely as
they wished.

The success of the project can be measured not just in the final
product but also in the interest students showed toward it outside of
class. Each day between the time I gave the assignment and the time it
came due, students stayed behind after class to ask me about their
projects and fill me in on their progress. Did I think Scar from The Lion
King was more of a trickster or a shadow? Would Eddie Murphy's The
Nutty Professor make a good topic? Would it be better to write about
Disney's version of Cinderella or a more recent one starring Whitney
Houston? The students experienced the delicious thrill of being the
supreme authority on one subject.

The resulting papers were very strong, but one in particular stands
out for me. Latoya is a bright, energetic student who wrote uniformly
excellent papers, meticulous in their content and execution. The rub here
is the adverb "uniformly." She was so consistently good, whether writ-
ing to persuade, entertain, explain, or describe, that I could never quite
overcome the nagging feeling that she wrote not so much from the well
of desire within her, but in order to please me, her teacher. That's not
all bad, of course; I like being pleased. For her pop culture piece, though,
she showed me a side of herself I hadn't suspected.

Latoya chose to write about a children's book written in second
person so the reader is the hero. Here Latoya made an absolutely dar-
ing and brilliant move because I had specifically told my class that when
writing this sort of literary analysis, they were to avoid using first per-
son. Latoya had deliberately chosen a work that required her to write
in first person. "I am the hero." This is resistance in its most fertile and
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productive form. I tell my students two things about writing: that what
makes great writing is learning to break a rule for a clever reason, and
that if anyone asks, Mr. Martin taught you everything you know about
writing.

I don't know if Latoya will follow the second piece of advice, but
she'd found an ingenious way to apply the first. Am I going too far in
suggesting that, in foraging on the far side of that heavy black line that
I used to draw between "high culture" and "popular culture," Latoya
also began to question other artificial divisions set up in English class,
such as which pronouns go in which papers? OK, I'm going too far.
Latoya had a spark of intellectual mischief in her to start with, or she
never would have chosen that work, but certainly she would not have
been able to choose such a work in the first place had not the assign-
ment given her license.

I have discovered that I can use pop culture less as a means of
introducing the study of traditional literature than as the culmination
of the literary study. "OK, class, you've acquired some tools and con-
cepts, let's see you apply them in the broader world." The heavy black
line is beginning to turn from vertical to horizontalnot separating
dusty works from breathing ones, but connecting them.

As I've written, I never seem to teach a class the same way twice,
so I've already started thinking about an assignment for next year. If
students can deconstruct Ben Franklin, why can't they do the same with,
say, The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air? What social and political environment
made this story take the form it did? What improbabilities were intro-
duced to gratify a modern audience?

I approach this latest idea with trepidation, however. Time and
distance make The Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin easier to
deconstruct. It's harder to see the strings animating a work when those
strings are also attached to your own arms and legs. How can I prepare
my students for the intimidating task of analyzing the sort of person
that Fresh Prince is constructing for its viewers? I'd have to lay the
groundwork carefully, help them establish their comfort and confidence
before I hit them with such a difficult assignment. I'll start with some-
thing easy to grasp that the students can connect to. Something simple.
Maybe Moby-Dick.
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11 Making American
Literatures in Middle
School
Laura Schiller
Birney Middle School, Southfield, Michigan

taped a cartoon to my classroom door showing a student raising his
hand in class and asking the teacher, "May I be excused? My brain is
full." That's how I felt after two weeks of a summer workshop. By the

time I'd listened to speaker after speaker, engaged in discussion day after
day, and read late into the night, my notions of text and teaching took
on new layers.

We explored issues of authorship, wondering where the writer's
work leaves off and the editor's work begins. We reconstructed history
from original archival documents, historicized texts to deepen our un-
derstandings, and studied anthologies to determine what works are
included and whose voices are not represented. We paired novels, po-
ems, and films to reconsider treatment, theme, and point of view. We
further complicated the notion of text by looking at advertisements, film,
music, and art as ways of readingeven shopping malls could be "read"
for all they said about our society, all in the context of coming to terms
with who's doing the Making, what is American, and what constitutes
Literature.

I was particularly influenced by Gerald Vizenor, scholar and au-
thor, who presented the idea that absence is presence when speaking
of Native Americans. So little remains of Native American history that
is authentic, and the Native American perspective is so often left out of
officially sanctioned histories and anthologies, that their obvious ab-
sence is a reminder of their presence. The idea that absence is presence
applies to other marginalized peoples as well. I think about African
Americans and Hispanics, who, until recently, were seldom found in
history textbooks and literature anthologies.

Vizenor spoke of the myths that fit a dominant society's view of
the savage American and of the fact that much of what passes for truth
regarding Native Americans is, instead, simulation. Later, I would use
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Vizenor's term survivance to shape my choice of literature for the class-
room. Works that left the reader with a sense of pity for helpless vic-
tims were bypassed in favor of literature that focused on the strength
of a people to survive and rise above adversity.

The issues we studied seemed particularly relevant to my setting,
an urban/ suburban middle school in Southfield, Michigan, made up
mostly of African Americans and a significant number of Chaldean stu-
dents, Christians from Northern Iraq. Issues of voice and representa-
tion, it seems to me, are critical to my nonmainstream English-speak-
Mg students. Do they see themselves in our history books and literature
anthologies? What can I do to ensure that my students will feel con-
nected to school and learning?

Archival Research
My exposure to archival documents at a workshop led me to imagine
that there might be archives in my city. In recent years, Southfield's
population has shifted as Whites have moved to outer-ring suburbs and
African Americans and Chaldeans have moved into the city. As a resi-
dent and teacher in the city, I was well aware of the changing demo-
graphics and wondered just who would be represented if we did have
local archives.

Archival research could integrate social studies and language arts,
the subjects I teach. Reading archival collections could engage my stu-
dents as interpreters and makers of history and literature. I wondered
if they would see themselves in the city's history, given the recent de-
mographic shift? If not, could we contribute to the archives so that my
students and their families would be represented?

I thought about my nonmainstream English-speaking students
and the notion of cultural responsiveness and what it means to construct
knowledge. I want my students to value literacy and see connections
to their lives. I want my students to see themselves in many of the texts
we read. But what happens if there are no texts for my students to iden-
tify with? It has been difficult to find stories that reflect the culture and
language of my Chaldean students who come from an oral tradition.
My guess was we might not find many artifacts or documents in
Southfield's archives that would reflect my African American students
either. Could this absence still lead to engagement in literacy if the stu-
dents created their own texts, texts of their lives?

Calls to the city and the library led me to a historic section of the
city and the original town hall, now used as a local museum. It took me
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three months of unreturned phone calls and no-show appointments
before I was able to gain entry, at which point issues of access had be-
come a real concern for me. What I finally discovered was a treasure
trove of original documents, unprotected, sitting in a back closet, dat-
ing as far back as the early 1800s.

I begged for permission to bring my students to the museum so
they, too, could access these original documents: school board records
indicating dimensions for a privy and the price of a cord of wood for
the school house; city ordinances and tax rolls over a century old; early
Sears, Roebuck catalogs; primers and science textbooks from the 1800s;
and medical books with dubious cures for a range of female maladies.

Our public library held a book written by Southfield School's di-
rector of information, Dr. Kenson Siver. It was his doctoral dissertation,
entitled Southfield Faces the Crucial Decades: The Development of a Suburb
and Its School System in the Years Following World War II (Siver, 1987). The
cover was a photograph of a 1950s Southfield School elementary class.
I put it on a transparency and made another transparency of last year's
class. Side by side, the two photographs, one all White, the other mostly
African American, made for interesting reading.

Field Trips and Follow-up: Complicating Notions of Reading
It turned out that Dr. Siver was the current president of the Southfield
Historical Society. He generously allowed me to make copies of his own
collection of archival documents, and he arranged and acted as docent
for over a week of field trips for our entire sixth grade, by then in freez-
ing November temperatures and snow.

I've visited historic sites beforemuseums, restored farm houses,
cemeteries but never with an eye to reading them as texts. Carved on
tombstones in Southfield's first cemetery were, in effect, histories of
demographics, disease, migration, religion, and economics. Coupled
with local lore that outlived those buried, these sources allowed us to
begin reconstructing history.

My hypothesis regarding representation in the museum was right
on. Though early Southfield was populated by the Potawatomi and Ojibwa
(Chippewa) tribes, who settled along the banks of the Rouge River, the
only evidence that Native Americans ever lived in the region came in
the form of a single arrowhead and a one-line mention in a textbook.
This omission reminded me of Vizenor 's maxim: absence is presence.

A history of Southfield written in the 1960s noted the birth date
of "the first white child born in Southfield," whereas the only mention
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of an African American presence came in the city ordinances for slaves
written in the mid-1800s.

Back in the classroom, we continued to layer our learning. We read
and collected artifacts connected to our field trip. One student brought
in a local newspaper article about how his father was spearheading a
petition drive to turn Southfield's Code House, once part of the Under-
ground Railroad, into a historic landmark. Describing himself as an
activist, the student's father came to class and told of ways to act on
issues one cares deeply about, which made for a memorable civics
lesson.

We read sections of a local newspaper from 1934, especially the
advertisements. Clothing and food prices led to discussions of inflation.
We studied the pictures and the language of the ads themselves, such
as one favorite showing an angry man wearing an apronand washing
dishes, with the caption "Try it yourself, Mr. Husband! You try doing
the housework with a lot of cold, clammy water." It was an ad for a hot
water heater, but the clearly defined gender roles were eye-opening for
the students.

Melanie brought in her grandmother's math book from the
Southfield school district dating back to the 1930s. Narrowly defined
gender roles were unmistakable in the story problems. Women and girls
cooked, sewed, and raised children; men and boys did carpentry and
worked outside the home in building, banking, and business. By pair-
ing a math text with advertisements from the same period, we were able
to reconstruct history from gender and economic perspectives.

The Community as Museum
Repeatedly I asked myself how I could scaffold concepts as sophisti-
cated as simulation, representation, archival research, and regionalism
for sixth graders in ways that would enable them to build their critical
thinking skills and allow them to try on the roles of historian and au-
thor. Since, as our museum findings clearly indicated, the students were
not represented in Southfield's history, it seemed logical for them to
preserve their own histories, and the class set out to create personal
archival collections.

Containers of all sizes overflowed our classroom for most of the
year. Photographs, obituaries, deeds, baby clothing, audio and video
interviews, stories, and family heirlooms brought histories to life. I, too,
created a personal archival collection: a treasured videotape of Great-
Grandma, my mediocre Birney middle school report card (I attended
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school where I now teach), a photo of my first class as teacher, and other
artifacts I value so much that I put the box away for safekeeping.

We videotaped our presentations to preserve them for posterity.
We wrote poetry about our most cherished possessions and laughed and
tried to guess what that green box was that Dion brought in: truly an-
cient, a small portable record player that could adjust for 45s or 78s. No
one knew what it was.

We invited grandparents to come to class to relate their various
experiences of growing up. The stories ranged from confronting Jim
Crow laws in the South to buying ice from the "ice man," and from shov-
eling coal into the furnace to picking up bits of road tar for chewing
gumand all led to further ideas for inquiry.

Preserving our own histories and viewing history through our
grandparents' eyes set the stage for us to go beyond our stories and into
the broader community. In social studies, we were learning about the
Bill of Rights, governments, and immigration. Keeping in mind the con-
cept of community as museum, we organized a field trip to Freedom
House.

Several years ago, parents introduced me to Freedom House, a
refuge for illegal aliens located across from the Ambassador Bridge be-
tween the United States and Canada. Housed in what was once a con-
vent next to St. Anne's, the oldest Catholic church in the city of Detroit,
Freedom House provides shelter, medical care, and legal aid to those
seeking asylum from all over the world.

For several years I've arranged for field trips to Freedom House
wherein we bring an ethnic lunch and much-needed basic supplies; it
takes a donation of a four-pack of toilet paper to participate in the trip.
There, thanks to the kindness of the volunteers at Freedom House, we
divide up into small groups and, with the aid of interpreters, interview
families from all over the world who are seeking asylum in the United
States and Canada. At tables with refugees from the Middle East,
Chaldean parents, acting as chaperones and interpreters, translate from
Arabic to English. My bilingual parents and students were respected
for the important role they played. This year, three classes visited Free-
dom House, and twenty-nine parents took a day off work to join us.
Several parents over the years have continued to support the shelter,
with one even teaching weekly English classes. When we ask the ques-
tion "Who and what is American?" a look at the issues surrounding
refugees and immigration offers insight.

Our primary research allowed us to become historians. We were
living and recording history, gathering stories and points of view that
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might otherwise go unheard. Long after our visit, we sent clothing and
raised money to help Freedom House, thereby taking action to make a
difference in the world. By unpacking the history represented in our
archives, field trips, and interviews, we generated long lists of topics
for further inquiry. Teacher and student collections of videos, novels,
poems, music, children's books, posters, and a wide selection of non-
fiction texts filled crates and extra tables set up to hold our museum.
Sentence strips posted on the bulletin board reminded us of overriding
focus questions to guide our inquiries: How is history made? Who is
telling the story? Whose voices are heard? Whose voices are silenced?

New Definitions of Text: Reading Critically in
Social Studies and Language Arts
For several years, I'd been trying to integrate my social studies and
language arts curricula with limited success. To deepen my students'
understanding of content, I wanted them to make connections across
disciplines in several authentic ways. I learned to pair texts, layer per-
spectives by rereading from multiple points of view, and expand my
definition of what constitutes "text" to include artifacts, the community,
and photographs and other media.

As we read about the European conquest, or the exploration of
the New World, depending on one's point of view, I collected over a
dozen different pictures purported to show Columbus. We looked in
our social studies textbook for images of Columbus and wondered why
they all looked different. Our question led us to discover that no one
ever painted a portrait of Columbus in his lifetime; therefore, all of the
pictures were simulations.

We also read Jane Yolen's Encounter, illustrated by David Shan-
non. Yolen and Shannon researched Columbus's first known landing
in the New World and tried to recreate the experience from a Taino boy's
point of view.

Once again, paired texts deepened our understanding. After read-
ing Encounter, we pulled out our social studies book and looked at the
painting that depicted Columbus landing in the Caribbean. We read the
painting for point of view and historical accuracy. Above the caption,
"What might Columbus have said on these occasions?" was a simula-
tion showing native people, draped in cloth, seated before a standing
Columbus who is flanked by crosses, the Spanish flag, and plumed soldiers.
We wondered what the natives might have said on such an occasion.
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Our study of Columbus led to a study of slavery from an eco-
nomic and historic perspective. Amistad was out in movie theaters, add-
ing further timeliness to our studies. We were becoming purposeful
makers and consumers of American literatures.

Amy brought sugar cane and sugar beets to school so we could
imagine the labor required in order to cut the thick cane and, in turn,
see how the change to growing beets for sugar lessened the need for
the backbreaking labor that had been forced onto slaves and, as a re-
sult, brought important changes in both human and economic terms.

Jerry brought in a book filled with simulations of artifacts from
slavery. Lest We Forget: The Passage from Africa to Slavery and Emancipa-
tion, by Velma Maia Thomas, was a gift to Jerry from his parents. In this
way, our lives, our studies, our families, and our literatures were inter-
woven. There was a sense of purpose and community that extended far
beyond the classroom.

Our link to language arts consisted not only of what we were read-
ingtextbooks, children's books, pictures, films, artifactsbut also of
how we were reading, always mindful of the source, the stance, the times,
and the omissions.

If Not the Canon, Then What? American
Literature in Middle School
Choosing literature for my middle school program is one of the most
important curricular decisions I make. While high school colleagues
struggle with augmenting or supplanting the traditional canon of
American literature, I am fortunate to be free to base my decisions on
other criteria. Over the course of a school year, I think about balance:
balance among various long and short forms, including novels, short
stories, picture books, and poetry; balance between classic and contem-
porary writings; the need to include multiple perspectives; the need to
provide for a range of reading and interest levels; and a concern that
my students see themselves reflected in nonstereotypical ways. Survi-
vance is now an organizing principle for me. Are victims of discrimi-
nation helpless, to be pitied, or do they muster the will to overcome
adversity and survive? I've accepted or rejected books on this basis.

I also think about other categories of genre in that balance: It's
important that students read widely in both narrative and expository
texts. And I think about the thematic instruction that drives my teach-
ing and the need to fill the room with related readings. I've become a
young adult book connoisseur.
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American literature lives in middle school. It's just not the canon.
Our American literatures included provocative children's books as ap-
propriate for adults as for adolescents. Often told from a child's per-
spective, with illustrations that add meaning to the text, children's books
can be read aloud in one sitting, emotionally engage listeners, build
community, and clarify complex events across time. The power of story
for learning is well documented and the children's books I read were
carefully selected to stimulate critical thinking and further inquiry re-
lated to issues generated through our archival research.

Our touchstone texts, the ones we often referred back to, the ones
that anchored our studies, included Eve Bunting's Cheyenne Again,
which treats Indian schools from a Native American child's point of view
and offers an accurate simulation of a ledger book used by children
placed in Indian schoolsschools designed to "civilize" Native Ameri-
cans by replacing their language and culture with European American
ways (Grutman and Matthaei).

We also read Evelyn Coleman's White Socks Only, which framed
issues of racial segregation as we tried to imagine living in the South
under Jim Crow laws. In the book, a sign on a water fountain reads
"whites only," so an African American child removes her shoes and
drinks from the fountain in her lacy white socks.

Our inquiry broadened when we read Passage to Freedom: The
Sugihara Story by Ken Mochizuki. In 1940, Jews fleeing the Nazis begged
the Japanese Consul to Lithuania for visas to allow them to travel by
way of Japan to safety. This true story, retold to the author by the
ambassador's son, with illustrations that extend the understated text,
leaves readers emotionally drained.

We also read Yoshiko Uchida's "Letter from a Concentration
Camp" (Durell and Sachs), which led to further inquiry into the Japa-
nese internment in the United States during World War II. Ken
Mochizuki, influenced by his father's internment in Idaho, wrote Base-
ball Saved Us, which allowed students a glimpse into an internment camp
from a Japanese perspective. Yukio Tsuchiya's Faithful Elephants: A True
Story of Animals, People and War added yet another perspective to our
inquiry into World War II. During the bombing of Tokyo, the Japanese
army ordered all the wild animals in the zoo to be put to sleep so they
wouldn't run wild if the zoo was bombed. This is the story of how the
performing elephants died and how they are remembered.

The book begins with a message, "To the Readers," from Chiekio
Akiyama, a radio and television commentator from Tokyo. Akiyama
tells how he has read this story over television and radio every year since
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it was published to remind viewers and listeners of the senselessness
of war and the need to work for peace.

At the same time that I read aloud powerful texts that connected
and extended our studies, students in both my social studies classes and
my language arts class pursued their own related reading and viewing
during workshop time. The wide array of materials, from picture books
to novels to films, made it possible for every child to find an entry point
into our studies. The opportunity for students to read individually or
collaboratively was another way I scaffolded reading for all students.
Equally important was the fact that students could pursue issues that
grew out of their own histories. Relevance and personal connections lead
to student engagement.

In my mind, I had a big picture of where we were going and ulti-
mately where we'd end up. But I'd built in lots of room for student
ownership along the way so that our studies both related to and made
sense to each of us. Rather than doing isolated reading about World War II,
the study evolved from a grandparent's experience. Rather than start-
ing an isolated unit on slavery, we pursued these readings because of
the stories contained in our personal archives relating to discrimination
and prejudice. Then we traced the history to understand how we came
to this juncture in time.

The largest segment of my language arts curriculum is devoted
to expository text. For years I've teamed up with my colleague Rita
Teague's high school senior honors students in English, who became
mentors and co-researchers with my sixth graders on self-selected top-
ics relating to various issues in society. Leading up to our inquiries, we
share several common readings and meet for discussion.

This year both sixth graders and their high school mentors read
Sandra Cisneros's "Hairs" and "Four Skinny Trees" from The Houseon
Mango Street; an excerpt from Melba Patti llo Beals's memoir Warriors
Don't Cry; Henry Louis Gates Jr.'s chapter "In the Kitchen" from Col-
ored People: A Memoir; and the Palestinian story "If You Were a Horse . . ."
from Men in the Sun by Ghassan Kanafani.

These are sophisticated readings for sixth graders. Some I read
aloud, and then we reflected on them in our notebooks. We tried reader's
theater with Warriors Don't Cry, read Cisneros in literature circles, and
compared her version of "Hairs" with Henry Louis Gates Jr.'s "In the
Kitchen," also about hair. By the time we met for discussion with the
high school students, the sixth graders could comfortably contribute to
the conversation.
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Our focus questions were the subtext for all we read, wrote, and
discussed, deepening our thinking, layering our reading. How is his-
tory made? Who's telling the story? Whose voices are heard? Whose
voices are silenced? With these overarching thematic questions driving
the curriculum, I was able to integrate social studies with language arts.

As we began our extended study of expository text it was clear
that students had moved from simplistic readings of the world toward
a more critical stance. Noelle researched and took a position on affir-
mative action. Jerry addressed the present state of race relations and
implications for the future. B. J. stood out as a vivid example of what
can happen when a student is engaged in critical thinking and reading
and writing from multiple perspectives throughout the school year.

B. J. spent all of his elementary school years in special education.
Sixth grade was his first year without special services or a "special ed"
designation. His first draft of a poem, written in October, began as follows:

The guy who has no clue
he does anything for a girl
even fight a bull.
Will never stay away from you
even if you're cruel .. .

I asked B. J., "What are you really trying to say?" We co-wrote
his first published piece, discussing, writing, and revising together. By
the time memoir came around, B. J. was a more experienced writer.

My bag is coming apart like Mr. Potato Head. In fact,
I have to attach the tongue of the bag to the arm of it leaving
a huge knot with threads jutting out like the quills of a
porcupine . . .

Near the end of the school year, having decided to research NASA
and its role as we head into the new millennium, B. J. was reading
National Geographic for information and wrote, "What draws us to the
unknown? How can we quench this thirst of conquest, building vehicles
to the stars?"

B.J.'s transformation was no accident. Asked to focus on mean-
ing, historicize texts, think critically about point of view and represen-
tation, and use writer's craftand encouraged to take ownership of his
own ideas, readings, and writingsB. J. grew into the conversation
around him. My critical stance made it possible to promote conversa-
tions that were more likely to be found in college classrooms than in
middle schools.
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12 Literature of Place and
Place in Literature:
Orienting Our Maps
Jim White
Farmington High School, Farmington, Michigan

saw the movie Diner when I was in high school. At one point, a woman
refers to the Chisholm Trail as if the two main characters she is speak-
ing to should definitely know about it. When she leaves, they turn to

each other and one says, "Do you ever get the idea there's something
going on that we don't know about?" As one who has often felt this
waythat perhaps I would understand more if I just moved over the
next hill or around the next corner or if I had only stood on this spot
yesterdayI guess I should not be surprised that the language of geog-
raphers has shaped the way I think. Reading is exploration, and writ-
ing is a search for understanding. A writer's point of view is a point in
space, that place she works from, that one point where the writer en-
gages the world around her and attempts to make sense of it. In experi-
menting over the last five years with workshop models of reading and
writing, I have kept one overarching goal in mind: I try somehow to
help make that writer's point of view seem not so far away from the
student's own. Writers do not have some magical understanding of the
world that is impossible for the rest of us to attain, and, if there are things
going on that we don't know about, that place where it's all happening
probably is not as far from us as we might believe. To understand is to
shorten the distance, and, as a result, learning to me often becomes an
effort to find a path across that distance. Our own writing generated in
this effort becomes part of our map.

I was in the earliest stages of this thinking in the fall of 1994 as I
faced my tenth graders, with a whole month of teaching experience
under my belt, and we were bogged down in reading passages from
Walden. How, I desperately wondered, could I help them connect? I fi-
nally asked students to think like Thoreau. "Take fifteen to twenty min-
utes each day, over the course of a week or two," I said, "and return to
a place of your choosing, preferably outside. Just sit down there and
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open your senses." They were not to talk, but to note observations of
what went on around them and of their feelings. I simply hoped to en-
courage students to become keener observers of life, a skill crucial to
writers, but another benefit that I did not expect was that some students
actually thanked me for the assignment. Without it, Jennifer said, she
would never have taken the time simply to sit and think about her day.

This was an encouraging start, and, while other attempts have
flopped or worked to varying degrees with various students over the
years, I have hung on to the idea that the writer as observer could be
introduced as an archetype. If Thoreau could slow down and truly see
his world at Walden, then so could we. Soon, we were looking at oth-
ers' efforts. Can you appreciate Annie Dillard's detail, I'd ask, or Barry
Lopez's imagery, or Walt Whitman's vision? Want to know what's go-
ing on here from a writer's point of view? Put yourself at that point.
Try it yourself. Start by going out into the world and noticing the space
around you.

We read those writers who try particularly to set a sceneJoan
Didion, Wendell Berry, Aldo Leopoldwriters for whom a place be-
comes a fully developed character. We read excerpts from the man who
covers both halves of the depth versus breadth conversation, William
Least Heat-Moon. He described a journey around the United States in
427 pages in Blue Highways and then settled down to create a 622-page
"deep map" of Chase County, Kansas, in PrairyErth. We also took ob-
servation walks at school, and these slowly expanded into the commu-
nity. How do we define this place we inhabit, I wanted to know. How
did our corner of the world come to be here, to look this way? Who has
been here before, felt the air and seen the light at this spot, and what
stories could they have told? What about this place gives it its unique
character? Many students, of course, think it has none. "Farmington is
boring," they say. They let me know that the questions were my own,
and they did not necessarily share my desire to know.

Since I am talking about place, perhaps I should quickly sketch this one.
Farmington, Michigan, is a suburb about fifteen miles northwest of
Detroit. There is a small downtownfurniture stores, shoe stores, banks,
a skater apparel shop, a movie theater, and a used book storewhich
has grown from the first European settlement of 1824. This area is sur-
rounded by the larger, newer city of Farmington Hills, which has no
downtown center, but, instead, subdivision, strip-shopping, industrial
park, and office development built mostly after 1950. Grand River, the
old Detroit-to-Lansing plank road, cuts right through downtown
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Farmington. Now, however, most of the traffic whizzes to someplace
else along the interstate. While their parents may drive to work in De-
troit, it is possible that some of my students have never been there. It is
also true, I know now, that several students had another hometown
before they moved to Farmington; their roots are elsewhere. In fact, it
is becoming almost common to have a student whose roots are in an-
other country, such as Iraq or India or Russia or Albania. I understand;
I did not grow up here, either, but moved here after my marriage. Per-
haps the reason I keep asking the questions about this place is because
I am trying to make it my home.

I think of Sherwood Anderson helping William Faulkner to un-
derstand that he had more than enough material for his fiction on his
own "little postage stamp of soil" around Oxford, Mississippi. All of
my students have some story to tell about living here, even if it's the
story of how they came here. "Start with what you know," we are fond
of telling fledgling writers. The trick is to find out what you know.

Talking about our own neighborhoods led to taking journals in hand to
go watch and record. But later, back in class, explaining why, say, Denise
Gundle and Francie Thompson were standing on opposite sides of the
street glaring at each other demanded that our listeners have some con-
text for the present. Soon, like Heat-Moon, we were deep-mapping, fill-
ing in the recent history of our neighborhoods, and having a pretty good
time, toountil someone had to kill it by stepping in as the teacher and
saying, "Gosh, it seems to me like the places we all know best have be-
come our texts. It feels like we are reading our streets!" Well, I meant
well. (It turns out I was not too far off. Gretel Ehrlich says, "To see and
know a place is a contemplative act. It means emptying our minds and
letting what is there, in all its multiplicity and endless variety, come in"
[qtd. in Heat-Moon, PrairyErth 5].)

An idea first introduced to me at the Oakland (Michigan) Writ-
ing Project is that of creating a memory map. For example, students can
draw a map of the neighborhood they lived in when they were six or
seven, then make a legend for the map: A is one place on the map where
they felt happy, B is a place where they felt sad, C is the nicest person
on the map, D is the meanest, and so on. We have made lists of possi-
bilities for the legend. The map becomes the keeper of memories, the
document that students return to again and again to search for mate-
rial for their own writing. It tells who we are and where we are, and
how those ideas intersect. My Map Book, a children's picture book by
Sara Fanelli, gives ideas for several other maps.
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One of our inspirations for mapping our home places is N. Scott
Momaday's The Way to Rainy Mountain, in which he writes:

Once in his life a man ought to concentrate his mind upon the
remembered earth, I believe. He ought to give himself up to a
particular landscape in his experience, to look at it from as many
angles as he can, to wonder about it, to dwell upon it. He ought
to imagine that he touches it with his hands at every season and
listens to the sounds that are made upon it. He ought to imagine
the creatures there and all the faintest motions of the wind. He
ought to recollect the glare of noon and all the colors of dawn
and dusk. (83)

We hadn't delved too deeply beneath the pavement and the lawns
to the land itself, but we started to look at the place shaped by people.
In this part of the country, the most obvious impact on the land is the
grid of roads that grew out of the Northwest Ordinance surveying di-
rections. We noticed the names on street signs and saw them again on
tombstones. We looked at the architecture of houses of different eras.
We wondered not only about the men whose names are on the veter-
ans' memorial but also about the people who erected the memorial. We
considered gathering placesparks, restaurants, and places of worship.
That I have not spent as much time with students explicitly investigat-
ing the natural world around us probably reveals my own suburban
upbringing. Yet we realized that before people could shape the place,
the land itself provided only certain options. Detroit was established
because of a river, and then became an important trading post. Arthur
Power passed through Detroit and stopped his wagon here in 1824 be-
cause the water supply and soil and climate were all conducive to grow-
ing crops.

In talking and writing about how place affected us, we were lo-
cating ourselves in a long tradition. Barry Lopez says:

The European writing I know rarely recognizes a power in the
land that corresponds to a power of being, while one of the things
that distinguishes American literature, especially in the West, is
that you expect to see the land turn up in a powerful or a myste-
rious or an affecting way. (qtd. in Heat-Moon, PrairyErth 8)

Much of American literature seems to describe the process of Ameri-
canization, that is, the grinding down and smoothing of differences of
a minority culture until a member of that culture seems to function in
the mainstream, the process of adapting to this place and seeking a place
in this culture. This process only began in what is now North America
with the first European settlements on the continent and could not have
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continued except that the land was taken from its native inhabitants and,
where possible, cleared and built upon. Whatever it means to be Ameri-
can, whether for the first inhabitants or the Europeans who came after,
a relationship with this place is part of the definition.

It has occurred to me that our maps overlap with each other's and
with the maps of people who have lived here before us. I've played with
the idea of building a regional anthology of such works as Harriet
Arnow's The Dollmaker, Philip Levine's poetry about growing up work-
ing in Detroit, and Michael Moore's "Roger and Me." Local landmarks
are named in them; perhaps students would enjoy finding that pub-
lished authors have cared about the same streets and paths that they
walk on. The land has layers and layers of history upon it. Henry Ford
once owned an inn two miles from school; a major intersection of
Potawatomi trailslater an intersection of interurban rail linesis less
than half a mile from our classroom. Stories abound here if we will only
allow them time to reveal themselves.

Thinking about this place led me to start asking questions: What
does it mean to say we are from Detroit, or Michigan, or the Midwest?
How do we define our region? Are we a former major industrial center,
now deserving of the Rust Belt tag, plagued by the boom and bust of
linking fortunes with one industry? Plagued by a shift of population
away from the urban core out across the green fields now laced with
sewers and subdivision streets, awaiting the new homes and manicured
lawns? Plagued by the negative images across the country of crime and
strained race relations in a worn-out city struggling to survive? Is any
part of this description accurate, and can it fully communicate the ex-
periences of people of all colors and ethnicities who have shaped De-
troit? Would African Americans living next to Mexican Americans liv-
ing next to Irish Americans on the same street in southwest Detroit
describe the same "regional" experiences? If a place is defined by what
work is done there or by what its people produce, then what about de-
scribing Michigan as a farming region, as a former timber producer, as
a center of maritime trade plied on the Great Lakes whose shores de-
fine the state's boundaries? To those in the Upper Peninsulawe are,
after all, the only state with two halveswe are simply labeled "down-
state." The copper country of the Keewanau Peninsula is no closer to
Detroit than is Montreal or St. Louis, or the hills of Tennessee.

I wondered: Is any of this relevant to my fourteen-year-olds? Do
they see themselves as part of the region described as Detroit? If not,
how do they describe themselves? As residents of a "boring" small
town? As mall-rat suburbanites?
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What we have are several different "regions," many of which
converge and overlap at the same points in space. No matter where we
came from or which cultures we identify with or what work we do, what
we certainly have in common is a place on this planet, a place that we
need to understand and nurture if only for our own good. At the very
least we are all affected by natural laws.

Scott Russell Sanders, who writes and teaches at the University
of Indiana, suggests that we look at these laws as we consider what it
means to have a sense of place at the end of the twentieth century, when
we are told that technology makes our world smaller every day. He does
not believe that the "global village" metaphor works, because we are
too free to tune in or tune out of it, whereas "in a real village you are
answerable to your neighbors" (16). Nor, he argues, can we define re-
gions based on some ethnic or racial or cultural identitythese divi-
sions tear apart a community more often than they bring it together.
What he decides we need, as have Thoreau or Didion or Berry, are fewer
people passing through and more that will stop, get to know, and in-
habit the earth:

I suggest we begin our search for a new sense of place not by
tuning in to the global village, nor by tracing our ancestry, nor by
studying our own remarkable works, but by learning all we can
about the land. What soils surround our houses or apartments
and what rocks underlie them? How did these soils and bedrocks
form, how have they been wrenched and rumpled by the sliding
of the earth's plates, how have they been shaped by the long
strokes of weather, perhaps by glaciers or volcanoes, and how do
they hold and channel water? As for water, we need to know
how much of it falls each year in the neighborhood, and where
the rain goes after it slides off the roof, into what sewers or creeks,
what aquifers, what rivers and lakes, what bay, what sea. Where
does the sun rise and set throughout the year, how does the light
change, and how do the shadows play? We should observe the
seasonal drama of the air, its heat and cold, its moisture and color,
its fragrances. We need to know which way the winds blow, and
what dust or pollen or pollution they carry. What birds, beasts,
insects, and wild plants are native to the area? What crops thrive
there? What bushes and flowers and trees blossom in that place,
and when? What creatures sing?

The answers to such questions help reveal where we actually
live. They point to durable realities that have shaped human ex-
istence for millions of years, and that will continue to shape our
existence so long as we dwell on this planet. (16)

Seeking these answers makes more sense than knowing the ab-
stract boundaries of townships or counties or states, which the earth
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ignores. Even Heat-Moon chose Chase County specifically because, trav-
eling from east to west along the waist of the nation (U.S. Route 50),
Chase County is the designation given to the piece of earth where the
eastern woodlands end and the tall grass prairie begins.

A sense of place affected my initial thinking about what it means to make
American literatures. I had tried to help students understand what it is
to make literature by locating themselves at the points of view of writ-
ers. I realized that part of being American means having a connection
with and being affected by this land. And I thought about literature in
terms of almost any genre that is rooted in place; for example, I brought
folk ballads into class and we compared their ability to carry news of
local events to that of newspapers. I was hypersensitive to the idea of
place. Suddenly, I found myself looking at it from a different angle, a
new point of view.

During a Making American Literatures workshop (see the fore-
word for more description of the MAL project), literary scholar Genaro
Padilla talked to us about his work with primary documents left by
Mexicans who had immigrated to California in the nineteenth century.
His own interest had begun early, with the books and magazines he had
read and the adult conversations he had listened to in his mother's
house. "This is where the desire [to understand] begins for me, a voyeur's
interest in the stories people tell about themselves," he said, and he
concluded his own story by saying, "I would like to recover the geneal-
ogy of my place in the context of the culture" (emphases added). He was
doing his research to discover his own location, not on Earth, but within
a culture, and he was telling us his story to take us to the point where
his interest began. His story was our map, and X marked the spot where
we who were following could see how his desire to know became a life
work. How many other stories, I began to wonder, were also maps, told
so that listeners could be aided as they traveled, attempting to reach their
destination, which was a new understanding? Thus the term "location"
took on new meanings for me. I could describe my geographical loca-
tion, but also my location or place in time, in my family, in a cultural
tradition, within a group or in juxtaposition with one, such as my loca-
tion with respect to my students. Again I immediately thought, Where
would they place themselves? Thinking this way gave a whole new
meaning to the idea of being "lost."

Another time, English professor Mitch Breitweiser sat down to
talk with us about The Great Gatsby. In the ritual that I was beginning to
enjoy as much as hearing any thinking about the literature itself, he
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began by briefly describing the path that had led him to his seat with
us. As an aside, he threw out the observation that "if you feel like you're
on the edge, then there must be a center someplace else. You feel like
you are missing something; the essence of things is elsewhere." Though
it wasn't one of his main points, it sure helped many of my circling
thoughts fall into place. Hadn't I always felt that there was something
going on just a little out of my sight that it seemed I was supposed to
know about, but did not, just like the characters in Diner? The fiction
we had talked about over that past week was all about characters that
were either comfortably at some center or out on the unsettling edge
in either case, positioning was key: Momaday's The Way to Rainy Moun-
tain describes not only the way the Kiowa people flowed out onto the
plains to find the center of their own tradition, but also the way
Momaday traveled to reclaim that center in his own life, after a separa-
tion among White people. In The House on Mango Street, by Sandra
Cisneros, Esperanza, who feels very much on the edge of mainstream
culture, dreams of one day owning a house that she is not ashamed of,
that she, not a man, will run, and that is big enough so that she can in-
vite "bums" (her term) to come in and sleep in her attic (87). That house
will serve as her center, providing safety and respectability. Nel la
Larsen's Passing describes the act of passing for White because that is
the perceived center in our national culture, where there is power.

The center is all of these things: a place of comfort, safety, respect-
ability, and power. Where is it? Different characterseven different
characters in the same bookmay describe different centers, and they
may feel that they are at varying distances from their center. Again,
much of American literature seems to be at least in part about the pro-
cess of Americanization, or about its cost, and the idea of the center af-
fords another way to think about this: Americanization may be a mat-
ter of finding a secure place at the center, or it may be what happens to
someone on the edge of the mainstream who cannot get out of the way
of the steamroller. Jay Gatsby may initiate this process, whereas others,
such as the Ojibwas of Louise Erdrich's Love Medicine, are caught up in
it more or less against their will, and still others, such as Huck Finn,
seek to avoid it altogether and to find a center someplace else. How-
ever they personalize it, the center /edge metaphor seems to work in
the lives of many, if not most, fictional charactersand for many of us
as well. In fact, in the previous spring, I had come across a particularly
powerful nonfiction book that dealt, I realized now, with centers and
edgesDale Maharidge's and Michael Williamson's Journey to Nowhere.
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My ninth-grade students helped me put this thinking together
during the following school year. In August 1997, I wanted to approach
the year making sure that, no matter what else, the students had plenty
of chances to discover their own voices, as writers and also as people. I
wanted them to be able to tell their own stories, to feel like their voices
were heard. This seemed to me the most important lesson of my sum-
mer work; if I listened to my students, then they would go and listen to
others, and we all needed this listening if we were to begin truly to cel-
ebrate our diversity. I was not sure how to start this, but on my way to
school on the third day, a question popped into my head. So in class
everyone pulled out a sheet of paper and a pen, and we wrote for ten
minutes on this question: Where in your life (even without thinking, I
was asking about special places again) do you feel you have power?
Then we shared. I let students define "power" any way they wanted
to, and Matt said he had power at home, because he could tell his little
sister what to do. In fact, all of those who said they had power described
this condition of having power "over" someone. Most, thoughand I
don't know now why this surprised mesaid that they did not feel they
had power anywhere. Not at home, and definitely not at school.

This writing colored our conversation for the rest of the year.
When we were reading To Kill A Mockingbird, for example, students were
in their literature circles and I was floating around. Nick's group was
talking about the scene where Calpurnia takes Scout and Jem Finch to
church with her and Miss Lulu gets angry with Calpurnia for bringing
those White children. "What's the big deal?" they asked me.

"Well, I don't know," I said. "Do you think if Miss Lulu goes to
town, she will be able to go in any front doors?"

"Nope." (We had talked about this already.)
"Do you think Miss Lulu has a lot of power when she is in town?"
"Not really."
"What would happen if she tried to go to the church that Atticus

normally takes his children to?"
"They might not let her in."
"They might not," I said. "In any case, would she feel very

comfortable there?"
"No way."
"Okay. So Miss Lulu is at her own church, where she is comfort-

able. She's safe. Does she have power at her church?
"Yeah, it seems like she does," said Nick.
"I don't know," said Amy. "Nobody else seems to agree with her

that the kids shouldn't be there."
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"Yeah, but at least she is speaking her own opinion. She couldn't
do that in town."

"Okay," I said. "So she can at least talk here. Now, do Scout and
Jem have to come in the back door of Miss Lulu's church?"

"No," said Amy.
"So in other words," I said, "Scout and Jem have power any-

where? Is that right?"
"Yeah," said Amy and Nick.
"Okay. Remember how you said that you guys didn't feel like you

had power in school? Teachers made all the decisions, right? But if you
were with your friends, you felt like you had more of a say in what went
on. What if you were hanging out with your friends and I showed up
and said, 'All right, let's sit down and hold a lit circle!' How would you
feel?"

Amy and Rachel laughed. "No way," said Nick.
"There you go," I said. "And by the way, Nick, I'll be over tonight

around 7:30, so have your book."
"Hey, I don't know," I continued. "Miss Lulu might not like Cal-

purnia, she might just be mean, who knows? But she's in the one place
where Black people have power in Maycomb, away from Whites, and
then Scout and Jem show up. Does that make sense?"

"Yeah, it does" they nodded.
I had not thought about the scene like this before. If I was one

step ahead of Nick and Amy in our conversation it was because, when
we started talking, I suddenly was seeing the whole picture in terms of
centers and edges. Miss Lulu had a very small center where she felt safe;
most of her day was spent on the uncomfortable edge, where she knew
she did not fully belong to the community. Scout and Jem, whose cen-
ters stretched over Maycomb and beyond, were now violating her space.
For a moment, they felt uneasy and would have turned for home, but
Calpurnia reassured them and they quickly fit in.

I talked to students about what I was thinking. It gave all of us a
new way to read, and a new way to respond to reading. Suddenly kids
with strong spatial intelligence could help us imagine stories in new
ways. Those with strong kinesthetic intelligence could represent cen-
ters, edges, and overlap through movement. It made more sense now
to try to see from various characters' points of view. And again, a map
a depiction of the location of these centerswas a handy metaphor.

Like any explorer, I cannot quite resist making another voyage if
there is more to discover. I started to think more about where my stu-
dents felt their own centers were. I was not surprised this time when I
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met Chris in the fall of 1998 and he said that school was an edge for
him and that his center was in the activities he chose after school. I am
still pursuing this idea, because I feel it is important to understand my
students' sense of place. Ideally, I want the work we do together to be a
center in their lives, but I realize that they also must want it for that to
happen.

"I like to think of landscape not as a fixed place but as a path that
is unwinding before my eyes, under my feet," says Gretel Ehrlich (qtd.
in Heat-Moon, PrairyErth 5). I think of teaching in the same way. Even
when I walk over familiar ground each year in the classroom, there is
another layer to find, or a different angle from which to look. My pack
is much fuller than when I set out for Walden with my tenth graders
that first year. I've got my maps, the stars, a compass, bread crumbs.
Even better, as long as we maintain the conversation in class, I have a
human lifeline on my expedition. With that in mind, I'm as ready to go
as I'll ever be.
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13 The Good, the Bad, and
the Ugly: Technology
in the Classroom
Peter Shaheen
Seaholm High School, Birmingham, Michigan

Recently, my tolerance for including technology in my teaching was
tested. Revlon Consumer Products Corporation senta letter claim-
ing that it held patent rights to the name "Flex" and that our

school's Flex program (short for "Flexible Scheduling") was in viola-
tion of the Anti-Cybersquatting Act. Apparently, Revlon has a cosmetic
line called Flex. News of "flex.org" (our program's Web site) had
sparked the attention of Revlon's legal counsel and was now fraying
nerves in our Flex program. Revlon's concern over the supposed mis-
use of its trademark created an anxiety in me about using technology:
While Revlon may be a Goliath, I am no David. Besides, as an English
teacher, I am well acquainted with the theme of technology as a nega-
tive force.

Obviously, technology has far-reaching implications for educa-
tion. Teachers who understand the power of technology can use that
power in their classroom. Teachers who do not understand how tech-
nology can change their teaching are certainly missing out on an op-
portunity, but for them, it is entirely possible that ignorance is bliss. In
the following narrative, both the potential of technology and the notion
of ignorance as bliss are portrayed as true. Certainly it is reasonable to
assume that many great teachers have not made the technology plunge.
What follows here is a description of three ways in which technology
has been included in the classrooms of teachers I know. It is an attempt
to suggest ways in which technology is beginning to shape and inform
our teaching. For many, this report will appear mundane, nothing out
of the ordinary; yet the picture created here may be useful because it
serves as a narrative that can help locate the position of technology in
our classrooms.
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The Listsery
For those of us who have resisted the ever creeping encroachment of
computer technology on our everyday lives, the listsery is like a con-
ference call for keyboards (only better). It works something like this.
Dave Winters, a teacher from Georgia, reads Passing and decides he
needs to make a comment and maybe ask a question or two. He goes to
his computer and writes a message to the listserv, and a message is de-
livered to all twenty-five or so participants on the listserv. When Steve
Pohling in California opens his e-mail, there is Dave's message. When
Jim or Anne Marie open their mail, they too find Dave's message, and
all can respond directly to Dave or to all of the other members of the
listserv, as they choose.

This method is better than a conference call in that the reader does
not have to be available at a specific time in order to get the message.
The reader opens the message at leisure. The listsery is also better than
a chat room in that, with a chat room, anyone can participate. The listsery
controls who is allowed in on the conversation. It is by invitation only.
The second advantage over a chat room is that a listsery allows for a
more reflective discourse. Anne Marie, sitting at her computer, has time
to fashion her response to Dave without pressure to say something
immediatelya constant tension in chat room environments.

The listserv, while a valuable idea, is not and never will be a pana-
cea. Not all teachers embrace the listsery with the same degree of en-
thusiasm. Some teachers would have to be classified as reluctant at best.
Without speaking for them, I would suggest that perhaps they are over-
whelmed with all the other aspects of teaching, or perhaps they are
unimpressed with what technology can do for their practice. If there is
a limited number of skills a teacher can teach in the classroom, then
perhaps technology is not a priority. And then again, the reason may
be even more basic. It may be a matter of expertise and availability. Some
teachers may fear technology, some may be unconvinced that it is nec-
essary, and some may not have the time to invest in learning about it.

What is worth noting is that there has to be a substantial com-
mitment for a long-term project like a listsery to succeed. It would be
wonderful if a grassroots group of teachers sprang up, and one particu-
larly dedicated computer wizard agreed to set up the listsery and the
rest of the teachers were dedicated enough to move it forward, but this
sequence is unlikely for several reasons: The group must share a pur-
pose and be working toward a goal. The group must be so focused on
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the goal that three or four other goals can't suddenly assume a higher
priority. And, ultimately, each member of the group must get something
from participation in the group. A more realistic way to make technolo-
gies like the listsery work is to incorporate them into the scheme of a
greater project, so that people have a reason (beyond the technology
itself) to take on technology.

The Twenty-Four-Hour Short Story Contest:
Looking for the Literary in Student Work
While researching on the Internet, David Winters found a vanity press
that was willing to donate funds to have an anthology of student work
collected. David sent out a listsery message asking for people to par-
ticipate. Students had twenty-four hours to write a short story and turn
it in to be evaluated. The directions were really that simple. Students
had a variety of options to choose from and all they had to do was bring
their paper in the following morning. The idea is interesting because
what David managed to accomplish was amazing.

His anthology gathered pieces from across the country and al-
lowed for those pieces to be laid side by side for comparison. How did
kids in my school write compared with the kids in David's school?
Without David's personal genius, the assignment would never have
been conceived, but without the infrastructure set up by the listserv,
David would have had no way to implement his idea.

The end result of this technological collaboration was an old-fash-
ioned student anthology published as a paperback book that included
contributions from across the country. My student got in on being pub-
lished thanks to David's generosity.

A fair criticism might attack the concept of a twenty-four-hour
short story contest as devaluing revision. What are we really teaching
when we ask kids just to knock something off? That concern is reason-
able, but the concept of a cross-country collaboration on a grassroots
level is an intriguing one.

It is also a revealing way to compare student writing from vari-
ous parts of the country. There is much to learn on that level. What I
discovered is that there were similarities between the craft of David's
students and that of my own students. The implications of this obser-
vation are open to your judgment. It may mean that writing instruction
has little impact on the quality of student writing, or it may mean that
David's students and mine receive similar instruction.

Another value of this assignment is that technology and collabo-
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ration have the potential to help teachers transform the classroom. Cur-
rently, politicians and private concerns alike are advocating for educa-
tional reform. The listsery seems like a practical way to bring together
a cross section of views in a marketplace of ideas. Some of the monies
being allocated by universities, private concerns, and government agen-
cies to institute meaningful educational reform might be better spent if
teachers were brought in on the ground floor of the planning, particu-
larly where technology is concerned.

As with the zombies that come out of alien pods in a B movie,
teachers' eyes roll to the back of their heads when administrators come
in and inform them that a new assessment has been designed and they
are responsible for implementing a plan devised by someone whom
those teachers consider to be a faceless bureaucrat. Or, even worse, some
of these reforms were wrought by a few teachers who did all the work
while the others commented about how nice they were for jumping
through the hoops to make the county or district or principal or who-
ever happy about whatever measurement we were supposed to be con-
juring so we could eventually put it into an impressive binder and ig-
nore it. If it was a really important reform, then a week before the test
we would teach to the test and, after the kids were all coached up and
reached their proficiency (or not), we would close the door and teach
until the county or the district or the principal came back and said it's
time to make another test.

So what does this detour have to do with technology? Technol-
ogy in conjunction with institutional support holds promise. Used ef-
fectively, it can unite and "professionalize" teachers, inviting them to
make choices that shape their students' learning. More attention, not
less, ought to be given to ways in which technologies can connect class-
rooms and not only reform instruction but improve it as well.

The City of Birmingham Web Site
When I began teaching at Seaholm High School, students had begun a
project that was to bring the city of Birmingham a Web site. The city
did not have one in the fall of 1997, but that would change by the fol-
lowing spring. My role as designated adult in the project was really that
of an editor. I organized students in the processes of developing, writ-
ing, designing, negotiating, refereeingyou name it, and I did it. Yet as far
as the teaching goes, writing and designing the city's Web page gave
students the most authentic literary experience of their four years at
Seaholm. They saw themselves not only as part of the Flexible Scheduling
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program at Seaholm but also as part of the city of Birmingham. They
had a real audience. They felt pressure to produce a quality product and
to produce it against a real deadline. They had conversations about prag-
matic and aesthetic features of the site. They were engaging in the same
reflective practices that define not only writing but scholarship as well.

Some of my doubts about my jurisdiction as a language arts
teacher becoming involved in this sort of activity started to resolve them-
selves. What is literary, and what constitutes a text? How do we expand
old notions of texts and define the literary? Certainly, the notion of a
Web site as text is one worth exploring more and more every day, as
the Internet becomes increasingly involved in our daily toils. Questions
about what is literaryare we seeing, for example, the emergence of
new genres (which might be called "literary") in this new technologi-
cal space?may have to be reexamined in light of new computer tech-
nologies and in new contexts. This project reified for my students such
ideas about the literary and about texts, and it helped them to recog-
nize differences and similarities between the two.

The city's Web site was also a difficult project to manage. Prob-
lems with students doing group work are magnified when the stakes
are so high. The personality conflicts are compounded when the city
manager is added to the mix, because it is the manager's duty to make
sure that the site is functional. Deadlines are suddenly more real. Qual-
ity means more than a grade. While these high-stakes publication ef-
forts are valuable, it is hard to escape the feeling that you as teacher are
being assessed more than your students are. It wasn't always comfort-
able. There were times when students failed to live up to expectations
and I felt more accountable than students appeared to feel. There were
times when the students felt exploited and I felt culpable for that. Ne-
gotiating around those delicate corners is fatiguing, especially since
there are other hats to wear and classes to prepare while the project is
in full swing.

While the Birmingham project may be considered glamorous, few
projects are that high profile. One example is the Flexible Scheduling
program's Web site, located at www.flex.org. It has a lot of potential but
too much of it is under construction. Technology tends to drain one's
time and energy so that while teachers and students may start off en-
thusiastically, it is difficult to finish that way. Frankly, I could not per-
severe and could not get students to maintain the site over time. Even
though there are obvious benefits to technology, I am not willing to give
anything up for it.
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Maybe there are other parts of the curriculum that override the
Web site. Maybe the plain truth is that while a Web site is a new, sexy
feature of the progressive classroom, it isn't at the point where it is nec-
essarily a useful strategy for the curriculum. These are open questions.
And we can, in any case, learn from the Internet without having our
own Web pages.

Using technology is like dancing the bunny hop. It is not always
the fastest way to move forward, but it is possible to make progress and
enjoy yourself. If you can handle an occasional setback and enjoy tech-
nology, you will find it easy to use in the classroom. But there is always
something . . .
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IV New Lives for Old Texts:
Literary Pairings
Peter Shaheen
Seaholm High School, Birmingham, Michigan

"The way we understand this," said the high school teacher, holding
up her right hand, "is by comparing it with this," as she lifted up her
left hand. With that simple two-handed gesture, her students began to
understand a fundamental principle of learning: comparisons deepen
our understanding. Poets have always known this, as their frequent use
of metaphor demonstrates, so it only makes sense that we as teachers
learn to master comparison, placing different texts side by side and
observing the resulting tension.

An intimation of the value of pairing literary texts might come
by teaching West Side Story next to Romeo and Juliet. Students who resist
Shakespeare's language, dismiss the Montague-Capulet feud as implau-
sible, and view the death-filled conclusion of the play as melodramatic
became engaged and insightful readers when presented with Maria and
Tony. One text can make another more accessible. Of course there are
other ways in which paired texts can work to promote learning.

Consider pairing Wide Sargasso Sea by Jean Rhys with Charlotte
Bronte's Jane Eyre, and Bronte's classic begins to take on a new aspect.
Rhys offers another version of the Jane Eyre story by focusing on the
perspective of Bertha, the woman confined in Rochester's attic. In the
Rhys version, Bertha's real name is Antoinette, whereas Bertha is the
name Rochester imposes on her. A second son with no inheritance, Roch-
ester goes to the Caribbean to make his fortune by marrying an heiress.
Once Antoinette's fortune is safely in his hands, he can return to En-
gland, dispatch his exotic wife to the attic, and claim that she is mad.
Rereading Jane Eyre after reading Sargasso, we can see issues of colonial-
ism, race, and gender (in particular, patriarchal society) that had re-
mained below the surface in earlier readings. We realize that one text
can illuminate another by bringing suppressed voices like Bertha's to
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the surface. The chapters in this section illustrate a number of methods
and purposes for pairing texts.

Colleen Claudia O'Brien and Rita Teague show how suppressed
voices and issues can be illuminated by pairing Fitzgerald's The Great
Gatsby with Nella Larsen's Passing. These two novels, written at nearly
the same timeGatsby was published in 1925 and Passing in 1929are
both set in the New York metropolitan area, and both deal with, among
other things, race, class, and identity. Although they present it in dif-
ferent terms, both books are concerned with the issue of passing, the
process by which an individual obscures some aspect of his or her iden-
tity in order to identify with another group. For Fitzgerald, passing cen-
ters on class, while for Larsen it focuses on race.

Despite their similarities, these two books have had very differ-
ent publishing histories. Gatsby has long belonged to the teaching canon
in both high school and college, while Passing dropped out of print as
Nella Larsen herself faded into obscurity. This novel was republished
in 1986 as part of the recovery project focused on African American
women writers. O'Brien and Teague show how one student's complaint
about the negative portrayal of African American males in much of the
fiction read in class led to a productive pairing of Larsen's recently re-
covered book with the more familiar Gatsby. The racist statements in
Gatsby, the concerns with class position, and, most of all, the sexuality
suffused throughout it all take on new resonance when considered in
light of Passing. And together, the two novels complicate the meaning
of the label "American." As O'Brien and Teague write, "Gatsby and Pass-
ing both reflect circumstances where a character enacts complex social
and political ideas that have evolved in the history of making an Ameri-
can identity."

Barbara Brown's pairing of William Faulkner 's Light in August
with Art Spiegelman's two-volume graphic novel Maus offers a similar
yet different perspective on the value of pairing texts. Like O'Brien and
Teague, Brown is interested in bringing more voices into the American
literature classroom. At first glance, these two texts appear to have little
in common. One is set in the American south while the other moves from
Nazi Germany to contemporary New York. The lengthy and complex
sentences of Light contrast sharply with the syntax of Maus. Faulkner
represents a canonical voice, while Spiegelman, who uses a comic book
format to deal with the deadly serious topic of the Holocaust, appears
much less frequently in the classroom. As Brown shows, however, pair-
ing Maus and Light illuminates themes in both novels.
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Brown's students identified many common themes, including
racism, the quest for personhood, the importance of memory, the search
for a place in a given community, and the resurfacing of an unmastered
past. In addition to common themes, her students found a number of
similarities in technique, despite the differences between the two texts.
For example, both use interviews, remembrances of specific characters,
and conversational style. And, as Brown's students observed, both por-
tray a difficult time in American history.

Alisa Braun and Tracy Cummings introduce another dimension
of paired texts in their discussion of translation. As they observe, dis-
cussions of multiculturalism rarely include attention to linguistic diver-
sity, even though, both now and in the past, American literatures have
been written in languages other than English. Braun and Cummings
argue that it is important to acknowledge the existence of the transla-
tor and the whole process of translation if we want to promote a truly
multicultural literature. Students need to be aware of a text's original
language and understand that the English version is necessarily a sec-
ondary representation.

To illustrate their point, Braun and Cummings offer a "pedagogy
of translation" that emphasizes confluence between distinct cultures.
Using Yiddish and Native American texts to demonstrate their peda-
gogy, Braun and Cummings explain how teachers can use different
translations of the same text, use multimedia approaches to presenting
texts, consider the audience and purposes of the translator, examine
stereotypes assigned to specific populations, and consider the presen-
tation and production of specific texts. As Braun and Cummings assert,
this pedagogy can lead to a more self-conscious and complex classroom
for students of American literature.

Anne Ruggles Gere suggests still another way to think of paired
texts. Examining multiple variations of John Steinbeck's The Grapes of
Wrath, she shows how multiple authors tell the same story, often using
a variety of media and approaches. Gere begins from a concern about
students who become discouraged as writers when they read canoni-
cal authors because it seems impossible to emulate their work. Pairing
less polished versions of a given narrative can help students see that
highly effective prose often results from multiple iterations.

Beginning with the work of Depression-era photographer
Dorothea Lange, Gere shows how Grapes evolved from stories of mi-
grant workers told by photographers like Lange and Horace Bristol,
from government reports and interviews, from Steinbeck's newspaper
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articles, and from documentary films. Gere goes on to demonstrate how
the plight of homeless and jobless people continued to be told by singer
Woody Guthrie, John Ford's film version of Grapes, contemporary jour-
nalist Dale Maharidge, and singer Bruce Springsteen.

As these chapters make clear, literary pairings do indeed give new
life to texts that have long been part of the American literature curricu-
lum, as well as works that are now gaining notice for the first timeor
gaining notice again after a period of being ignored or less attended to.
At the same time, such pairings also offer a rich array of new pedagogies
for teachers of American literature.
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14 Looking for the Other
Side: Pairing Gatsby
and Passing
Rita Teague
Southfield High School, Southfield, Michigan

Colleen Claudia O'Brien
University of Michigan

by do we keep reading books that show the Black man as a
depressed, angry, and poor American? Isn't there another side?
I know somebody Black was doing something positive." One

of my (Rita Teague's) students asked this question after we had done
several months of reading, analyzing, and writing about American
classics. It was one of the few times I was speechless; I really had no
answer. I was teaching the prescribed curriculum for the American lit-
erature class. I knew it was important for students to have exposure to
certain texts and authors, but my student's question reminded me about
the many other American ideas and viewpoints that were missing. I
discovered one solution to this problem with the strategy of pairing
texts. In order to form a better picture of the social history and cultural
context of a particular novel, it is helpful to read a contrasting novel from
the same time period.

The student asking for another side, of course, was demanding
that literary representations suit more than one audience and that char-
acters speak from diverse sectors of the American public. By pairing an
American classic text with a lesser-known text from a similar era, the
reader/teacher/student hears a voice and learns of ideas not repre-
sented in the typical American classic text. For example, reading Huck
Finn's lighthearted and comedic depiction of slavery contrasts sharply
with Linda Brent's no-nonsense account of her experience as a slave
hers is the voice we never hear in Huckleberry Finn. The advantage of
pairing texts is not limited to hearing the voices of African Americans;
it also allows readers to access voices of Native Americans, Latinos,
Asian Americans and other marginalized peoples.
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I paired three sets of novels: The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
and Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl; Native Son and Their Eyes Were
Watching God; and Passing and The Great Gatsby. As each unit came to
an end, I was anxious to learn what my students thought. One wrote in
a reflective essay, "I loved the pairings. I really got a kick out of how a
classic sees something and how it is viewed through the eyes of some-
one else in the same time." By setting two novels from the same era
alongside each other, my students started comparing, critiquing, and
engaging with two different views of the same world.

My students and I found great success in learning a more com-
plete story of the 1920s when pairing The Great Gatsby by F. Scott
Fitzgerald with Passing by Nella Larsen. These two texts cover the same
decade and are situated in the same general locale. Fitzgerald presents
an elitist, racist, and arrogant view of "colored" people through the
words of Tom Buchanan and the thoughts of Nick Carraway. At a
reacquaintance dinner, Tom and Nick have the following conversation:
"'Civilization's going to pieces,' broke out Tom violently. 'I've gotten
to be a terrible pessimist about things. Have you read The Rise of the
Coloured Empires by this man Goddard ?" Nick remarks that he has not
read this book and thinks to himself that he is quite surprised by Tom's
tone. Tom continues, "'Well, it's a fine book and everybody ought to read
it. The idea is if we don't look out the white race will bewill be ut-
terly submerged. It's all scientific stuff, it's all been proved' (17). This
attitude is unanswered by Nick or any of the other characters, so the
reader is left thinking this was a common view held by wealthy White
Americans during the 1920s. Tom shares his feelings toward people of
color again when he equates the sneering at family life and family in-
stitutions with intermarriage between Black and White. Thus a charac-
ter that readers view as a representative of the wealthy White attitude
during the flapper era voices the idea that Whites and Blacks marrying
each other is as destructive to the American way of life as is ignoring
the institution of the family.

How does Passing pair up with Gatsby when it comes to racial
commentary and attitudes? I want to piece together references in each
novel to a variety of dialogues and conversations that seem to have in-
fluenced each author on some level. For example, Fitzgerald's reference
to a hypothetical work titled "The Rise of the Coloured Empires" looks
like a condensed version of the racialist texts and speeches that girded
up anti-immigrant sentiments and contributed to the idea of Anglo-
Saxon supremacy. This reference resonates with concerns expressed by
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Nella Larsen's characters regarding the necessity for middle-class Afri-
can Americans to adhere to a strictly White, bourgeois model of Ameri-
can civilization in order to resist the popular perception that Blacks were
"primitive" people and inherently unequal to Anglo-Americans.

By pairing Passing and Gatsby, I was in a much better position to
answer questions like the one the student asked about Blacks doing
positive things. Otherwise, what is a reader/student to think about how
"Negroes" were perceived by Whites during the 1920s? Even though
Nick did not comment on Tom's reading material or his racialist phi-
losophy, he too makes racist comments later in the novel. As Nick and
Gatsby are making a trip into the city of New York from "the Eggs" (i.e.,
an area of Long Island), they pass an interesting and, to them, unusual
sight. "As we crossed Blackwell's Island a limousine passed us, driven
by a White chauffeur, in which sat three modish Negroes, two bucks
and a girl. I laughed aloud as the yolks of their eyeballs rolled toward
us in haughty rivalry" (73). Why would Nick refer to the young men as
"bucks," a derogatory term used to describe male African slaves? The
minstrel stereotype of the Black man rolling his eyes in an exaggerated
fashion was presented consistently in the films of this era. Need
Fitzgerald have a character describe Black characters in this same ste-
reotypical way? In the next paragraph Nick thinks, "'Anything can hap-
pen now that we've slid over this bridge . . . anything at all" (73). Is this
the kind of reasoning Nick consoles himself with as he marvels at Blacks
in a chauffeur-driven limousine?

These racist stereotypes are further affirmed when the only wit-
ness to a hit-and-run accident is described as a "pale, well dressed Ne-
gro" (147). It's as if the only acceptable and credible witness is one who
is as close to White as possible. With reference to Irene or Clare in Pass-
ing, one might ask students if this "pale Negro" is more trustworthy
because his appearance is neat and dignified and because he is identifi-
able within a definite racial category. There is little doubt that he is a
"good Negro." What would Fitzgerald's characters think of Clare and
Irene, who use their light skin to their own advantage when they want
the privileges of Whiteness? One doubts that either woman would be a
credible witness in Fitzgerald's world.

We will use the following questions, which stem from the inquir-
ies above, to focus the remainder of this essay:

1. What dominant social attitudes regarding race, class, and immi-
gration are reflected in Fitzgerald's and Larsen's novels? What
do these two novels tell us about race, class, and identity?
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2. What can history tell us about the tremendous anxiety each
writer imagines or reflects about the dangers of "passing" as
he or she creates characters who cross the "color line" or infil-
trate the ranks of the blue-blooded American aristocracy?

3. What is the effect of making sexuality a predominant concern
in both of these novels?

This set of questions requires a bit more clarification by way of a
definition. The social phenomenon of "passing" is a practice wherein
an individual obscures some aspect of his or her identity (race, class
background, ethnicity, even gender or sexuality) in order to identify with
another race, class, or ethnic group. How many Americans have changed
their last names to sound more "Anglo" and pass themselves off as pure
descendants of our "mother" country, England? The assumption that
such behavior is threatening or disconcerting to many Americans is
evident in Tom's disdain for Gatsby, née Gatz, who tries to pass him-
self off as a man of high-enough status to earn the love of Tom's wife,
Daisy.

Just as Gatsby tries to pass for a man of high social status, Clare
Kendry (the tragic heroine in Larsen's novel) spends most of her life
successfully passing for White in a marriage to a prestigious White man
(Jack Bellew) who openly admits to hating Blacks. These machinations
by main characters appeal to students because they can identify with
the practice. Contemporary talk-show culture resonates with instances
where the audience and a frantic guest are presented with situations
where a supposedly clueless bachelor finds out that his fiancée is actu-
ally a man or the hapless boyfriend learns that his girlfriend is sleeping
with his sister. The phenomenon of passing stems from the fact that
many people will "put on" a new identity in order to fulfill their sexual,
social, or economic desires. The anxiety that the phenomenon generates
for the American public is evidenced by a recurrent obsession with so-
cial purity within American culture. Those who step outside the bounds
of a pure racial category or a European American national identity, of
gender norms, or even of the normative heterosexual paradigmare con-
sidered a social threat: They are viewed as corrupting our moral fiber
and weakening the body politic. As Tom Buchanan and Jack Bellew in-
dicate through their attempts at policing racial and class borders, people
who "pollute" the "purity" of a society by diluting the ratio of European
American blood or by crossing boundaries of the status quo that define
the difference between men and women are perceived as dangerous.

Passing offers an alternative to the pervasive views articulated by
Fitzgerald's White male characters. Larsen's novel is narrated by Irene
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Redfield, the wife of a respected and wealthy Black doctor, and she pro-
vides a fascinating contrast to Fitzgerald's Nick. Comparatively speak-
ing, Larsen also produces rich White men somewhat analogous to Nick
and Tom in the form of Hugh Wentworth and Jack Bellew.

Gatsby and Passing both reflect circumstances where a character
enacts complex social and political ideas that have evolved in the his-
tory of making an American identity. Tom Buchanan cries out that "next
they'll throw everything overboard and have blacks intermarrying with
white" (137) when he realizes his wife has fallen in love with the up-
start Gatsby and his "new money." Originally a member of the lower
orders, Gatsby has crossed class boundaries to initiate an affair with
Daisy, something Tom finds almost as repulsive as miscegenation. Jack
Bellew, the husband of a biracial woman who is passing for White in
Larsen's novel, constantly refers to Blacks as dirty. Hugh Wentworth, a
rich White man sympathetic to the cause of uplifting the Black race, tells
genteel Irene at a benefit ball that White women are enthralled by the
opportunity to dance with an "Ethiopian," preferably the darkest one
there. In his mind, sexual innuendo overshadows the "Ethiopian" man,
as it corrupts the purity of Bellew's assumedly White wife because she
is, in Bellew's view, a "dirty nigger" (76). Each character who tries to
passGatsby economically and Clare raciallyposes a distinct threat
to the supposed moral fiber and to the status quo. This brings us to the
third question: why is sexuality the focused-on point of contact between
individuals of two races or classes? How does sexuality get wound up
with race and class when Tom spouts off about intermarriage or Hugh
Wentworth comments on the Ethiopian's dancing abilities?

Certainly, the presence of men like Hugh Wentworth at a benefit
for the Negro Welfare League or Harlem Hospital is exactly the kind of
interaction that so upsets Tom Buchanan. Stereotypical suspicions that
any collusion between Blacks and Whites has a sexually perverse moti-
vation or is likely to challenge Anglo-Saxon supremacy resonate in dif-
ferent ways in the two novels. While Tom is clear about condemning
interracial contact, Irene and Clare seek out contact with White men
(though in different contexts) for racial or individual betterment. Irene
gladly gives up her and her husbands' box seats so Mr. and Mrs.
Wentworth can attend her fund-raiser, and Clare, married to a bigot who
seems much like Tom Buchanan, is surprised that Whites would even
want to attend "a Negro dance."

This, Irene told her, was the year 1927 in the city of New York,
and hundreds of white people of Hugh Wentworth's type came
to affairs in Harlem, more all the time. So many that Brian (Irene's
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husband) had said: "Pretty soon the coloured people won't be
allowed in at all, or will have to sit in Jim Crowed sections." (69)

While Brian is not as optimistic as his wife Irene about the pres-
ence of elite Whites in Harlem, Irene is confident about the signs of the
times. The social gatherings she plans and sanctions signal to her the
sophistication and progress present in "1927 in the city of New York."
Irene's vision paints race relations very differently from the smug su-
periority exuded by Nick and Tom. She looks upon the crowd at the
benefit and is nonplused by Wentworth's teasing about the Ethiopian
man's dancing:

Young men, old men, white men, black men; youthful women,
older women, pink women, golden women; fat men, thin men,
tall men, short men; stout women, slim women, stately women,
small women moved by. An old nursery rhyme popped into her
head. She turned to Wentworth, who had just taken a seat beside
her, and recited it:

"Rich man, poor man,
Beggar man, thief,
Doctor, lawyer,
Indian chief."

"Yes," Wentworth said, "that's it. Everybody seems to be here
and a few more." (75)

This picture drawn by Larsen of Black society and the Whites who
also moved in it and enjoyed its pleasures is the opposite of the segre-
gation and rivalry pictured by Fitzgerald. Here Blacks and Whites sit
together, dance together, and eat together as they enjoy the evening fes-
tivities. One can just imagine the incredulous look that would appear
on Tom Buchanan's face if he were in attendance at the Negro Welfare
League Dance or even if he were made aware of its existence.

The sociohistorical evidence about race, class, and sexuality makes
it difficult to imagine that Fitzgerald and Larsen could possibly have
written any other way. Evidence is abundant, beginning as early as 1839,
that sexuality was inextricable from views about race and class.' While
several French writers, including the well-known Comte A. De Gobineau
(whose racialist theory Toni Morrison quotes in The Bluest Eye2), became
experts on eugenics and Social Darwinism, there were American lead-
ers in the field as well. Dr. Josiah Nott, for example, responded to the
Freedman's Bureau's taking over of the medical college in Mobile, Ala-
bama, in 1866 by insisting that "history proves, indisputably, that a su-
perior and inferior race cannot live together practically on any other
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terms than that of master and slave, and that the inferior race, like the
Indians, must be expelled or exterminated" (9). In the interest of racial
purity, Nott goes on to say, "In America, we have all the breeds of dogs
and all the breeds of men almost of the earth, and no one believes that
the Jew, Anglo-Saxon, Negro, or Indian will change types as long as
blood is kept pure. The only fear is that we shall become a nation of curs,
fit for no good purpose, if the doctrine of miscegenation' be carried out"
(16). Irene Redfield and Clare Kendry are both living examples of mis-
cegenation, and, for both, issues of sexuality are central.

Larsen is not only facing up to the kind of stereotypes that
Fitzgerald seems carelessly to endorse; she is also making a bold state-
ment about intermarriage that intervenes in popular medical and so-
ciological debates as well. Nott claims that the only "negro" contribu-
tors to intellectual culture are in fact persons of mixed race who would
not be extraordinary in intellect were it not for their black skin. He as-
serts that one biological distinction between races is that "the brain of
the negro is nine cubic inches less than that of the white man, and the
large headed races have always ruled the earth, and been the only re-
pository of civilization" (26).

Primitivism, the belief that certain "low cultures" were more con-
nected to nature, the sexual drives, and an unrepressed relationship to
the body, cast the "primitive" as the opposite of "civilization" and of-
ten projected the "primitive" upon Blacks, the mentally ill, and (sup-
posedly "deranged") gay, lesbian, and bisexual persons. For example,
Nott's French colleague Paul Broca, an esteemed member of the Lon-
don Anthropological Society, posited that what "Ethiopians" lacked in
brains they made up for in pelvic dimensions.' Similarly, Nott quotes
the American and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society as saying that "their
moral condition is very far from being what it ought to be. It is exceed-
ingly dark and distressing. Licentiousness prevails to a most alarming ex-
tent among the people" (25). Thus race was mixed up with sexuality, es-
pecially in texts produced by distinguished medical doctors.

The introduction to the most popular version of Larsen's novels
includes critic Deborah McDowell's suggestion that we can read the
relationship between Clare and Irene in Passing as lesbian. Dominant
perceptions of biracial persons during the 1920s (probably originating
one hundred years earlier) included the myth of sterility as well as the
belief that such persons were frequently bisexual or gay or lesbian.' If
McDowell is right about Clare and Irene's relationship, then Larsen's
intentions in playing out this stereotype may never be discerned, yet
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the negative connotations of a lesbian relationship within that social
context seem to indicate yet another way in which passing and admix-
ture threaten the purity of heterosexual marriage and middle-class con-
ventions, as well as racial solidarity.

The sexual innuendo in Gatsby is no less ominous or ironic. While
Tom Buchanan himself is a libertine, he projects moral turpitude and
the dissolution of civilization upon the "lower orders," especially the
"colored races." While his affair with a working-class woman is his as-
sumed birthright, the possibility that his wife could allow the blue blood
of the family line to be contaminated by Gatsby's "upstart" blood is
tantamount in his mind to miscegenation. Matthew Bruccoli, the edi-
tor of today's scholarly version of The Great Gatsby, footnotes Tom's ref-
erence to racialist scholarship by inferring that Fitzgerald erroneously
refers to the wrong name of a single author whose works have justified
Tom's opinions. Bruccoli names Stoddard, who most certainly might
have been one of many "scholars" that Fitzgerald had in mind. What
Bruccoli fails to explain is that there is also a man named Edward H.
Goddard who writes about the downfall of Western civilization.
Fitzgerald's conflation of Goddard and Stoddard probably means that
Tom's reference to his reading material is skewed but not specific. He
had many texts about supposed Anglo supremacy and about Anglo civi-
lization to choose from. It is important for students to acknowledge this
part of American cultural history because neither Tom nor his favorite
scholar is an isolated or unique figure in the context of dominant be-
liefs regarding civilization and supremacy. Falling within the category
of social Darwinism, these are common and recurring ideas about the
inherent capacity for self-government, moral authority, progress, and
economic control that many Anglo-Americans used as bases for fash-
ioning themselves as they systematically excluded people of color, im-
migrants, and members of the working class from their social circles.

The dominant Anglo-American rendition of life in the 1920s prof-
fered by Tom and Nick is but one small piece of the puzzle that makes
up the social history of the decade. Pairing texts complicates the ways
in which students read, but it does so productively. Students not only
want to engage with each novel and learn more about the historical con-
text; they can also choose from a range of voices and perspectives to learn
more about themselves. Pairing Gatsby and Passing enables a study of
contrasting worldviews within small parameters of space and time. The
two novels probably had very different audiences, but in asking for
"another side," the student mentioned at the beginning of this chapter
was situating himself as a reader with a distinct place and identity. He
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was asking for a point of entry, a way to connect with texts that re-
sembles the way he perceives himself in relation to the rest of his social
world. He may have been looking for that slice of African American life
that Nella Larsen or Zora Neale Hurston wanted to present to their read-
ers. Most of all, he probably felt that he was a member of an audience
located on "another side." Pairing texts not only includes diverse nar-
rators from different novels in a conversation about their worldview; it
also gives (at least) two sides of the same story, so that our students,
too, can have more options for entering the conversation.

Notes

1. Consider, for example, Dr. Alexander Walker's treatise Intermarriage:
or, The mode in which, and the causes why, beauty, health, and intellect, result from
certain unions, and deformity, disease, and insanity, from others. Walker's basic
premise is that intellectual and moral characteristics are inherited from the fa-
ther and that physical strength and vital organs derive from the mother's ge-
netic stock. This argument conveniently supports "breeding" between White
men and Black women, certainly a boon to slave masters and overseers who
were fathering a burgeoning biracial population in America. Conversely, since
intellectual vigor is passed down from the (White) father, Walker sets the stage
to demonstrate the inherent dangers of reproduction by a Black man and a
White woman.

Having set up corporeal racial characteristics like bent thigh bones and
high calves in the "negro" race, Walker begins the pseudoscientific process of
defining racial differences that numerous "intellectuals" will pursue vigorously
in the 1850s and 1860s.

2. In her description of Soaphead Church, the pedophile who convinces
Pecola that she has blue eyes, Morrison writes: "They were industrious, or-
derly, and energetic, hoping to prove beyond a doubt De Gobineau's hypoth-
esis that 'all civilisations derive from the white race, that none can exist with-
out its help, and that a society is great and brilliant only so far as it preserves
the blood of the noble group that created it (133).

3. This so-called "doctrine of miscegenation" appears two years prior
in-a-pamphlet-written-by-David-erolrPublished-in -New York, the pamphlet
argues that "Christianity, democracy, and science are stronger than the timid-
ity, prejudice, and pride of short-sighted men; and they teach that a people, to
become great, must become composite. This involves what is vulgarly known
as amalgamation, and those who dread that name, and the thought and fact it
implies, are warned against reading these pages" (1).

4. Broca insists that crosses between Black men and White women are
not eugenic (i.e., are unlikely to produce offspring) because "one of the charac-
ters of the Ethiopian race consists in the length of the penis compared with that
of the Caucasian race. . . . There results from this physical disposition, that the
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union of the Caucasian man with an Ethiopian woman is easy and without any
inconvenience for the latter. The case is different in the union of the Ethiopian
with a Caucasian woman, who suffers in the act, the neck of the uterus is pressed
against the sacrum, so that the act of reproduction is not merely painful, but
frequently non-productive" (28).

5. It is interesting to note that homosexuality also slips into the hyper-
sexualized definitions of the "negro" race. Walker, for example, indicates that
women with Sapphic tendencies, as well as nymphomaniacs, "have been ob-
served to be of small stature, and to have somewhat bold features, the skin
dark, the complexion ruddy, the mammae quickly developed, the sensibility
great, and the catamenia considerable" (98). Equating hypersexual homosexual
behavior with dark skin, insanity, and supposedly uncivilized races begins with
Walker and is most fully fleshed out in Sanger Brown's 1908 medical text The
Sex Worship and Symbolism of Primitive Races. Brown, like Walker and Nott, was
a medical doctor. The introduction clearly states that "we may expect diseased
minds to reproduce, or return to expressions of desire customary and official in
societies of lower culture" (11).

Homosexuality is still classified as a psychiatric disorder today, and it
was viewed as no less pathological in 1908. Persons of mixed race, like the
insane members of the White race and the low class in general, are predisposed
to insanity because "the better ideas, which are constantly forming in the up-
per stratum have not filtered through from the highest to the lowest minds"
(Brown 95). Homosexual tendencies aside, the darker races who are "drilled
by their betters into the appearance of civilization, remain barbarians or sav-
ages at heart" (94). Like homosexual sex, intercourse between two biracial per-
sons was considered nonreproductive: "if their unions were constantly between
themselves, they would not be long before becoming extinct" (Broca, 31).
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15 Pairing William Faulkner's
Light in August and
Art Spiegelman's Maus
Barbara Brown
Fenton High School, Fenton, Michigan

Too many voices have been left out of my American literature class
in the past, so I decided to broaden it by pairing canonical texts
with less familiar ones. One of those new texts is Art Spiegelman's

two-volume graphic novel Maus.
Maus is accessible to high school students in subject, content, and

format. It ties in with European and American history courses, and its
themes of search for self and the individual's place within society fit
well with Faulkner's Light in August.

Light in August is pieced together in such a way that we must make
out the patterns ourselves. The book's overall pattern does not become
clear until all the varicolored and varitimed oddly shaped pieces of the
narrative "quilt" are put together. Then we can hold up the finished
reading, step back at the end, and see the pattern of each person's life
and of the completed story. This is definitely an "Aha" novel. My graphic
to help students understand this novel is a wagon wheel drawn on the
board and left there for the duration of our study, with Joe Christmas
as the center axle around whom the story revolves, showing that even
as he moves around the country he winds up back where he started,
with the other characters being spokes, the connectors, from him to the
story of Lena Grove, who is the outside band of the wheel. She is the
real mover; she starts in one place and then rolls through the town where
Joe's life begins and ends and moves on, taking Byron and the baby (who
gets confused with Joe in his grandmother's eyes) with her. There is
more to this semipermanent graphic, and each week as we read further,
I add items to it. This entire novel is "told" to us by Faulkner in flash-
backs and flash-forwards as each character tells his or her experiences
and remembrances.

Later, when we were reading Maus I and Maus II, my students no-
ticed that both books represent oral language on paper. They speculated
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that Anja and the second wife might be the spokes connecting Art
Spiegelman with his father. They also noted that on the last page of Maus
II, where Art Spiegelman is portrayed as sitting and drawing/
cartooning/writing/transcribing/interpreting from the tapes of inter-
views with his father, there appears to be a guard tower occupied by a
rat outside his studio window. They did a quick comparison with the
view outside the window of Faulkner's Reverend Hightower, a view
seen just at sunsetthe special light in which he "sees" his grandfather
riding into Jefferson with his small marauding troop. Both of these per-
ceived "scenes out the window" have a strong impact on the lives of
the men sitting and watching. Both scenes also affected my students,
many of whom wrote journal entries about what they "see" outside their
windows, what is hanging over them and what they daydream about.

Several students showed how the life experiences of Joe Christ-
mas and those of Anja and Vladek Spiegelman were formed, infringed
upon, and changed by outsiders who believed them to be less human
than the majority in power.

One student produced a comparison between the two books from
the points of view of, on one hand, the disgusted White Jeffersonites
who were appalled at Joe Christmas's affair with the White woman
Joanna Burden (who, in their view, shouldn't have been the object of
his attentions even though she was a Northerner) and, on the other hand,
the disenfranchised Christian Germans who, during the worldwide
depression in the 1930s, felt that their noses were rubbed in the wealth
and well-being of their non-Christian, non-Aryan neighbors. The stu-
dent concluded that both supposedly superior cultures Faulkner's
White Jeffersonites and the Christian Germanswould have left their
supposedly inferior neighbors alone if the "others" hadn't overstepped
their strictly assigned place in polite society. After showing the similar-
ity between the two rationalizations, the student went on to condemn
both.

When we turned to a board discussion and further analysis, my
students generated both categories and ideas. They started with themes
shared by the two books, noting in particular the quest for personhood
and the individual struggle to find a place in society, as well as the strong
memories being passed from one generation to the next.

My students speculated about how one person's (an author's or
character's) voice can be passed on or heard. They said that one could
compare the "inside" voice of Joe Christmas, or the narrator "overhear-
ing" his character's inside voices, with that of Art Spiegelman interview-
ing his father.
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Both of these authors use a distinctive narrative style and both
are very visual. The students said that in reading Faulkner they could
"see" Gail Hightower sitting in his study staring out the window and
"watch" Lena's entrance into town, as well as Joe Christmas's final days
of running and his death, just as easily as they could see the cartoons
from Art Spiegelman's hand. The classes further noted the conversa-
tional style of wording, the oral history type of writing, and the use of
language and references that they had to look up, as their cultural aware-
ness had not included these words and events.

With both books, the reader becomes more aware of what is hap-
pening and what events mean as the characters simply live. The sur-
face events resonate with deeper meanings, and when the students
know about scapegoating, Black/White relationships in America
through the years, the Civil War, World War I, and World War II and
the Holocaust, they "see" more of what is going on.

Faulkner's Joanna Burden has survived her family and become a
"friend" to all the Black people around. Joe Christmas can't decide if
he is a survivor or not; when with Blacks he always says he is White,
and when with Whites he always goes out of his way to tell them he is
Black. He seems to feel guiltimposed on him by his grandfather (as,
in Joe's view, the Lord's avenging angel and as a guard at the orphan-
age), by the frightened dietitian, and by his foster fatherand he doesn't
know what to do with it.

Art Spiegelman, as a character in his own story, feels guilt because
he has not ever had to suffer and doesn't understand his father and his
hateful, embarrassing habits, so he searches his father's life to find out
why he has them. In turn, his father feels guilt for having survived
Auschwitz when so many others did not.

As they compared the two works, my students started a list of
items common to both stories. That listing included stereotypes, fam-
ily, community, clothing (especially, in both stories, the significance of
shoes), smoke, habits, women's roles, men's roles, children's roles, the
role of caregivers, religion, and escape.

My students also noticed that both authors use interviews.
Faulkner includes those between Hightower and Byron Bunch at the
Reverend's home, between Gail Hightower and Mr. and Mrs. Hines
about what can be done for or about Joe, between the keepers of the
orphanage and Simon McEachern, and between Joe and Bobbie Allen,
as well as two notable interviews between Byron Bunch and the work-
ers at the sawmill who talk to each other about Lucas Burch and Joe
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Christmas. Maus, of course, is based almost entirely on interviews be-
tween Art Spiegelman and his father Vladek.

Remembrances or analepses are paramount in both narratives,
and my students wrote about the effect of memory on specific charac-
ters in each book, using the author's words as evidence. Tonya wrote
about this in both books as being a way to compare them: "Another simi-
larity between the two novels, and again between the two main char-
acters (whom she defines as Vladek Spiegelman and Joe Christmas) is
that what happened in each one's past does affect each one's future."
Tonya feels that Joe is so confused by what he remembers that he even-
tually kills Joanna Burden, confusing her wishes to "save" him with the
same wish that his foster father, Simon McEachern, had held for him.
She cites Joe's many flashbacks to support her claim and also says that
the whole interview with Vladek constitutes an analepsis. She writes
that Vladek, unlike Joe, does not kill anyone, but as with Joe his own
freedom to move and enjoy life is killed by what he remembers and by
the fact that he, like Joe, tends to superimpose his own memories onto
outsiders, lovers, and sons.

Jake wrote that not only analepsis itself but also what is being
remembered is important to the characters and to the readers: "Both of
these authors deal with racism in their novels. They show it to usnot
as a long written lecture against it, but more subtly, by giving us char-
acters and flashing back in their lives and following the effects on them
of how others felt about them."

Everybody in both stories is in search of self. How they search,
what they find, and what happens to them through interaction with
others can be easily compared as long as the writer confines himself or
herself to one set. One student suggested a comparison between the two
women, Joanna Burden and Ma la Spiegelman (the second wife), who
seem to be burdened with sad familial backgrounds and are trying to
make their chosen mates happy but are unsuccessful.

Another student, Caleb, mentioned that both Vladek and Joe are
in some type of trouble with an authority and that the authority helps
to determine who these two men feel that they are. He also notes that
both books are set in the summer of a remembrance by the authors, say-
ing that "this is usually the season (for me anyway) when people can
sit back and reflect on past events."

Laurie noted that the strongest central theme of the two books, an
area of comparison for her, is the effect of a parent's actions on a child and
on who he or she grows up to be. She felt that neither Joe Christmas's
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foster parents nor Art Spiegelman's parents intended to harm their chil-
dren, but their unhappy influence led to personal conflicts for these
children as adults. Laurie went further to say, "Joe Christmas struggles
to find an identity lost with the premature death of his mother. With no
father or family (who wants him), he is left alone, unwanted and uncared
for except by an institution. The lack of birth parents and true family
identity contributes to his frustration and eventually his death. The main
character of Maus suffers similar frustrations due to the lack of stable
parents. Scarred by abuse and racism the father of the author/main
character is left unable to have normal relations with his son and with
his own surroundings." She went on to add that abuse suffered by
Vladek and by Joe due to racism and religious prejudice presents an-
other correlation and point of comparison. She felt that these themes
affecting the finding of one's place in the world are universal in charac-
ter and speak to readers regardless of their own circumstances.

My students also saw similarities between the two books in the
constant resurfacing of an "unmastered" past: Joe Christmas's constant
drive to discover who he is, Black or White; Gail Hightower 's drive to
tie in with his "heroic" grandfather, as well as his confusion over what
happened to his marriage and to his job as a Presbyterian minister in
Jefferson; Lucas Burch ("Joe Brown") and his ongoing, seemingly
unexamined and unstoppable penchant for womanizing, gambling, and
sliding by on the job; Joanna Burden's relationship to her Northern fa-
ther and brothers and her Southern neighbors; Art Spiegelman's con-
templation of the death of his brother and the suicide of his mother, as
well as the life of his father; Vladek's burning of Anja's diaries, his in-
ability to get along with his living son, and his constant concern with
the fears for survival he learned in the concentration camps. All are
examples of a past that is neither mastered nor understood.

Writing about the "unmastered past," Amanda noted that "both
pieces have characters who have been affected by war in some way"
and went on to compare Percy Grimm and Gail Hightower but also
commented that, "In pairing Light in August and Maus I and II one must
realize that although both pieces contain fixations with war and reex-
aminations of war and longing for certain stirring events of those wars,
they do not necessarily have the same outlook on war itself. In contrast
to Faulkner and his characters who seem to believe war is glorious and
provides opportunity for heroism, Art Spiegelman indicates that 'War
is Hell,' and shows us the terrible side of war."

Looking at the past also led students to consider the lives of the
authors. They mentioned that neither Faulkner nor Spiegelman was
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involved in the wars that had so strongly affected their parents and
grandparents, but, even so, both felt resonances of war. Students cited
Faulkner's relationship with his parents and grandparents and showed
how this compared with what we can glean about Spiegelman's rela-
tionships with his family from the Internet. As Theresa wrote:

[Both] William Faulkner and Art Spiegelman wrote books that
were personally touching and a way for them to release pent up
frustrations from their own childhoods, a way for them to look
for their own lost identities. Both authors try to come to terms
with issues that plagued them their whole lives. In Light in Au-
gust, Gail Hightower may be the alter ego of William Faulkner.
Hightower is constantly haunted by the image of his grandfa-
ther, a "hero" wounded in the Civil War while stealing chickens
from a woman's yard. Faulkner had also had a traumatic upbring-
ing based on images and memories of his "heroic grandfather"
who was wounded in the Civil War, maybe while stealing horses
which he then sold to his own side, who wrote a best selling novel,
The White Rose, and who became rich and infamous for his money
dealings when bringing the railroad to his home town. Faulkner
believed as a child that his grandfather had done something noble
and honorable. Art Spiegelman's alter ego, "Art the mouse," is
trying to come to terms with his relationship with his father, and
to come to an understanding of his father's behavior due to be-
ing a survivor of a World War II concentration camp. . . .

Both authors use the quilting method, strewn about with char-
acters coming in and out with great abandon, sudden flashbacks
necessary to understand the background of the characters and
extremely detailed descriptions of the action and characters.
Faulkner shows us the upbringing of Joe Christmas so we can
visualize this child of possibly mixed races' struggle and how it
affected him as an adult. Spiegelman uses the same technique to
show us with graphic description and drawings the horrors his
father witnessed first hand and why this has made him so irritat-
ingly peculiar to his son.

Michelle wrote that both stories are "true": "One is written from
actual tapes of an Auschwitz survivor's voicefrom an oral history, and
the other is written by Faulkner from the 'mental' tapes of his own
family's oral history, which he has heard all his life." She also wrote that
"it is not until the end of the novels that one can truly understand the
total meaning behind them. The final word picture of Joe dying in a
crucifix position on the wooden table and the cartoon picture of the
guard tower looking down over the present day Spiegelman shows the
impact the stories had on their authors and makes an impact on the
reader who vows not to let this discrimination and hatred happen
again."
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Jeff wrote, "Light in August by William Faulkner examines the
problems facing society during the long period following the Civil War.
His novel describes the crisis of young Joe Christmas who tries to find
his place in the world, believing himself to be of mixed heritage. He
encounters throwbacks to the beliefs at the time of the Civil Warpeople
like Doc Hines and Joanna Burdenthe representatives of the two op-
posing views show extremes taken by Whites regarding Blacks. Maus I
and II by Art Spiegelman are similar in many respects: his books deal
with the postWorld War II period and his trying to find himself and
come to grips with his Jewish background. Art Spiegelman attempts to
extract from his eccentric fatheranother throwback or product of the
warhis experiences in the concentration camp."

This discussion is not exhaustive. My students noted additional
similarities between the two works, but this array shows how much
insight high school students can bring to the pairing of texts. As they
find commonalities between canonical and noncanonical works, they
make the less familiar text more familiar. Another voice thus enters the
American literature class.
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16 Foreign Voices,
American Texts:
Translations
Alisa Braun
University of Michigan

Tracy Cummings
University of Michigan

Native American and Yiddish poetry, although commonly under-
represented in the American literature curriculum, offer rich
opportunities for diversifying our understandings of American

literature. Most crucially, however, as we argue below, we need to ad-
dress this poetry as translated. We hope that instructors will come away
from this chapter with particular plans for classroom interaction, and
also with a sense of the possibilities introduced by translated literature,
so that they can choose from the vast literatures of the United States that
are not written in English and offer them to students.

If we expect high school students to contend with complex works
ranging from Hamlet and Beloved to The Woman Warrior, then surely they
have reached the level of sophistication necessary to grasp the issues
posed by translation. If, in their first "American Literature" course, these
students are introduced to Native American and Yiddish texts, they will
more readily accept the diversity of our country's indigenous and im-
migrant traditions and will gain skills for approaching translated litera-
ture. In this chapter, we will move from a discussion of using transla-
tions for furthering multicultural objectives to more specific discussions
of Yiddish and Native American poetry.

One of the aims of multiculturalism has been to broaden conceptions
of the term America and shift our attention to the presence of diverse
cultures and traditions within our borders. This has meant opening up
the American literature curriculum to encompass a more ethnically di-
verse range of writers. While these endeavors have succeeded (albeit
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to a varying and sometimes questionable extent) in introducing increas-
ing diversity into the American literature classroom, the multicultural
material being incorporated is generally literature written in English.
Indeed, one scholar has noted that "with the exception of some discus-
sions of Spanish, multiculturalism has paid very little attention to lin-
guistic diversity" (Sollors 4). Such limited scope is not surprising, for
writers are easier to place within the larger American literary context
when they share the same language. In addition, shared language al-
lows students to interact more directly with a work, fostering under-
standing and interpretation based on a common cultural background.
And yet it seems inadequate to speak about "cultural diversity" with-
out considering language as a fundamental fact.

We must thus question the effectiveness of maintaining an Ameri-
can literature curriculum that relies too readily on English language lit-
erature. The absence of linguistic (as distinct from ethnic) diversity
among texts chosen for study merely perpetuates "false myths of a
monolingual past," implying that English has been and will continue
to be the language of the United States (Sollors 3). Such myths continu-
ously deny the "historical significance and continuing presence of other
languages" (2). The fact that such languages commonly represent those
spoken by both immigrant and indigenous communities further limits
the economic and racial breadth represented in the American literary
curriculum.

Yet if linguistic diversity is to be incorporated, it must be done so
effectively, because historical and cultural diversity are similarly ob-
scured when we do not acknowledge that the literature has been inter-
preted or "rewritten" by an additional handthe translator's. An aware-
ness of the text's original language can initially combat the belief that
English can fully capture the essence of the original work, especially
when the translation is presented as a secondary representation.

The study of translation and transcription can also draw atten-
tion to the "making" of textshow they are produced and selected for
an English-speaking audience. When we analyze translations of Ameri-
can literature, we must account not only for the culture and the histori-
cal moment that produced the original but also for the translator's own
milieu. Studying translation makes us aware of the linguistic and cul-
tural differences that required the translation in the first place and si-
multaneously highlights continuities between cultures. Translation can
be a bridge between cultures, making one culture accessible to another,
and can actually help instructors present a variety of American litera-
tures as distinct but as not completely alien. To focus on the moment of
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translation, a moment of mediation between cultures, is to focus on a
moment when two cultures intersect.

The following discussions are meant to offer models for incorpo-
rating translated poetry into the classroom, and ultimately to offer sug-
gestions for generating a more diverse and historically accurate Ameri-
can literature curriculum. We hope that our accounts of Yiddish and Native
American poetry will inspire dynamic classroom interaction as students
encounter a variety of alternatives for studying American literature.

The teacher of Yiddish literature is fortunate to have many resources
available for introducing students to the rich and diverse nature of
American Yiddish poetry. The extensive anthology American Yiddish
Poetry (Harshav et al.) provides an excellent introduction to the history
of Yiddish literature in the United States, though its selections (given
in Yiddish and English) are limited to a few modernist poets, while The
Penguin Anthology of Modern Yiddish Verse (Howe, Wisse, and Shmeruk),
which is also bilingual, provides greater breadth. These bilingual edi-
tions provide a distinct sense of the culturally specific nature of the
poetry by preserving the uniqueness of the language. In addition, one
can find several volumes devoted to single authors such as Jacob
Glatstein, Kadya Molodowsky, Moshe Leib Halpern, and Morris
Rosenfeld.

Teachers can begin by having students consider the reasons why,
despite linguistic barriers, Yiddish literature can be studied as part of
an American literature curriculum. Students should be made aware of
the fact that Yiddish writers were themselves multilingual and thus of-
ten had knowledge of the English-language literature being produced
around them. Yiddish newspapers, fiction, poetry, and theater were
themselves created in close proximity to English language literature,
flourishing in New York City alongside the giant publishing houses.
Several Yiddish writers also had connections with more popular En-
glish-language writers who took interest in their work and who often
assisted in the translation and publicizing of their texts, and who were
themselves influenced by Yiddish literature. Most significantly, the
study of Yiddish poetry reveals that Yiddish writers were very conscious
of their new status as Americans; much of their literature thus took
"America" as its subject matter, addressing such familiar subjects as
urban life, the pace of technology, and the American landscape. Their
works express the hope with which the immigrants confronted their new
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homeland, as well as the disillusionment that could accompany this
experience.

In his own day Morris Rosenfeld was one of the most popular
Yiddish poets to write in the United States, and, since he is by far the
most translated Yiddish poet, he will serve as an excellent case study
for developing pedagogical strategies related to translation. While teach-
ers can situate Rosenfeld's work in the context of Yiddish poetry (where
Rosenfeld is classified as a "sweatshop" or "proletarian" poet and read
in conjunction with poets who took social protest and revolutionary
action as their subject matter), they can also introduce Rosenfeld in the
context of American literary history. Rosenfeld was himself an immi-
grant who labored along with the masses in the sweatshops, and his
poems dramatize the plight of the eastern European Jewish immigrant
experience in the United States. Rosenfeld's verses vividly describe the
horrors of turn-of-the-century sweatshops and the poverty that char-
acterized life in the American urban setting. Thus one way to introduce
Morris Rosenfeld's poetry in the classroom is with reference to late nine-
teenth- and early twentieth-century progressivism in America. Along
with Upton Sinclair 's The Jungle or Jacob Riis's photographs in How the
Other Half Lives, Rosenfeld's poetry can be considered in terms of the
effect of its commentary on working-class and immigrant life. Students
can discuss the purposes this literature was designed to serve and
whether it would function in the same way for different audiences.

In addition to considering Yiddish literature in the context of the
period in which it was produced, students should also take into account
the fact of its subsequent translation. In order to highlight the
translator's role as interpreter, students can study the translators of Yid-
dish poetry as well as the writers. Teachers can have students conduct
biographical research and arrive at a hypothesis as to what might have
motivated the translator to choose a particular author. Students can
consider the following questions: Were the translators writers them-
selves or were they assuming a new role? If they were published writ-
ers, what was the nature of their own work? What, if anything, else did
these writers translate? And what can be deduced from the translators'
selections? Students should also consider the date of the translation:
When was the translation published and what was occurring in Ameri-
can culture at the time that might have prompted the translation or af-
fected principles of selection? A study of the diversity of Morris
Rosenfeld's translators would be particularly illuminating. They range
from Rose Pastor Stokes (1914), the Jewish labor activist (and former
sweatshop worker) who married millionaire John Stokes, to Aaron
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Kramer (1955), the radical poet and anthologist of American poetry of
protest, to Edgar Goldenthal (1998), a doctor and grandson of Morris
Rosenfeld. Students can consider why Kramer wanted to reacquaint the
American public with Rosenfeld's verse in the late fifties or whether
Goldenthal's familial relationship to Rosenfeld produces any issues of
interest.

If we think of the translator as one responsible for presenting a
particular image of the writer to the audience, then students can exam-
ine individual volumes of translated verse to determine what idea of
the writer this translator wanted to convey to his or her audience. Stu-
dents can consider the poems selected for inclusion, or what the intro-
ductions to these volumes reveal about the motivations of the editors
and translators. Students can also consider how titles shape the way in
which the poems are received: what are the differing implications of a
volume of Rosenfeld's poetry entitled Songs of Labor and another called
Songs of the Ghetto?

Juxtaposing several translations of a single Yiddish poem and
paying particular attention both to the poem's formal qualities (dialect,
colloquialisms, register, style) and also to how culturally specific refer-
ences are managed will allow students to observe the varied effects
generated by different translations. Examples of the same stanza from
one of Rosenfeld's best-known poems can demonstrate the utility of
such a pedagogical strategy. Rosenfeld's "Mayn Yingele," which has
been translated alternately as "My Boy" or "My Little Son," illustrates
the grief of the working parent whose long hours keep him from spend-
ing time with his family. Professor Leo Wiener's 1898 translation of the
third stanza reads, "My work drives me out early and brings me home
late; oh, my own flesh is a stranger to me! Oh, strange to me the glances
of my child!" (10), while, in their 1914 translation of the same stanza,
Rose Pastor Stokes and Helena Frank wrote, "Ere dawn my labor drives
me forth; / 'Tis night when I am free; / A stranger am Ito my child; /
And strange my child to me" (10). Finally, Aaron Kramer 's 1955 rendi-
tion reads: "The time clock drags me off at dawn; / at night it lets me
go. / I hardly know my flesh and blood; / his eyes I hardly know. . . ."
(32). In the same poem, one could also consider the implications of the
difference between a translator's use of "papa" or "daddy." A compari-
son of these versions will raise productive questions about differences
between prose and verse translations, about differences between the use
of antiquated language and the use of contemporary references, and,
more generally, about how poetry is created.

Analyzing multiple versions of a poem also allows students to
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observe how translators handle culturally specific references and to
consider the implications of different methodology. Irving Howe has
written that Yiddish provides particular problems for the translator
because of its association with the religious and cultural traditions of
the Jews of Eastern Europe, for which English has no equivalents (137).
Yiddish literature "carries a weight of historical associations and cul-
tural assumptions that is not likely to be fully apprehended by the reader
who is unfamiliar with the tradition of Yiddish . . . with the whole Yid-
dish cultural milieu" (139). For this reason, poems that include numer-
ous culturally specific references are often less likely to be anthologized;
they are assumed to be too distant from the general reader's experience,
and translators are frustrated at their attempts to find satisfactory
equivalents for Yiddish terms. In the case of Morris Rosenfeld, students
can consider the different audiences implied by Leo Wiener's decision
to preserve the Yiddish words in his translation and include a glossary
of terms and Max Rosenfeld's decision to retain the title "To the Purim-
Shpieler" (in Morris Rosenfeld: Selections from His Poetry and Prose) with-
out defining the terms or explaining the reference to the Jewish holiday.

Finally, when linguistic difference, one of the most palpable signs
of cultural difference, is erased, a poem can sound simplistic, primitive,
or just plain bad. Much of Morris Rosenfeld's Yiddish verse adheres to
strict principles of meter and rhyme because it was created with the
intention of being performed, but such elements are essentially "lost"
in translation. Several of Rosenfeld's poems were set to music and sung
in the sweatshops by the workers and provided an important means of
generating communal solidarity. While recordings of his poems are not
easily accessible, Rosenfeld's poem "Mayn Rue Plats" ("My Resting
Place") can be found on a recent compact disc, and the scores for sev-
eral Rosenfeld poems can be found in the series of songbooks published
by the Workmen's Circle. The use of a multimedia approach in conjunc-
tion with a reading of Rosenfeld's poems would allow students to con-
sider the effect that the music has on the interpretation of the poem.

Including traditional Native American poetry as part of an American
literature syllabus enhances the curriculum by adding historical accu-
racy and diversity as well as aesthetic breadth and depth. Although
some major anthologies include sections on Native American poetry,
the teacher working to establish Native American literature as part of
the curriculum still faces several challenges. The students have often
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incorporated their own interpretations and images of "the Native
American," and combating such stereotypes involves delicate classroom
maneuvering. In addition, students are usually steeped in impressions
of what poetry is and should be, and Native American chant and song
might not readily fit into such models. Exacerbating student preconcep-
tions, the material available to the instructor is often varied or mislead-
ing, so that teachers interested in moving beyond the limitations of
popular anthologies must negotiate complex scholarly classification
systems which often lead to dead ends.

Most scholars recommend beginning with stereotypes of Native
Americans, suggesting that they must be elicited, addressed, and, to a
certain extent, dismissed, before real progress can be made toward in-
terpreting and appreciating American Indian literature. For example,
in order to complement one's efforts toward providing historical back-
ground and contextualization, Andrew Wiget recommends showing a
film such as Winds of Change in order to prompt discussion of stereo-
typical views of Native American culture (1985). A move toward rec-
ognizing Native Americans as a vast and varied group of tribes must
also be made in order to instill a fuller appreciation of the complexity
of what has fallen under the deceptively simple title "Indian." In addi-
tion, the variance between tribes should be explored, so that students
can dispel generalizations.

Such discussions can lead to the conjunction of stereotypes and
Native American literary reception, so that transcription and recording,
as well as the attendant early translations, can be the next arena of ex-
ploration. The class can investigate early recorders, transcribers, or trans-
lators, from Frances Densmore to Franz Boas (perhaps through indi-
vidual research assignments), examining methodology and impetus.'
Class discussion can also address various ideological motivations, and
how these might have affected what was selected and recordedand
how it was selected and recorded. For example, Brian Swann writes of
Henry Rowe Schoolcraft that he collected materials "for converting In-
dians to Christianity" and because they "provided evidence of 'man's
rise to civilization,' up the evolutionary scale from the Indians' child
race' (Wearing xii). The class can discuss the problems inherent in such
approaches, and how they might have affected the impressions gener-
ated of Native Americans. Students should emerge with a sense of early
recordings and transcriptions as mediated by prejudice and controlled
by individuals and institutions.

Students should also come to see that even the most sincere act of
transcribing involves altering the chant or song from its danced and/or
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sung form to that of a recording or written record frozen in time, and
that such an act is a translation in and of itself. The idea that the written
page represents a potential falling away from an oral and visual me-
dium can be partially compensated for by introducing media beyond
the printed page. Some films specifically treat Native American dance
and song, although joining specific written texts with videos can seem
next to impossible (see the extended bibliography for suggestions of
films on dance and song). There are also numerous recordings avail-
able, although matching them with anthologized texts is a difficult task.
You might try playing selections from the same tribe that employ simi-
lar language as specific poems.

While introducing students to the concept that Native American
traditional poetry is necessarily mediated by a variety of historical and
cultural precepts, you can include traditional concerns of translation.
For example, you can introduce the dilemma discussed by Swann and
Arnold Krupat, who write of "still literalism" versus "poetic" yet po-
tentially "inaccurate free versions," presenting any translation as a com-
promise between aesthetics and accuracy (5). You can demonstrate this
quandary by introducing students to multiple versions of a poem, al-
though finding multiple translations of traditional poetry is challeng-
ing. Many poems share titles or have no titles, most anthologized vol-
umes do not contain the original language, and some do not contain
notes as to the original recording, so that comparison is difficult, with
many translators still utilizing recordings and transcriptions made over
fifty years ago. If you have the resources, you might try to work from
articles that include dual translations, so that the work has already been
done for you. For example, see On the Translation of Native American Lit-
eratures (Swann), Smoothing the Ground (Swarm), Traditional Literatures
of the American Indian: Texts and Interpretations (Kroeber), or the volume
Coming to Light (Swann), all of which contain a few options for explor-
ing the nuances of translation.

You can also utilize texts that include the original language or
music scores, which will emphasize transcription and translation as
intermediate acts between performance and reading. You might attempt
to coordinate with a music department to recreate some of the selections,
or work with a musically talented student or community member. One
useful book in print is The Hako (Fletcher), which includes instructions
for music and dance and contains the original language, translation, and
explanatory notes.

Aside from using multiple translations, original language selec-
tions, and music scores, you can also introduce your class to aspects of
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textual production by examining different volumes. One very practical
example is to have the students compare similar selections such as
"Ghost Dance" songs (different versions can be found in the Norton and
Heath anthologies). Students can discuss details such as the titles pro-
vided by the editors and the effect of illustrations and other aspects of
presentation. You might split students into two groups, one per anthol-
ogy, and have them write up a summary of the songs' origins and how
they emerge from the anthology's presentation. The goal of these exer-
cises is to have the students scrutinize anthologies as a filter through
which they view the songs, a filter that ultimately parallels the filter
through which Native Americans have been viewed in the United States
over the years.

Some students will resist traditional Native American poetry, re-
sponding to a variety of aspects, from repetition to brevity, depending
on the selection. Objections can actually be fruitful, however, when
placed within the larger context of aesthetics. If the student objects to a
particularly brief poem, the instructor might propose poems, such as
some by Emily Dickinson or William Carlos Williams, for example,
which employ similar effect. If repetition is the object of complaint, the
student might be reminded that a variation in voice pitch might be an
alteration missing from a printed page, or encouraged to explore just
why repetition provokes an antithetical response. The student question-
ing whether oral art is poetry at all can be reminded of Homer, and then
asked what it is about writing that establishes something so firmly in
his or her mind as a poetic act. The idea is not that Native American
literature needs non-Native literature for justificationor comparison, but
rather that the two together can help students contextualize their judg-
ments and preconceptions. This approach takes preparation and quick
thinking in the classroom, but it can provide students with a self-con-
sciousness that can help them be more sensitive, critical readers and
thinkers with a keener sense of history and of the diversity of poetic
aesthetics.

The study of translation inspires active student participation, offering
students an opportunity to develop their own literary criteria through
the analysis of multiple versions of texts and volumes and motivating
them to examine their own aesthetic judgments. By observing how defini-
tions of poetry have evolved, students can question the notion that poetry
can be defined in a singular fashion and thus they can find literature more
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open for their own exploration and less prescriptive. Finally, the study
of translation prompts students to question appropriative movements
in their own encounters with other cultures by observing the particu-
lar purposes for which translations were created (Venuti 95). The ulti-
mate result is a more self-conscious and complex classroom interaction
with American literature, as students are introduced to a variety of ap-
proaches to literary and historical analysis.

Note

1. One particularly useful tool for studying Frances Densmore is a Web
site offering an extensive and balanced exploration of her life, with an optional
section incorporating music and photographs. See http://news.mpr.org/fea-
tures /199702 /01_smiths_densmore/ docs/index.shtml.
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Internet Resources

Extensive resources can be found at the following three Web sites:

http: / /www.cowboy.net /native/
http: / /www.hanksville.org/NAresources

http: /www.jammed.com/ mlb /nawbt.html

The following site offers music, along with descriptions of the accom-
panying dances; it also offers representations in "English" syllables of
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www.ohwej a gehka. com.

Film Resources

Your wisest alternative is to check the Web sites listed above for video
options, but we have also listed a few other ideas.
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The Web site of the UCLA American Indian Studies Center of-
fers films on Native American dance, music, and poetry for
purchase or rental at reasonable prices. The telephone number
is (310) 206-7508. The address 3220 Campbell Hall, Box 951548,
Los Angeles, CA 90095-1548. The Web site can be found at http: /
/www.sscnet.ucla.edu/esp/aisc/.
Norman Ross Publishing, Inc., offers selections on Native Ameri-
can dance and poetry at reasonable prices, although we have
not checked the quality. The telephone number is (800) 648-8850.
The address is Norman Ross Publishing, Inc., 330 West 58th
Street, New York, NY 10019. The Web site can be found at http: / /
www.nross.com/namwords.htm.
Winds of Change (a PBS film) comes recommended by Andrew
Wiget; it is available at www.shop.pbs.org. He also recommends
an older film called Hopi: Songs of the Fourth World (1983) by Pat
Ferrero.

Music

There are numerous options open for obtaining traditional Native
American music. The best alternatives we see are to try amazon.com
and to search the Web sites listed above (such as www.hanksville.org).
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17 Dorothea Lange to
"The Boss": Versions
of The Grapes of Wrath
Anne Ruggles Gere
University of Michigan

What I hate about reading these books," wrote a student in my
class, "is knowing that I'll never be able to write anything this
good. It makes me want to stop writing altogether." Scott was

a student in an American literature class that was designed to help stu-
dents learn to write about literature as they became more conversant
with their own literary heritage. We had just finished Sandra Cisneros's
The House on Mango Street, and discussion had focused on her highly
effective style. Students had noticed her powerful descriptions, such as
the picture she draws of the family members' hair; the way she uses
dialogue that sounds like real children would speak it; and the subtlety
with which she reveals complex and difficult situations. We had talked
about her growing reputation as a writer, and her contribution to an ever
expanding definition of "American." It was in his reading log that Scott
expressed his frustration. The effect of reading and discussing Cisneros
had been to convince him that he could never do as well. He sounded
like a playground hoopster who wanted to throw away his basketball
when he realized that he would never be able to dribble behind his back
and jam the way Michael Jordan could.

As I reread Scott's comment, I mused about what I wanted stu-
dents to take away from my classes. Certainly I wanted them to know
something about the historical sweep and variety of the American lit-
erary tradition; I wanted them to become familiar with the contributions
of writers as diverse as Emerson, Dickinson, and Morrison. I wanted
them to understand a variety of genres and styles. And, while I didn't
aim to inculcate a particular standard of taste, I wanted my students to
be able to distinguish between good and less good writing. But most of
all, I wanted them to continue reading and writing. If reading Cisneros
made Scott feel like throwing away his pen, then I needed to think again
about what I was doing.
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One of the words we English teachers often use is "appreciate."
We want our students to learn to appreciate and value literature as we
do. Thinking about that word "appreciate," I began to see one source
of Scott's frustration. Appreciation implies passivityseeing and valu-
ing quality, understanding and prizing significance, recognizing and
admiring certain features. Learning to admire a work has its importance,
but I didn't want to achieve this goal at the price of convincing students
that they should give up writing because they would never be able to
achieve the effects of the published authors they were reading. If I wanted
my students to understand fully the "making" of American literature, I
needed them to see themselves as potential makers of literature.

This led me to think about pairing texts in new ways. I was al-
ready putting together combinations like Gatsby and Passing, but I real-
ized that other forms of pairing might demythologize writing for stu-
dents. I could create combinations of texts that would help students see
how writers revise as they search for ways to tell a given story. I could
show students how the same story gets retold by multiple authors. I
could demonstrate how authors influence, quote, and borrow from each
another. Perhaps I could sneak in the term "intertextuality" along the
way, but mainly I'd show students how ideas circulate from one writer
to another. Instead of seeing American literature as something to wor-
ship from afar, students might be able to imagine themselves as poten-
tial contributors to American literature, as writers who could add the
next chapter to an ongoing story.

In response to Scott's complaint, I redesigned my American lit-
erature course to make a variety of authors and their work more acces-
sible to students. One particularly successful part of the course focuses
on John Steinbeck's The Grapes of Wrath, a familiar and frequently taught
novel in American literature classes. The time devoted to this section
varies depending upon what else I'm trying to accomplish, but it usu-
ally takes several weeks.

The first texts I show students are visual rather than verbal be-
cause so much of Grapes bears traces of images that made an impres-
sion on Steinbeck as he was writing the novel. Dorothea Lange's pho-
tograph of a young migrant mother nursing her baby was featured on
the front cover of Their Blood Is Strong, a collection of Steinbeck's essays
about migrant workers. Steinbeck knew Lange and her photographs well.
He wrote affectionately to her shortly before her death, and six pieces
in his seven-part article series on migrant workers were accompanied
by Lange's photographs of migrant families, roadside scenes, and gov-
ernment camps. Indeed much of the attention Steinbeck's newspaper
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articles received can be attributed to Lange's compelling images. I also
show students photographs by Horace Bristol, a photographer whose
work appeared frequently in Life magazine. Steinbeck and Bristol
worked together on relief efforts in Visalia, California, when floods
stranded more than five thousand migrant families in 1938. We give
particular attention to Bristol's pictures of a flooded boxcar home and
of a young mother with her baby, because both a flooded boxcar and a
nursing mother play such a significant role in the conclusion of the novel.

Initially, in looking at photographs by Lange and Bristol, the class
focuses on narrating the stories told by these images. Both orally and
in writing, students develop narratives about the people portrayed in
the pictures. I ask them questions such as "What would this young
mother say if you interviewed her right after this photograph was
taken?" and give them prompts such as "Write a diary entry in the voice
of someone who has been living in this boxcar home." After the class
has begun to imagine itself in the lives of migrants, I provide some back-
ground on the relationship between these particular photographers and
the author of Grapes. In addition to talking about the Lange-Steinbeck
connection, I explain that Steinbeck and Bristol had traveled together
throughout California, collecting stories and photographs among the
migrant farm workers. They originally planned a picture-and-text book
about migrant workers, but a few months after the Visalia flood,
Steinbeck backed out of the project, explaining that he planned to write
a novel instead.

Woody Guthrie's music enters the class next. Guthrie, the Depres-
sion-era folk singer known best for "This Land is Your Land," grew up
in Oklahoma and, like the Toad family in Grapes, was displaced from
the land and migrated to California. Guthrie gave voice to the struggles
of migrant families with his songs and saw himself as one of "the
people." He rewrote religious hymns and popular songs with lyrics
rooted in the viewpoint of those who suffered most during the Depres-
sion. With lines like, "I'm just a wandering worker, I go from town to
town / And police make it hard / Wherever I may go / And I ain't got
no home in this world anymore" and "Rich man took my home and
drove me from my door / My wife took down and died, upon the cabin
floor," he called attention to the suffering of migrant workers (Klein 118
and 124). In March 1940, a few months after Grapes was published,
Guthrie sang at a "Grapes of Wrath" benefit sponsored by the John
Steinbeck Committee for Agricultural Workers in New York. In addi-
tion to developing support for migrant workers, this concert introduced
folk music, and Woody Guthrie in particular, to a mainstream audience,
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so that his protest songs began to enter the popular consciousness at
the same time that Grapes was emerging as a best-seller.

Later in 1940, Steinbeck wrote this description of Guthrie as part
of an introduction to a book of protest songs:

Harsh voiced and nasal, his guitar hanging like a tire iron on a
rusty rim, there is nothing sweet about Woody, and there is noth-
ing sweet about the songs he sings. But there is something more
important for those who will listen. There is the will of the people
to endure and fight against oppression. I think we call this the
American spirit. (qtd. in Klein 118)

Listening to some of Guthrie's lyrics in his harsh voice offers my stu-
dents another version of the story told by the photographs of Lange and
Bristol. In addition to providing my students with some background
on Guthrie, I ask them to compare the visual and musical versions of
the migrants' stories with questions such as "What differences and simi-
larities do you notice between the two stories?" and "What, if any, sig-
nificance do you attach to Guthrie's life experience as compared with
Lange and Bristol, who looked at migrant families from the other side
of a camera?"

The next texts I share with the class are drawn from The Harvest
Gypsies, the collection of seven essays Steinbeck wrote for the San Fran-
cisco News in 1936. In addition to observations drawn from his travels
to migrant worker camps with Tom Collins, manager of the first gov-
ernment camp for migrants, Steinbeck drew upon the reports that
Collins submitted to the Resettlement Administration and upon docu-
ments collected by the Farm Security Administration. We talk about the
interaction of Lange's photographs with Steinbeck's words in this se-
ries, and look again at the image of the nursing mother that appeared
on the cover of the 1938 collection Their Blood Is Strong, the volume in
which Steinbeck's seven essays were first collected. We pay particular
attention to the choice of Lange's photograph for the cover and to the
implications of the title, given that the migrant labor force included
Mexicans and Asians as well as White people from Oklahoma. We
speculate about why the later edition of the same collection of essays
changed the title to Harvest Gypsies. The class is occupied by questions
about the imagined audience for Their Blood Is Strong, the goals for its
publication, and the effects it might have had.

Turning to the language of these essays, we look at the way
Steinbeck describes the migrants. Careful to distinguish them from the
Filipino, Japanese, and Mexican people who preceded them, he writes,
"It should be understood that with this new race the old methods of
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starvation wages, of jailing, beating, and intimidation are not going to
work; these are American people" (Gypsies 22-23). I ask my students to
consider what Steinbeck means by "American" here. We look at his use
of quotations such as this one from a young boy he interviewed in a
squatters' camp: "When they need us they call us migrants, but when
we have picked their crops, we're bums and we got to get out" (23-24).
We discuss the impact of the food eaten by migrants: "when the family
is making money . . . biscuits, fried potatoes, dandelion greens, pears . . .

dinners during lay-offs . . . oatmeal mush" (49).
We continue looking at the relationship between images and

words in the photojournalism of publications like Life magazine, where
Horace Bristol published much of his work, and in books like Agee and
Evans's Let Us Now Praise Famous Men: Three Tenant Families. We also
consider documentary films and look at clips from Pare Lorentz's The
Plow that Broke the Plains (1936). Lorentz, who helped transform the
American documentary, was a friend and collaborator of Steinbeck's.
They shared an interest in calling attention to the plight of migrant farm
workers. Lorentz read and praised early chapters of Grapes, and, for a
time, they considered working together on a film about migrants. Even-
tually, however, Steinbeck withdrew, as he had from Bristol.

We compare the story Lorentz tells in The Plow with those told
by the photographs, music, and essays we have already examined. In
turn, we consider an account that begins, "It will be interesting to trace
the history of one family in relation to medicine, work relief, and direct
relief. The family consisted of five persons, a man of 50, his wife of 45,
two boys, 15 and 12, and a girl of six. They came from Oklahoma, where
the father operated a little ranch of 50 acres of prairie" (Gypsies 46). This
story goes on to recount the father's injury, the daughter's illness and sub-
sequent loss of eyesight, the older son's death from a burst appendix,
the truck's being sold for food money, and the father's loss of his job.

By this time students have begun to understand the depth of the
material that was available to Steinbeck as well as the multiple ways in
which the stories of homeless migrants were told. With this background,
we turn to the novel itself. I provide a little information on its recep-
tion, highlighting the controversy that Grapes aroused when it was pub-
lished in 1939, including quotations from both critics and fans. Com-
paring these readings of Grapes with quotations from newspapers that
attacked it as dangerous and untrue, with descriptions of it as obscene,
and with words of praise from President Franklin Delano Roosevelt,
Eleanor Roosevelt, and author Upton Sinclair (see Wyatt 3) leads students
to see the heightened emotions that Grapes aroused. This information
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on initial responses to Grapes, in combination with some of Steinbeck's
own expressions of uncertainty about whether Grapes should be fiction
or nonfiction, shows the challenges faced by the book and its author
often a revelation for students accustomed to thinking of canonical
American literature as uncontroversial.

In reading the novel, we look, of course, at the alternating ac-
counts of the Joad family and of the forces that surround them, and I
ask my students to consider how the two stories work together, what
each contributes to our understanding, and how each connects with the
other versions of the story we have already considered. We look, for
example, at a sentence like "suddenly the road will be filled with open
rattletrap cars loaded with children and with dirty bedding, with fire-
blackened utensils" (Gypsies 19), comparing it with the description of
the Joads' household goods in Chapter 10 of Grapes. We compare the
listed diets of migrants with the Grapes account of the Joads eating stew
in Chapter 20. We look at Casy's union organizing in Chapter 26 in light
of Guthrie's lyrics as well as sentences like this from Gypsies: "The mi-
grants are hated [because] . . . if they are allowed to organize they can,
simply by refusing to work, wipe out the season's crops" (30).

John Ford's 1940 film of Grapes provides another text to pair with
the novel. Available on video, it offers a different representation of the
homeless migrants whose story we have seen in multiple versions. Stu-
dents usually begin by observing the differences between the film and
the novel, noting features such as the change in the ending; the omis-
sion of sexuality in the lives of Al, Rose of Sharon, and Connie; and even
small details like the shifts in language and in the keepsakes Ma Joad
fingers before the family leaves the farm. From there, conversation of-
ten moves to issues of genre, of what is and is not possible in a film,
and of how Ford uses the resources of camera angles, documentary, and
more intimate styles, as well as powerful imagery, like the woman ac-
cidentally shot in Hooverville.

One good place to start is the introduction of Tom load in both
film and novel. We begin by looking at Chapter 2, paying particular
attention to the novel's description of Tom in his ill-fitting new clothes,
the conversation he has with the truck driver, and the references to the
landscape they pass. Turning to the film, we consider Ford's use of long
shots and shadows to render Tom as a threatening figure and talk about
why Ford might have chosen to portray Tom this way. Fast-forwarding
to the end, we discuss Ford's portrayal of Tom in the final scenes, and,
of course, we consider what is gained and lost by the different endings
of the novel and film.
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The genre of photojournalism reenters the classroom as we turn
to Dale Maharidge and Michael Williamson's Journey to Nowhere: The
Saga of the New Underclass (1985). In addition to showing that Steinbeck's
story of people displaced by social and environmental change contin-
ues to be retold, this book reminds students that the social problems
illustrated in Grapes did not magically disappear in 1940. For students
living in relatively protected circumstances, the Maharidge-Williamson
accounts of families living in tents and of individuals unable to find
work often come as disturbing surprises. Like Steinbeck, Maharidge and
Williamson spent several years following the lives of people driven from
their homes by unemployment, but the 1980s focus was on the closing
of steel mills rather than drought in farmlands. Maharidge and
Williamson traveled with jobless and homeless people who left Young-
stown, Ohio, to find work. I tell my students that Maharidge had
Steinbeck in mind when he wrote Journey, and we compare some of its
images and text with selections from Gypsies and Grapes.

The final text in this long series of pairs is another musical one,
Bruce Springsteen's 1995 CD The Ghost of Tom Joad. In an interview,
Springsteen explained that after someone gave him a copy of Journey to
Nowhere, he stayed up all night reading it. Two of the songs on the
Springsteen CD, "Youngstown" and "The New Timer," refer directly to
Journey, but the title song owes its origins to Grapes. As the class listens
to Springsteen's account of Tom Joad, we talk about it in relation to
Woody Guthrie, the photographs of Lange and Bristol, Lorentz's and
Ford's films, the journalism of Steinbeck and Maharidge, and, of course,
Grapes.

Pairing or connecting this array of textsvisual, verbal, and
oralshows students how many different ways a story can be told. One
student wrote in her reading log as we finished with Grapes, "I see so
many layers to this novel now. It combines history, geography, econom-
ics, and all kinds of social issues, and it's still a good book." This more
complicated understanding of how a novel develops and the many
materials that feed into it gives students a broader perspective on the
research that is frequently part of fiction writing. Many find it reassur-
ing to know that a writer like Steinbeck didn't just sit down and write
Grapes; they take comfort in knowing that he drew upon interviews,
reports, and pictures as well as his own imagination.

Because this unit of instruction introduces students to so many
different versions of the same story, they come away from it ready to
compose yet another account of the plight of displaced and/or home-
less people. Soup kitchens, shelters, social service agencies, churches,
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and street corners, along with libraries and the Internet, offer resources
for their composing. Given the freedom to choose from the various kinds
of texts studied, students produce songs, essays, photographs, videos,
photojournalism, and fiction that represents their own investigation into
and understanding of families like the joads. I find their final products
interesting and informative to read. Best of all, since I began using this
way of pairing texts, I have not had a student echo Scott's comment that
reading discouraged him as a writer.
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V Professional Learning;
or, What Happens When
Teachers Ask, "What
Happens When . .

? 55

Jeremy Wells
Indiana University

One of the things that contributes to the success of collaboration between
veteran and new teachers is a willingness to share experiences. New
teachers bring fresh experiences, expectations, and approaches to litera-
ture, opening up new avenues for inquiry and reshaping the teaching
in exciting ways. It can be a nice trade-off. In the summer of 1999, this
notion of synergy between novice and veteran teachers was put to a test
and produced noteworthy results. Going around the room and intro-
ducing ourselves on the first day of a summer workshop, we learned
that among our first-timers were two teachers who worked in special
education, two who taught science, and one who taught social studies.
We also included middle school teachers, and we could count among
our numbers a teacher who worked in elementary education, as well
as graduate assistants and a university professor.

Together, we were working to expand the literary canon beyond
the "classics"; to read more minority and women writers; to think about
the theories that undergirded our approaches to texts; to consider liter-
ary works in historical context; and to attempt other, similarly "expan-
sive" ventures. Yet we weren't so much interested in historicizing the
Pythagorean Theorem, deconstructing the difference between igneous
and sedimentary rocks, or imagining new ways of teaching the bicam-
eral legislature.

It surely occurred to each of us on that first day that we were an
odd bunch, and, admittedly, the introduction of new subjects and new
grade levels made the going a bit rocky at first. By the end of the first
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week, however, we had come to concern ourselves with a different set
of questionsquestions that had less to do with differences that sepa-
rated us and more to do with what we had to learn from each other.
How, for example, could we make available to a fifth grader the idea
that was central to our projectthat the category "American" was not
a single, stable, eternal thing? What did the elementary school teacher
have to teach the rest of us in turn about pedagogical process and stu-
dent resistance? What would happen to the science and social studies
teachers' classrooms if they started to think about the "literariness" of
the texts they were using? What would happen if they tried to get their
students working together with first-year college students on a subject
both had been studying? What happens when these college students
get the opportunity to become teachers? How does it affect their con-
ceptions of what it means to teach? To learn? Above alland in keep-
ing with the central terms of the projectwhat happens when we ad-
mit teachers outside of English and language arts departments into the
process of making and remaking the language arts classroom in gen-
eral and American literatures in particular?

"What happens when . ?" thus became a kind of refrain during
our two weeks together. It could even be said to be our motto, for so
much of our time involved the kind of speculative, suppositional, even
hazardous thinking inherent in the words. What does happen when . . . ?
It's a question teachers do not always have the luxury of asking. This is
especially true of the K-12 teachers who teach several classes each day,
serve as yearbook advisor, help out with the school play, prepare stu-
dents for standardized tests, chaperone the prom, and, presumably, lead
lives of their own that they must attend to from time to time. For these
teachers especially, the questions are often much more immediate: What
are we going to do tomorrow, and how will we do it? We afforded our-
selves the luxurious space to consider the speculative questions (What
happens when . . . ? What if . . . ? Why do it this way?) alongside the
more material, more immediate ones (How will we do it? When will
we do it?). So, too, for the college teachers, for if the university, by de-
sign, offers a bit more space and time for reflection and revision, we
nonetheless came to think about the material conditions of teaching and
learning in ways to which we are not always accustomed. Too often,
we occupy ourselves with abstract questions of how we're going to in-
troduce the topic of race into our discussion of The Scarlet Letter, or co-
lonialism into discussion of Moby-Dick, or sexuality into discussion of
The Color Purple, or linguistic failure into discussion of, Arieland we
do these things without asking our students how much poetry they had
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studied before college, how much African American literature they had
encountered, whether they liked Hawthorne when they first read him,
or whether they still read him in high school at all.

The essays in this section comment in various ways on the types
of professional learning that professional collaboration affords. This
section features essays by authors including a high school teacher and
two former University of Michigan Ph.D. students. These pieces offer
different perspectives on how collaboration can shape one's teaching
and one's self-understanding as an educator and lead to significant pro-
fessional development and reform. They also suggest the wide range
of insights and even feelings that participation in this type of project
can yield, from exhilaration and heightened awareness to productive
confusion to real frustration. Diverse as they are in both subject matter
and tone, the essays are nonetheless linked by the question, "What hap-
pens when . . . ?"

This question is central to Jennifer Buehler's essay "When It
Doesn't All Go Smoothly." An English teacher at Plymouth Canton High
School in Canton, Michigan, Buehler describes what happened when
her enthusiasm and her revolutionary intentions ran headlong into the
exigencies of school teaching. She left the workshop ready to become a
visionary, but, as she says early on in her essay, she soon felt like she
"couldn't see." Many of her students were reluctant to read, and of those
who did, many did not know how to read closely or to write cogently
about their responses to the texts. Buehler thus found herself pulled by
several competing imperatives: trying to excite students into becoming
readers versus having to threaten them with bad grades if they don't,
for example; or trying to get students to think critically about any text,
regardless of whether it's a "classic," versus teaching them that some
texts are more important than others. As such, her essay represents an
important deviation from published scholarship on teaching, much of
which ignores or quickly glosses over the frustrations in order to cel-
ebrate the successes and moments of inspiration. At the end of her es-
say, Buehler offers a list of the practical lessons she has gleaned from
her experiences. In addition to providing guideposts to teachers who
would follow her example, the list reveals that, very often, it's the frus-
trating moments that can prove the most educational of all.

Buehler's essay ends by quoting a fellow project participant who
once observed that "making American literatures" is all about making
teaching harder, and hence more valuable, than it has been before. By
coincidence, Michael Sowder and I conclude our essay "Ex Libris:
Graduate Student Collaborations with High School Teachers" with the
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same quotation. We note that the harder high school teachers make it
for themselves and their students, the harder it's going to become for
us to think of ourselves as revolutionaries who open our students' eyes
to issues of close reading, literary history and historicity, feminism and
multiculturalism, and so forth. "Ex Libris" discusses what happens
when graduate student teachers pull their noses out of their books and
library cubicles long enough to think of themselves as part of a much
larger community of teaching language, literature, and writing. Both
former Ph.D. students at the University of Michigan, Sowder and I enu-
merate the benefits that graduate students have enjoyed as a result of
participation in the project. Some of these were obvious and expected,
such as learning about the nuts and bolts of each others' classrooms and
being able to share specific assignments and teaching strategies. Other
benefits caught us a bit more by surprise, such as learning that the work
we do as graduate students might actually have an audience (and, fan-
tasy of all fantasies, an impact) outside of the academy. Paraphrasing a
poet's description of publishing a book, we liken "our solitary efforts"
as scholars and teachers to "dropping a petal into the Grand Canyon
and waiting to hear it hit bottom." We learned that the work we do can
have a resonancethat, figuratively speaking, it can echooutside of
the walls of the university.
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18 When It Doesn't All
Go Smoothly
Jennifer Buehler
Plymouth Canton High School, Canton, Michigan

At some point in the fall semester, I realized I was driving with-
out a road map in my tenth-grade American literature class. I
couldn't see. I had thought that I knew what I was doing, and

that I knew my students. A number of my sophomores had previously
been in my ninth-grade reading and writing workshop, and I was de-
lighted to have them back. I had made a commitment to broadening the
selection of texts in my classroom to include voices previously unheard
in our readings. My students were going to write a range of original
works in response to the literature. If all of this went well and, if my
enthusiasm lasted, we might conduct research in the University of
Michigan archives. If I got a grant from the local arts council, we could
have a local drama troupe come out and take us through a role-play
reenactment of the Underground Railroad. I had started out with no idea
what would really happen during that school year, but I had known that
we faced exciting possibilities.

I had settled on an organizing principle for the curriculum
gleaned from one of the articles I read during the summer as a work-
shop participant in the Making American Literatures project (see the
Introduction for a description of this project). I would organize the read-
ings around historical contact zones, moments in which voices of dif-
ferent groups in society came together around a contested issue. The
historical backdrop I wanted to create required that I embark alone into
an interdisciplinary model since I was not already part of a teaching
team, but I was willing. On the beach in August after our workshop
ended, I read A People's History of the United States by Howard Zinn, try-
ing to brush up on history and get a better handle on who the compet-
ing voices in those contact zones might be. The article I had read on
contact zones didn't come with an accompanying syllabus, but I didn't
mind. Every year in August I tell myself I will reinvent the wheel in the
interest of creating a class better than any I've taught before. The prob-
lem was, that article was written by a college, professor for a college
audience, and I found myself in over my head soon after school started.
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Plunging In

One of the most embarrassing moments of the school year can be par-
ent open house. It's always the Thursday of the second week of school,
and I always want to make a good impression, providing an overview
of the material I'll teach and my approach for the year, and identifying
the things I hope the students will be able to do by the end of the course.
After open house I usually feel I have spoken pretty well. I hope to con-
vey the impression that the course will be both challenging and acces-
sible for students, that I am enthusiastic and that they're getting cut-
ting-edge teaching. The embarrassing part is not what happens at open
house, but what happens after. Around midwinter I begin to imagine
all the parents sitting at home, charting lists of what I said their chil-
dren would do at open house against what we have actually done, and
the gaps between the two imaginary lists mortify me.

In the fall, I told the parents about the contact zone concept for
studying American literature. I also told them that I was committed to
developing readers in my classroom, so that, as in the ninth-grade read-
ing workshop, students would have some choice in their reading, but
this year the choices would be linked to core books that we all read in
class together, such as The Crucible and The Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn. I held up books that I had bought at Borders just before school
startedyoung adult novels, literature for adults, nonfiction, and
children's picture books set in historical periods from the Salem witch
trials to the Civil War. I had A Break With Charity by Ann Rinaldi and
The Slave Dancer by Paula Fox. I had I, Tituba, Black Witch of Salem by
Maryse Conde, an adult novel. I had From Slave Ship to Freedom Road, a
picture book by Julius Lester that posed "What would you do?" ques-
tions about slavery to young readers. I had a book of drawings called
The Middle Passage in which Tom Feelings portrayed what it would be
like to come across the ocean packed in a slave ship. My assortment of
books was hastily assembled, but I believed that I would find a struc-
ture for using the books and expand the collection as the school year
continued. I thought it was enough for me to be making this important
effort to broaden whose American experience gets talked about and to
position students as active readers by providing a choice of texts in a
variety of genres and ability levels. We were still starting from the tra-
ditional place of peoples coming to America and we were still prepar-
ing to move chronologically through history, but I believed we would
be breaking new ground.

There were problems, however, and they were deep-seated ones
that only needed time to come out. I planned to begin by having stu-
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dents choose excerpts from contemporary American novels and mem-
oirs to read in literature circles. This activity would introduce some of
the guiding principles of the course: choice in reading selections, stu-
dent-centered discussion groups, and a diversity of American experi-
ences represented in literature. Students seemed to listen with interest
as I ran down the choices in brief book talks. They could find out about
an assembly line worker in Rivethead (Hamper), the daughter of a Black
father and an American Indian mother in Yellow Raft in Blue Water
(Dorris), the son of a Holocaust survivor in Maus (Spiegelman), a Black
teenage girl in Sugar in the Raw (Carroll), Mexican immigrants in The
House on Mango Street (Cisneros), or a Japanese American woman in The
Dream of Water (Mori). They chose their texts and formed their groups,
and we were off to a good start.

Right away, however, problems emerged. I had asked the students
to react to the reading in their notebooks, which would contain re-
sponses to literature and, I hoped, ideas for writing throughout the year.
I didn't give them a specific prompt, though, and I didn't model what
a good response looks like. We didn't talk about close reading of the
text, incorporating quotes into the response, or reading to emerge with
a point of view about the text and a readiness for discussion. I didn't
even have students prepare discussion questions or literature circle roles
for their groups. As a result, some students read those packets I had so
carefully assembled, and some did not. Some groups discussedthe
fourth-hour conversation over Sugar in the Raw extended into lunch, and
fifth-hour students from the same lunch table came in charged up and
ready to talk about that passage. Other groups were disengaged and
inattentive, unable to get a conversation going. Even so, when the
groups reported back to the whole class about their discussions, we
heard a number of thoughtful comments about the narrators they had
met and the kinds of American lives they had been exposed to.

We changed gears abruptly after that. I liked what we had done
for the most part, in spite of the flaws in my approach and the uneven-
ness of the kids' skill and engagement, but with the framework I had in
mind, those first literature circles were a prelude to the real curriculum.
We needed to get into The Crucible, and I wanted to find a way for us to
examine the experiences of a diverse range of early Americans using a
similar model. I turned to McDougal Littell's The Language of Literature:
American Literature and chose excerpts from Of Plymouth Plantation, The
Interesting Life of Olaudah Equiano, Women and Children First, and Blue
Highways. Of course, Blue Highways is in no way about early Americans,
yet I chose it because I wanted to pay attention to the experiences of
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American Indians and I was more comfortable discussing a contempo-
rary piece than a folktale, a creation story, or a song. In an attempt to
focus on images as texts and elicit responses from students to nonprint
sources, we also looked at and wrote about Tom Feelings's drawings
from The Middle Passage. Alongside our whole-class readings of these
texts, I asked students in their existing literature circle groups to research
in more depth the experience of one kind of early American, then cre-
ate a first-person narrative to be presented orally in the voice of that
early American. I handed out a list of American literature Web sites from
our Making American Literatures summer workshop group, hoping
it would lead kids to sites containing archives, photos, and audio
selections.

Once again, I thought I was onto something good. We found nar-
ratives by slaves taken from Africa on slave ships, by American Indi-
ans in the New England forest, and by colonists on Plymouth Planta-
tion. We were still paying attention to the multiplicity of American ex-
periences. Students used what they had learned and wrote about it in
original voices, taking center stage to demonstrate their knowledge and
creativity. Looking back on that project, though, now I see the ways in
which we stumbled. Much of the students' research was terrible. I made
a chart that students used to report which sources supported which
pieces of information in their narratives. That turned out to be a weak
tool. It was not enough to prevent them from doing cursory research
for narratives based on superficial understandings of their subjects. I
think one group out of two classes used the Web sites I listed. Embar-
rassingly, too much of their research came from an encyclopedia. I took
photographs of the speakers and made audio recordings on presenta-
tion day, but I never shared those with anyone. The students never asked
for them, either. I knew by then that what we were doing sounded bet-
ter than it actually was.

We rounded out the first marking period by listening to The Cru-
cible on audiotape and watching the Nicholas Hytner film version. I
began having students use their notebooks to write more focused re-
sponses to what they read and heard, but some students still failed the
test at the end because they couldn't explain the significance of the
quotes I provided or write essays using evidence from the text. The
deficiencies I saw on that test were evidence that my students needed
both greater skill for writing about literature and deeper engagement
with the subject matter, but I couldn't stop and reassess my plans at
that point. Instead, I asked students to spend the last three weeks of
the marking period finishing what I had set out for us to do in the
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beginning. They were to read a book of their choice from the small col-
lection I had assembled about early America and also develop original
writing in any genre that linked to the issues we had examined relating
to early Americans.

Students met again in their literature circles to discuss their read-
ing and share their writing, but some groups had read the same text
while others were reading a variety of different texts. I had bought
multiple copies of books when I could, but I had limited control over
the collection because I had bought what was on the shelves of the lo-
cal bookstores rather than ordering ahead. I rationalized this by think-
ing of my purchase as the seed for a much larger American literature
classroom library similar to the young adult one I have for the ninth
graders, but it was a weak rationalization for a last-minute purchase.
Consequently, giving directions for literature circles was a disasterI
didn't know what to tell students to talk about, and they hadn't been
trained to talk well independently. I told myself it didn't matter since
those discussions are supposed to arise from student interest, but that
was an excuse for a poorly planned activity. When the marking period
finally ended, students turned in portfolios that contained their re-
sponses to independent reading (many had not read the books) and their
writing about early Americans, which consisted mostly of five-para-
graph essays, diary entries, poetry, and epilogues to The Crucible. I
graded those portfolios using a rubric I had designed (but never fully
explained) to evaluate their work for the marking period. When I turned
in grades, I felt exhausted, and there were still three marking periods
to go.

Pulling Back
As the year went on, I backed off significantly from the approach I had
used in the fall. The idea of contact zones fell by the wayside, as I real-
ized I simply did not know enough to create that syllabus on my own.
We returned to traditional units on the novels that tend to be taught
every year in the American literature course at my school, and day af-
ter day I emphasized individual written response to the text but also
close reading of certain scenes as a whole class. Students read The Ad-
ventures of Huckleberry Finn next, but again they read badly. Even though
they wrote responses to the reading several times each week; even
though they met regularly in literature circles to discuss their reactions
to the book; and even though we discussed the significance of certain
scenes and quotes in detail, large numbers of kids failed the test. It was
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clear from the vagueness of their essays and their inability to put quotes
in context that, again, many had not read the book. While this should
have come as no surprise to me, it did. I discovered that I now had two
problems on my hands. The problems in my approach to the course
design paled in comparison to the students' problems as readers. They
didn't read; they read but didn't finish; they read but fell behind; they
read but not closely. I was so disappointed in their indifference as read-
ers that I decided to make reading well the focus of the course, and that
decision set us on our path for the rest of the year.

We went on to read excerpts from Walden and full works includ-
ing Salinger 's The Catcher in the Rye, Kesey's One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest, Wright's Native Son, and Wilder 's Our Town. Students filled hun-
dreds of pages in their notebooks, never answering study questions,
even though some kids wanted themattempting day after day to ar-
ticulate some original reaction to issues they identified as important in
the text. I asked students to underline quotes that seemed significant in
the reading, and we talked about those quotes in class. Gradually quotes
started showing up more often in their responses. Their literature circle
questions began to focus on specific passages and scenes. Our discus-
sions got better, and sometimes I knew it was because I had shown the
kids ways to be better readers. Sometimes it was because I'd found the
right questions to challenge and engage them. From time to time we
watched movies as introductions to the readings: Dead Poets Society in-
troduced Walden, and Rebel without a Cause introduced The Catcher in the
Rye. We would finish a book and spend two days writing about quotes
and thematic issues on the test, and on the third day I would be ready
to hand them the next novel. In the spring, kids began commenting on
how much they had readmore full-length books than their friends in
other sections, they told me. This surprised me. I look back and count
six complete works that we read as a whole class, along with anthol-
ogy excerpts, independent reading, and films. Students created a couple
of pieces of writing for their portfolios during each marking period, most
of them creative writing and personal essays. To me that seems small.
Why to some students did it seem big?

Putting My Thinking on the Table
I know that when I set out to teach American literature in the fall, I gave
myself a tall order. The most effective and realistic classroom change is
usually incremental, but I plunged into change wholesale, thinking that
the momentum I'd gain from trying a new approach with my students
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would carry me through to the end of the year. I thought I could keep
inventing change as I went, disregarding what I already knew about
how tired teachers get as the year wears on.

I realize now that, before anything else, I have to balance my de-
sire for change with an ongoing and careful assessment of what my stu-
dents can do. Things began to fall apart in my mind when I saw that
the student-centered activities I'd tried to design did not prepare kids
to demonstrate the skills of reading and writing about literature which
I still wanted to measure on the tests. If students read literature but could
say nothing insightful or specific about it, then something needed to
change in my approach. Not only were kids not insightful about litera-
ture; many kids just weren't reading. As I began considering the uneven-
ness of my students' skill levels and motivation, I arrived at the two
questions I should have been asking all along: What is the purpose of
an American literature class, and what should students be able to do
once they've read the literature? These are obvious questions and they
certainly get bandied about my department each year, but we never
come to a consensus on the answers. Inconclusive discussions have al-
lowed us to keep doing what we've always done in our classes, some-
times because that's easiest and sometimes because that's what feels
most comfortable. As a result, there are as many ways of teaching Ameri-
can literature in my department as there are teachers who teach it, and
kids get entirely different experiences of the course depending on the
teacher of their section.

I've been a listener during many debates among my colleagues
about the American literature class. They would disagree over whether
to teach the course chronologically or thematically; whether to read
"dead White men" or multicultural authors; whether to study history
through these texts or study the texts themselves; whether to build cul-
tural literacy or produce more tolerant Americans. I usually kept a low
profile in these debates, as I was trying to figure out what I believed:
whether the American literature course should be a multicultural en-
deavor or should be focused on the canonical tradition. In the Making
American Literatures summer workshop, my inquiry group's task was
to address the issue of silenced and marginalized voices in American
literature. Throughout our discussions during those two weeks, the need
to include those silenced voices on our reading lists became a given to
me, and our conversations primarily addressed the kinds of opposition
we might face in our departments on the subject of broadening the
canon.
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What we should read became my biggest concern in the weeks
when school was starting. I was painfully conscious of the girls, the Fili-
pinos, the Koreans, the Indians, the Pakistanis, the Blacks, and the work-
ing-class students in my room, and I thought nothing was more impor-
tant than choosing readings which included characters who resembled
my students. It took a while for me to realize that the reading list mat-
tered far less if my students were unprepared to be engaged as read-
ersor worse, didn't bother to read. By the third marking period, I
stopped feeling so bad about what I wasn't doing to draw kids in, and
I decided I just needed sharper teeth in my grading policies. My rubric
was allowing kids to pass because "they did all the work," even if their
work was extremely poor in quality. I resolved that if a student failed
both tests during the marking periodalways open-book, open-note,
essay and quote-interpretation teststhen he or she would fail for the
marking period. I had to laugh bitterly when my vexation over the teach-
ing of American literature ultimately came down to a rule about what
you had to do to pass. More kids started reading the books after I made
that policy.

Communicating to students what it meant to be engaged as read-
ers and how to demonstrate engagement was a harder problem to solve.
It's common that students are expected to read a chapter and answer
study questions, or read a novel and write a five-paragraph essay on
the theme. I wanted my students to develop the skills involved in do-
ing those assignments, but those weren't the assignments I wanted to
give. Rather than focus on study questions, I wanted students to fill their
notebooks with responses that would demand independent thinking
and push them to find the significance in what they had read. I would
guide them to find meaning, but I wanted the process to begin with the
students. I wanted my students to write essays, but I didn't want es-
says to be the only kind of writing we did. I settled for open-book, open-
note essay writing on the tests while students generated draft-writing
approaches of their own (based on minilessons by me) for their portfo-
lios. They wrote parodies of The Catcher in the Rye and modern-day
Huckleberry Finn stories in the vein of Rule of the Bone by Russell Banks.
They wrote dialogues, vignettes, and editorials. They co-authored drafts.
Their work was uneven, but at least I wasn't reading thirty drafts of the
same paper at the end of each novel.

Students couldn't be engaged as readers, however, if they were
unable (or unwilling) to read the material I gave them. My students are not
illiterate, but most are not sophisticated readers, either. Reading compre-
hension ranges widely among the tenth graders in my heterogeneous
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classes, and, when I ask students to read tough "classics" like Gatsby or
Huckleberry Finn, I want them to do more than just comprehend or
struggle to get through the assigned pages. Students are supposed to
read deeply, to find symbolism, to pick up on social criticism. Ideally,
at times they will even find themselves in the pages they are reading.
Not everyone is able to do this. If the reading is on a high level and is
assigned in large chunks each day, it is no wonder that my students fall
behind, fall asleep, or read and don't remember anything. If students
have never been hooked on reading or immersed in a book they love, it
is unlikely that they will be developmentally ready to read the classic
American novels I am prepared to presentnovels that were written
for adults, not teens.

I have been an avid reader of young adult literature for years,
and much of what my ninth graders read is young adult literature in
the reading workshop. For some reason, I had never found a way to
incorporate young adult books into my American literature course. After
the summer workshop, however, I realized how imbalanced and, for
some, inaccessible, my American literature reading list had been, and
how much it could be helped by the addition of young adult literature.
I've done some research on teenage readers; G. Robert Carlsen's work
in Books and the Teenage Reader gave me a sense of how young readers
become more sophisticated over time and how gradual that process is.
Developing readers move through stages, beginning in elementary
school by reading for sheer pleasure and becoming unconsciously ab-
sorbed in the story. Around middle school, students who have read well
for pleasure are ready to begin reading for a different purposeto experi-
ence vicariously the worlds their characters inhabit. By ninth grade, teen-
agers who spend most of their time thinking about themselves begin
reading literature to meet people like them and to discover characters
in situations similar to their own. It is not until students reach the high-
est stages of reading development that they begin reading to grapple
with philosophical issues and to appreciate the aesthetics of the text.

These stages are not discrete units; rather, they provide overlap-
ping satisfactions in reading, and, in the classroom, students are sure
to be reading at different stages. Some students may be so weak as read-
ers that they have never experienced the early stages. By expecting
young high school students to read only classic novels, and by expect-
ing them to read primarily on the philosophical and aesthetic levels
which most readers don't reach until the end of high school or the be-
ginning of college, we are fighting a losing battle with a large number
of students in our classes. Everyone loses.
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I have known each year I've taught that the books we read as a
whole class were too hard for some, that the pace was too fast for oth-
ers, that the books were at times too long, and that the issues the books
addressed were often too abstract or remote from the students' lives to
generate real engagement. Still I kept assigning the classics, thinking
there were certain books that kids had to read if they were going to say
they had taken an American literature class. I felt backed into a corner
by my own ultimatum, but I was determined to keep assigning those
books until kids toughened up and learned to read them. I'm afraidnow
that my rigid beliefs merely set kids up to fail, or to come back later and
tell me they never read the books I assigned.

As a result, I am no longer sure of what I thought at firstthat
the central purpose of an American literature class is to deliver the clas-
sical literary canon to teenagersand my uncertainty places me in a
terrible dilemma. It puts me at odds with many of my colleagues in the
English department, who focus almost exclusively on the canon, teach-
ers who have far more experience than I do. It puts me at odds withmy
own academic training, at least that which I received in high school,
where we were assigned Hawthorne, Hemingway, Fitzgerald, Faulkner,
and Dreiser, although, even in that advanced level program, not all the
students read the books. My uncertainty also places me in a standoff
with those advocates of cultural literacy who speak so convincingly
about our students' lack of knowledge and the need to "fill them up"
with literature.

My undergraduate training in American studies, however, tells
me different. The American studies program at Yale University placed
differences of race, class, and gender at the heart of all our discussions
about American life. Texts included novels as well as diaries, photo-
graphs, films, paintings, and musical works, and we also did "readings"
of material culture such as furniture and other physical artifacts of
American life. The canon was something we approached critically, and
we sought not only to challenge but also to expand it in the interest of
emerging with a more complex picture of American culture. It was ex-
hilarating work which taught me to approach reading in a new way,
and items that once seemed innocuous, like magazine advertisements,
became texts for study.

It seems that I forgot this complex and expanded approach to read-
ing and to American literature when I became a high school teacher. In
the desire to adapt my ideas to the American literature classes my col-
leagues were already teaching, I returned to the notion that some texts
are more important than others, and that the delivery system of pouring
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literature into my students' heads was what teaching American litera-
ture was all about. My students resisted. Their resistance provided me
with clues for further rethinking of my teaching. I can't expect to keep
kids engaged, or to transform their ideas about texts and reading, if we
only study the classics.

Now I am striving for more of a balance in what we read and in
how we read it. I still want to expose my students to some "classics" so
they will have read books that "culturally literate" people know about.
But I am willing to weigh those books now with other kinds of reading
that students may find more accessibleincluding, but not limited to,
young adult novelswhich I hope will also broaden students' notions
of what it means to read. Recently, my class read Richard Wright's Na-
tive Son, a classic novel (albeit one that is not taught frequently in high
school), but we read it alongside the documentary film Hoop Dreams and
the National Public Radio audio diary "Ghetto Life 101," all of which
were set on the south side of Chicago. The grouping of these texts gave
us a more complex portrait of poverty and of African American life than
Wright's novel alone could have provided. The real people we encoun-
tered in the film and in the audio diary gave us a portrait of dignity and
hope in the face of adversity, which may have tempered the impressions
that students absorbed from reading about Bigger Thomas. Neither Hoop
Dreams nor "Ghetto Life 101" is part of the literary canon, but I think
they helped raise a greater range of issues than Wright's novel alone
could have, and they helped me to straddle the gulf that separates the
canon from more nontraditional texts.

I'm still in the process of negotiating and reconstructing my sense
of what American literature is supposed to be. In my evolving version
of the course, students may not read as many classics as we would like,
but I hope the ones we do read will be meaningfully grounded in a con-
text that challenges students' notions of the literary and of what counts
as literature. Regardless of the context, what we will do iskeep reading
all the time. Readers improve by being immersed in the act of reading.
If students read adolescent books, too, then maybe reading all the time
won't be so painful. Maybe at some points in the year they will be read-
ing for pleasure and to find characters who are like them. With that
groundwork laid and with help, maybe they can go on to read harder
books on a more sophisticated levelwhen they are ready for it. By the
end of the year, I hope to have helped empower students who will re-
member the things we read together, and, more important, I hope those
students will want to read something on their own in the future. I hope
their training in American literature will help them go on to approach
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reading, and the culture all around them, with greater sophistication
and engagement.

Determining what students should be able to do once they've read
the literature is an equally difficult challenge. Students in language arts
classes traditionally develop skills in reading, writing, listening, and
speaking. I keep those language arts strands in mind, but my real con-
cerns are about what assignments I should give, how I should evalu-
ate, and what we should spend class time doing. I still struggle with
those issues, but I have a clearer sense now than I did a year ago of the
experience I want to provide in my class. I also know a little more about
what kinds of standards I want to adhere to so students will not be able
to get away with coasting through the class by listening to the discus-
sions instead of reading the books.

Students should have to talk. If I provide good focus questions
and a framework for approaching the books, students should be re-
quired to express a thoughtful opinion about what they've read. They
should be able to refer to something they noticed in the reading and react
to something someone else has said. That kind of participation shouldn't
happen by chance or good will. It should be an expectation that every-
one will talk, and there should be a range of opportunities for that to
happen. Some days everyone should have to talk, even if it means go-
ing around the room for a single comment, read out ofa notebook, from
each person. Some days a group of students should run a discussion in
the center of the room while the class observes, forcing the small group
to sustain conversation on their own and allowing the others to follow
how a conversation can become engaged or how it can break down.
Some days students should meet in literature circlessmall groups that
remain consistent over timeto discuss in more detail the issues that
came up in whole-class discussions or in their notebooks. Those groups
should have to account for the discussion at some point to the whole
class, and they should be evaluated on how focused they are in their
group. Finally, whole-class discussions will help to pull all of us and
our thinking together, and they should happen periodically during our
reading of a book, but not every day. There should be elements on the
rubric to evaluate all these kinds of talk; that way, I can be sure that every
day or every week we hold a discussion, everyone is accountable for
saying something.

Students should write in meaningful ways. Responses in note-
books and analytical essays should be central, since future teachers will
expect my students to be able to organize evidence and argue effectively,
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but there should also be room for pieces of writing that students struc-
ture on their own. Again, they need a rubric and a sense of how those
pieces will be graded. What qualities or themes should those pieces of
writing have in common with what we just read? What kinds of writ-
ing about literature will best engage fellow readers? Carefully crafted
assignments that are designed at the outset to pull together paired texts
or foster development of certain skills and ideas are important, too.
There should be room in those assignments for flexibility, though, so
students won't feel like their work is expected to fit into a formula iden-
tical to everyone else's. Models for writing are necessary, as are instruc-
tions on process and craft. Writers need time to work in class in a fo-
cused environment where they can get help and write as part of a com-
munity. They need a chance to share what they've written during the
process and at the end. They may need a peer-response group. Maybe
they should be required to read finished work on stage using a micro-
phone. Maybe we should publish an in-class magazine. We (teachers)
raise the stakes when we require students to take risks even while we
go to great lengths to make it safe to do so.

I know there are many more things that my students can do be-
sides read, write, and talk about literature. I have tried some other kinds
of activities, some of which I liked a lot at the time: time capsules and
teenage diaries with Our Town, a Quaker reading with Blue Highways,
performances in the voices of early Americans, letters to the producers
of Hoop Dreams and "Ghetto Life 101," essays and narratives on each
student's own American identity. My students have also written them-
selves into the text of As I Lay Dying, interviewed people about coming
to America as a complement to reading immigrant literature, created
their own archives from junk in the family basement after visiting the
local historical society. The hard part is figuring out which activities are
worth doing and what they might add to the experience I want to help
students create in the course. Having a picture in my mind of who my
students are when I meet them in the fall, what I want them to do
throughout the year, and what I want them to be like as readers and
writers when we finish in the spring will make planning for a better
American literature class possible. I'm still straining my eyes to see a
clear outline of that picture. Maybe after another year of teaching Ameri-
can literature, I'll be able to write more definitively about my vision and
the real kids who came to give it life.

Only after struggling through a year of attempts at change do I
really understand that change is hard. Here is some of what I've learned:
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Lesson 1: Have the road map clearly laid out before school starts.
In the desire to change my curriculum immediately on the basis of what
I had learned in the Making American Literatures project, I thought I
could make up my syllabus as the year went on, but I found that ex-
haustion makes careful planning impossible. I made a chart in my note-
book starting with a circle around each of the anchor texts I generally
teach each year. Outside each circle, I wrote the titles of potentially re-
lated texts we could read alongside the anchor text. For instance, when
we read The Catcher in the Rye, we could also look at stories in young
adult novels of teenagers in conflict with the world around them, such
as Ellen in Finding My Voice (Lee), Jeremiah and Ellie in If You Come Softly
(Woodson), Hallie in Someone Like You (Dessen), or the real teenage girls
who wrote about their lives in the collection Ophelia Speaks (Shandler).

Thinking first about the texts I already teach and then building
in new texts around the anchors makes it easier for me to envision a
gradual reshaping of the curriculum. In the future I also hope to begin
each year with some broad focus questions that we'll use to approach
the course as a whole and each group of texts we read. I won't teach
the class chronologically, but good focus questions will provide us with
a different kind of structure, and the questions may help us find out what
these texts together are saying about the American society we live in.

Lesson 2: Buy just a few new texts at a time. Choosing a few new
texts that you know well is better than buying a huge stack of unfamil-
iar books that will sit untouched on the shelf all year. I learned that les-
son at the expense of a generous allotment of departmental book money.
None of the books I bought for independent reading in American lit-
erature went directly to wastemost of the titles were young adult
historical fiction, and when they didn't work well in the American lit-
erature course, I put them in the ninth-grade classroom library. But it
would have been more practical to spend the money on a class set of
one single text that I knew would pair well with an anchor text. The
problem was that I could never make up my mind on that one text.

Lesson 3: Know what you're going to do to teach reading. Just
because the students can read doesn't mean that they will read or that
they will read well. Know what you want students to do to demonstrate
a careful, thoughtful approach to reading. How will they learn the dif-
ference between a plot summary and an analytical reading response that
reveals insight? Will they keep a list of significant quotes as they read?
Will they write their own questions about significant moments in the
text? What can they do, besides taking a quiz, to demonstrate that they
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have done the reading? What other things can they "read" besides a
novel or a selection from the anthology? What do paintings, advertise-
ments, photographs, or architecture reveal about America in connection
to written texts?

In the future, I will emphasize during the first week of school the
skills that I want students to demonstrate as readers, and I know I will
use some of the discussion strategies mentioned above to model the kind
of reading I am looking for. I believe that a focus on reading is essen-
tial, no matter what kind of English class it is. If I'm not striving to en-
gage kids as readers, even kids as old as tenth graders, then I'm doing
them a disservice and adding to the literacy problems in our culture.

Lesson 4: Keep the focus on literature. Historical background may
help immensely to put texts in context, but an American literature class
should be more than just a vehicle for teaching American history. What
students learn about history from the novels shouldn't overpower what
they learn to find in the texts themselves. It was Anne Ruggles Gere who
pointed out that there are experiences with texts that can only be had
in an English class, and I have pondered since then what those experi-
ences should be, especially as I have moved away from the historical
approach I envisioned for my curriculum when the year began.

Literary texts, novels, short stories, poems, memoirs, documen-
taries, interview transcripts, and radio diaries, among other texts, should
provide students with models of narrative voice which foster the de-
velopment of students' own voices. Literary texts should capture the
range of voices in American life, helping students to form a sense of
personal identity within the larger culture. Literary texts should ulti-
mately provide a model of competing ways in which to narrate the
American experience, highlighting how many ways there are to live as
an American and to approach American culture. Helping students to
have these kinds of interactions with texts is very different work from
having them read novels to learn about history.

Lesson 5: Vary the routine, but maintain high standards. At some
point during the third marking period, James, one of the boys in my
fifth-hour class who had been strugglingnot keeping up with the read-
ing, writing poor responses, and subsequently failing testscomplained
to me that "all we ever do is read and write in here." At the time I disre-
garded his comment as the familiar complaint made by kids who don't
like the kind of work done in English class and are too lazy to make a
real effort. Now I am embarrassed that I didn't pay more attention to
his concern. He was right. We did focus exclusively on reading and
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writing because those were the things I knew best. I used class time in
predictable ways for silent reading, in-class response writing, whole-
class discussion, literature circle meetings, and tests, in that order. Some-
times we broke things up by watching a movie. Jee Yoon Lee, one of
the graduate students in our summer workshop, described her approach
to planning by saying she tries to keep her class unpredictable. I hope
to do more of that this year.

I have tried to create a more interesting balance of activities dur-
ing the first marking period by having kids try research and perfor-
mance and having them choose their own books alongside the tradi-
tional reading and writing activities. I gave up on that approach, how-
ever, because I was afraid that what I planned in the interest of student-
centered learning was just gimmicky and superficial. I wanted my class
to have rigor, and I'm not sure if that concern revealed a desire to mea-
sure up in the eyes of my colleagues, the parents, the kids, or myself in
an attempt to be the quintessential "good teacher." I wanted my class
to be challenging, meaningful, and worthwhile. I wanted the challenges
to be within reach for kids, but I also wanted them to feel they had to
stretch themselves in order to do well. I didn't care so much about
whether the class was fun. Now I think I should have. I hope in the fu-
ture to keep a balance in mind so that students are challenged in lots of
different ways, held to a high standard but also enabled to have fun
through much of what we'll be doing.

It's ironic that after a summer workshop on American literature, I feel
in some ways that I know less than ever about the teaching of Ameri-
can literature. That assessment isn't entirely fairI've thought harder
about the teaching of this course than I have about any other, and I have
more ideas for teaching it now than I ever did before. But as one of my
colleagues, Mary Cox, a teaching veteran of twenty years, said, "You've
taken what was easy and made it hard." That is what has happened for
me, too. Teaching American literature becomes hard when one realizes
the potential of the course to create a new culture, to help thinking citi-
zens shape themselves within that culture, and to make language arts
a purposeful venture for teenagers coming of age in this society. Allow-
ing students to "make" literature means allowing them to read, write,
and discover for themselves, albeit with (sometimes heavy-handed)
guidance along the way. What students do may surprise you. What you
are able to do as a teacher may surprise you, too. Taking what was easy
and making it hard seems exactly what I want to do for my students.
It's only fitting that I also do that for myself.
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Doctoral candidates in literary studies often complain that the work
they do leaves them feeling isolated: isolated because they spend
so much time holed up in libraries and office spaces working on

their dissertations; isolated because their dissertations are likely aimed
at audiences of fewer than fifty (and perhaps as few as five) specialists
in their fields to begin with; isolated because they only rarely get to meet
and work with their colleagues from other campuses who share their
particular interests; and isolated, above all, because they have no way
of gauging whether their work proves interesting to people outside of
the academy. Theythat is, weare urged to narrow our fields of study
early on in our graduate careers. At the same time, we are encouraged
to master a highly specialized academic vocabulary. Learning how to
explain our work to people outside of the academic loop, much less
learning how to work collaboratively with them on projects of mutual
interestthese skills rarely receive the attention they deserve.

For a fortunate group of Ph.D. candidates at the University of
Michigan, however, things are at least beginning to change. More than
fifteen graduate students thus far have been involved in conversations
about American literature with secondary teachers as part of the Mak-
ing American Literatures project (see the Introduction for more about
the project). A number of us have had the chance to be more extensively
involved through summer workshops, follow-up meetings, and class-
room visits. All of us specialize in American literature, though our disser-
tation topics span a considerable range (from Walt Whitman to Jewish
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American women's literature to Southern literature). All of us have also
taught (or are currently teaching) first-year writing and literature
courses that incorporate American texts. All are deeply invested in the
project of rethinking the central terms of American literary studies, fo-
cused as we are on such issues as race, gender, class, religion, region, eth-
nicity, and nationality, and the roles they play in the texts we read and
teach. Last, all of us are committed to making ourselves better teachers.

Our collaboration with secondary teachers is helping us to rethink
our roles as teachers at the same time that it is suggesting to us that the
work we do can, in fact, have an impact outside of the academy. In the
interest of publicizing our experiences, and in the hope of encouraging
others to develop similar projects elsewhere, this article summarizes
several of the ways we have found ourselves benefiting thus far.

Making Our Work More Public
Perhaps the main benefit of the project has been the most obvious. By
meeting regularly with secondary school teachers, we have begun to
gain a better sense of what it is that we do in our respective classrooms.
Simple though this may sound, its implications have been considerable.
Graduate student instructors at the University of Michigan have typi-
cally been out of high school some seven to twelve years (and some
considerably longer) by the time we begin teaching our own under-
graduate literature courses. Many of us remember our high school En-
glish classes as having encouraged our love for literature and our de-
sire to study it, but few of us can recall exactly how those beloved high
school teachers taught us The Catcher in the Rye, Death of a Salesman, or
My Antoniawhat it was they did, in other words, that fostered our lit-
erary interests. We only vaguely recall what it was like not to know the
essay strategies we needed to take the AP test, what it was like not to be
able to read a poem closely. Working with these teachers has reac-
quainted us with what happens in secondary school classrooms, pro-
viding us in addition with the teacher's perspective that, as high school
students, most of us were not yet ready to grasp.

In turn, we are providing the school teachers with a sense of what
goes on in our classrooms: what sorts of courses we get to teach as
graduate students (mostly first- and second-year writing courses, some
of which have a literary bent); what sorts of assignments we give (lots
of papers, of course, and relatively few quizzes); and what sorts of abili-
ties we expect, or at least hope, that our students will possess when they
enter our classrooms (a wide-ranging curiosity, an interest in reading
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something unfamiliar, a willingness to think critically, a knowledge of
some of the basics of essay writing). Just as important, we provide an
idea of what we don't expect, namely, a prior knowledge of this or that
specific text. Students can do just fine in our classrooms even if they
haven't read Julius Caesar or The Scarlet Letter, for example, though ev-
erything they have read presumably helps. Knowing this, the teachers
have told us, helps them to construct better college prep courses: ones
that foster the kinds of critical thinking and writing strategies we value
rather than ones that insist upon the inclusion of particular texts because
we, as college teachers, are supposedly going to "expect" students to
have read them already. Much of what scholars have been doing at the
university over the past fifteen years is to destabilize the idea that cer-
tain texts must be read because of values presumed to be inherent within
them. The emphasis is now as much upon how and why we read certain
texts as it is upon what we read, with questions of literary value being
recontextualized alongside questions of history, power, identity, and so
forth. This knowledge proves useful because many of the teachers with
whom we're working are at least as far removed from their own un-
dergraduate classrooms as we are from our high schools. Learning about
the nuts and bolts of each other's pedagogical practices helps us as
graduate students to know where our students are coming from, and it
helps the secondary school teachers to know where their students are
going.

By exchanging knowledge in this manner, both groups are, in ef-
fect, working to overcome the barrier that separates us from each other.
That barrier has seemed increasingly artificial to us as graduate students
as we have realized two things about the teachers with whom we're
working. First, we have learned that they are willing to engage (and, in
many cases, are already engaging) literary texts in much the same ways
we doasking questions about a particular novel's status as "classic"
or canonical, for example, and working to uncover the circumstances
that made the novel seem "timeless" at some point in its history. (The
Scarlet Letter is a good example here, for it did not become central to an
American literary tradition until well after its initial publication.' In a
related vein, we discussed Nathaniel Hawthorne's status as "major
American writer" in one of our collaborative seminar meetings this past
fall.) Together, we have also raised questions about the historical condi-
tions that make certain literary works possible in the first place, studying,
for example, the regionalist fiction that exploded in the United States after
the Civil War, a time when magazine publishers were eager to give their
readers a more harmonious view of the different regional populations
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in the United States. We have studied such nontraditional texts as Harriet
Jacobs's Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl, Art Spiegelman's Maus II, and
a series of nineteenth-century sailor songs from Michigan's Upper Pen-
insula. Such texts have forced us to consider questions of literary canon
formation (Why is it that we must label these texts "nontraditional"?)
and questions of pedagogy (How can we incorporate these texts into
our classrooms, and how might they change our perspectives on the
texts we're already teaching?). The simple fact that we were pursuing
these questions together, contributing what we could based on our own
backgrounds and experiences, suggests that collegiate and high school
English teaching need not be thought of as altogether separate. The
teachers we're working with have educated us, in other words, about
the possibilities of what can be discussed in precollegiate classrooms.

The second realization has to do more directly with students
themselves. The barrier that seems to separate high school teachers from
graduate student teachers seems all the more artificial when considered
from a student's vantage point, for students, after all, are often enter-
ing classes taught by graduate students only three or four months after
having left high school. This is especially true in academia today be-
cause graduate students handle more of the first-year undergraduate
teaching load than ever before, a result of declines in the numbers of
tenured and tenure-track faculty at most colleges and universities. Most
Ph.D. candidates at the University of Michigan teach first-year under-
graduate courses at least three times before finishing their degrees.
Understanding better where our students are coming from and what
they are capable of helps us to design more challenging courses and to
frame the materials we present in them more effectively. We know, for
example, that some of our students will come to our classes having al-
ready dealt with the difficult race and gender politics (not to mention
the difficulties in language) in such novels as Light in August and Be-
loved. Realizing this, we can be more comfortable in giving our first-year
undergraduates similarly complex reading assignments, and we can
expect to be able to identify a few discussion leaders in each of our
classes who are already familiar with, say, Faulkner 's writing style or
Morrison's oblique mention of historical events.

On an even more concrete level, we have profited from our sec-
ondary school colleagues' vast pedagogical experience by listening to
(and often borrowing wholesale) the kinds of assignments they have
devised in the past. We often end our large-group discussions of par-
ticular texts by brainstorming assignments, units, and text pairings in
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small groups. Quite often, this means, for the graduate students, learn-
ing about the innovative projects that the secondary school teachers have
already initiated in their classrooms (such as one teacher's having his
students "perform" poetry in groups, or another 's having her students
interview members of their community in order to produce alternative
local histories) and adapting these assignments to the texts we're con-
sidering with our undergraduates. Doing so makes us better teachers
and, on a broader level, it demonstrates to us how collaboration can
reshape participants' teaching. We learn that we can teach American
literature more effectively when we understand our teaching as a com-
munal (rather than simply a collegiate) affair.

The particular community we're building in this project involves
professors from the University of Michigan and from Oberlin College
as well. Another advantage for us as graduate students has been to en-
counter our professors in this setting. The University of Michigan of-
fers better and more extensive pedagogical training for its graduate stu-
dents than many similar schools, but, for most of us, that training is
supervised by professors who are not on our dissertation committees.
Rarely do we discuss our teaching with our dissertation committee
members, and only occasionally do we get a sense of what they do in
their classrooms, what issues and what problems they face. Encounter-
ing them at the seminars as fellow teachers rather than as advisers opens
up the teacher-student relationship and allows us to learn from each
other's experiences. We find that we share many of the same problems
and concerns; we have the opportunity to learn how they have ad-
dressed certain problems; and we discover that our teaching experience
can have value for them as well. We also sense among them the same
excitement that comes from reaching beyond the academy, thus find-
ing ourselves once again in a larger community of teachers than gradu-
ate school might sometimes lead us to believe.

Discovering the Relevance of Graduate Work
At the first seminar of the academic year, project director Anne Ruggles
Gere asked us to reflect for a few minutes in writing about one of the
three terms: making, American, or literatures. As we took turns speaking
about the associations and ideas the terms evoked, the scope and im-
portance of our project was brought more and more into focus. One
secondary school teacher began by noting how his spell checker high-
lighted "literatures" as a misspelled word. Another spoke eloquently
about how the inclusion of voices like Harriet Jacobs's and Leslie
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Marmon Silko's enabled students to come to new understandings of the
term American in her course called "America Dreaming." Another spoke
about how the idea American carries ineluctably alongside it ideas of
history, and of how she brings history into her literature classes. Toward
the end of the sharing of ideas, one graduate student spoke about how
listening to the participants' reflections brought her to the realization
that, through our teaching, reading, and writing, we are the ones mak-
ing American literaturesone of those startling surprises about the
obvious which seemed all the more startling because of its obviousness.
Of course, as teachers and scholars we are making American literatures.

But the blindness and forgetting giving rise to this insight about
the work of teachers, especially the work of secondary school teachers,
should come as no surprise given the character of graduate school life.
After several years of study, graduate students easily begin to feel
themselves not only isolated but also irrelevant to the larger society,
powerless subjects laboring with minimal impact within institutional
limitations and pressures. The image of the irrelevant, cloistered stu-
dent-scholar was already a cliché when Chaucer imagined his pilgrim
"clerk." And favorite writers of graduate students, like Michel Foucault,
can provide ready theoretical affirmation for such feelings of powerless-
ness. What difference can a graduate student instructor really make in
a semester of English composition? In terms of the larger issues we seek
to address in our research and writingissues about what counts, and
has counted, as American, as literature, as makingcan semester-long
composition and introductory literature classes really matter? Our re-
search and writing itself seems to have little appreciable impact outside
the academy. And even literature, the ostensible purview of our disci-
pline, can seem, with its entrenched canon, like a linguistic edifice we
must both master and change. Labor in the library, at our desks, even
in our seminars, can feel ephemeral, if not elitist. Graduate students thus
often feel alienated within their own profession.

And so, hearing secondary school teachers speak with passion
and commitment to the very literary, cultural, and historical issues upon
which we spend solitary hours and intellectual labor presents an op-
portunity for remembering again what we are doing in grad school. We
begin to see that, perhaps unknowingly, we have been participating in
a larger community of educators struggling to transform the canon,
bring new voices into the classroom, and alter what counts as Ameri-
can literature. Secondary school teachersat least some of themare
also struggling with how to open up the canon, how to teach Jacobs's
Incidents, Silko's Ceremony, Kingston's The Woman Warrior, whether and
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how to teach Leaves of Grass as a gay poem or Rebecca Harding Davis
as a radical feminist. Outside the university, too, educators are taking
up questions of American identity, nationality, race, class, and gender.
They wrestle with what principles we can say designate the literary
questions of aesthetics, history, and politics. We found surprising con-
gruity in the texts we teach, the knowledges we share, the issues we
bring to the classroom, and the questions we bring to each other. Like
the laborers in the field whom Robert Frost wrote of as working together,
though unseen and apart, we have discovered each other as allies work-
ing together, though apart, to transform the field of American literary
studies.

Meeting allies outside the academy thus helps us see that our
work in literary studies may already be having material effects in the
real world. Stated differently, it counters the lingering fear that our soli-
tary efforts may be, to paraphrase from one writer's description of pub-
lishing a book of poetry, like dropping a petal into the Grand Canyon
and waiting to hear it hit bottom. And just as important as the feeling
that our labor may be relevant outside the academy, we have realized
that we do, in fact, know something about American literature, that we
can contribute usefully to the debates currently surrounding it. So much
of graduate school moves us in the opposite direction, for when we
spend time in the library, we mostly come to realize how much more
there is to read, and when we work with other specialists in our fields,
we realize how much more there is to think about. For several years,
however, we have been engaged with many of the seminal theoretical
works that first raised questions about the canons of American litera-
ture, and we have been reading widely about particular moments of U.S.

history and culture as well. The Making American Literatures project
has taught us that our specialized backgrounds and our insights into
certain questions do enable us to contribute to a larger community.

But the realization that we are allies making American literatures
led quickly to discussions of the obstacles and challenges this work pre-
sents. Several graduate students noted that the meetings have made
clear the extent of the material obstacles faced by secondary school
teachers in making changes in courses and canons. We heard about the
limited choices among anthologies that for the most part replicate tra-
ditional approaches to literature. We heard that administrators, faculty,
and even students can be resistant to opening the canon and taking on
the work of historical grounding necessary for doing so. Community
pressures sometimes mandate teaching or not teaching particular books.
In other words, high schools are "public" in ways that the university is
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not. One school system insisted on using an abridged version of Maya
Angelou's I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings in which the pivotal moles-
tation chapter had been removed, rendering the book largely incoher-
ent. These are challenges that graduate students generally do not face
in bringing new voices into the university classroom.

But we also discovered many challenges that we share. Much of
the resistance on the part of teachers to opening the canon comes from
limitations in their own education. We all find it easier to teach familiar
texts. Bringing in new and newly recovered voices requires educating
ourselves both about the books and about the historical contexts out of
which they emerged. This is no small task. One professor involved in
the project remarked, for example, that teaching certain Asian Ameri-
can literary texts without knowledge of the history of Asian American
immigration would be like teaching The Red Badge of Courage without
knowledge of the Civil War. We explored the difficult issues the com-
ment raisedissues about our own competence and authority to teach
literatures we were not trained in. How much historical knowledge is
necessary? Should a lack of special expertise mean not teaching a com-
pelling, rediscovered text? And, perhaps more fundamental, how effec-
tively can a person of one racial identity teach the literatures of another?
Or even of one's ownone African American professor spoke of how
racial identity always affects one's authority in the classroom. How
might she most effectively persuade students that she doesn't teach
African American works simply because she shares the racial identity
of their authors?

Consequently the project has, on the one hand, encouraged us to
see that our graduate work may have relevance outside the academy.
On the other hand, a new understanding of the different challenges that
graduate students and high school teachers face provides an apprecia-
tion of how the issues we approach from a theoretical perspective get
played out in different arenas of pedagogical practice. This understand-
ing should then inform our thinking when we return to our research
and writing, and it should also make us better teachers. Finally, the
understanding that we have been unknowingly working with other
educators in the same fields of change has created the conditions of
possibility for thinking new ideas about collaboration with recognized
allies.

Conclusion
One participant, a high school teacher from Detroit, summed up her
experience in the project as follows: "This used to be so much easier,"
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she observed after we had spent several days together, pursuing the
same kinds of troubling questions raised in this chapter. "Now we've
made it so difficult." Dealing with complex disciplinary concernscon-
cerns about the canon, identity politics, the nature of the literary, and
so forthcan leave one a bit exhausted at the end of the day, to which
any graduate student in literary studies can attest. But this teacher's
response suggested enthusiasm more than exasperation, for "making
things difficult" had become, by that point, the enterprise that kept
bringing us together. Forcing oneself to rethink the texts one teaches is
difficult. So, too, it is difficult to reconceptualize the community in which
one operates. But if collaboration has demonstrated anything to us at
this stage, it is that these tasks are worth pursuing in spite of the diffi-
culties they entail.

Graduate student instructors often assume that their role is to
open students' eyes, so to speak, about questions of canon formation,
disciplinary boundaries, historical circumstances, and the complex na-
ture of identity as it pertains to literary texts. We assume, in other words,
that it is up to us to encourage students to rethink the foundational cat-
egories of their own educations. How much more difficult is it going to
be for us, then, when more of our students come into our classrooms
already thinking along these lines? When we must therefore rethink our
responsibilities as educators? We hope that, when these questions be-
come more prominent, we will still be able to have conversations across
institutional lines in order to be able to pursue the answers.
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Note

1. See the first chapter of Jane Tompkins's Sensational Designs: The Cul-
tural Work of American Fiction, 1790-1860 (New York: Oxford UP, 1985).
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Afterword: Where Do We
Go from Here? Future
Work for Making American
Literatures
Sarah Robbins
Kennesaw State University

The contributors to this book have been engaged in a multidimen-
sional and generative project. In that spirit, it seems fitting to close
this collection with a multilayered reflection that looks ahead to

future goals. Accordingly, this afterword will add a bit of context from
my own perspective as a longtime secondary school (and, more recently,
university) teacher of American literature, but also as a university pro-
fessor engaged in several related programs promoting teachers' profes-
sional development. I will also highlight recurring elements in the
project-based learning described here and offer some suggestions for
ways in which teachers and students can continue to benefit from col-
laborative American literature teaching.

Because this book's contributors shared an association with Mak-
ing American Literatures, a project originally funded by the National
Endowment for the Humanities, we began to see our teaching in a
broader cultural context than we might ordinarily do. Being part of a
national enterprise challenged us to think about the broad social impli-
cations of our daily decision making as instructors. I hope that our sto-
ries may encourage others to tap into the heightened awareness of teach-
ing as public intellectual work. That is, I think these essays exemplify
how productive it can befor teachers, their students, and the larger
communitywhen educators are encouraged to view and critique their
daily classroom lives as publicly significant.

Committed as we were to bringing diverse (new and traditional)
voices together in the American literature canon for secondary schools,
we also began to see such efforts as questions of value beyond solely
aesthetic or narrowly disciplinary concernsto consider the curriculum
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in universal as well as local human terms. This aspect of our work, in
turn, prompted the kind of self-consciously humanistic, classroom-level
enterprises described by Anne-Marie Harvey in this volumeseeing
literary study as an opportunity for all students to "grapple productively
with all of the identities that define them, however mysterious and dif-
ficult they may be."

Like the NEH-funded Making American Literatures project, this
collection includes a geographical range appropriate for exploring the
dynamic content of a discipline that has so often constructed itself as
being concerned with a "national" literature. In fact, the transcontinen-
tal reach of the initial project helped prompt instructional efforts like
those David Anthony described in his essay hereinviting students in
an American literature course to examine "the relationships between
narrative, national historical myths, and national identity," to see "that
the historical narratives we rely on to anchor us in our understanding
of ourselves (as the children of immigrants, as 'Americans,' and so on)
are subjective and often decidedly unstable," and to interrogate indi-
viduals' complicated positions in the national community through re-
search and writing grounded in literary study. Having come to under-
stand the influential part that learning about a literature labeled as
"national" can play in students' self-constructions, the contributors to
this volume and their colleagues in other classrooms involved in the
original project hope that other teachers will join in further explorations
of this issue.

Seeing literature as writing, viewing ourselves and our students
as potential literature makers, and using writing to reflect upon our
classroom practices as a crucial source of pedagogical knowledgeall
these have come quite naturally to this group of contributors, most of
whom have ties to the National Writing Project. The NWP's self-identi-
fication as a project, in fact, is worth underscoring in this context. Linked
to a professional organization conceiving of its mission as an ongoing
venture, endeavor, or undertaking (to name just a few of my thesaurus's
synonyms for "project"), our contributors may have occasionally joked
about how our work was making teaching more difficult and compli-
cated, rather than providing clear-cut answers to our overarching ques-
tions, but we never really intended to come up with a stable formula
for teaching American literatures. The unsettled and unsettling quality
of our ongoing work seems crucial to emphasize in an "afterword," since
this is the moment when some readers might be expecting to find a
definitive list of literary texts, a patterned system for organizing course
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curricula, or a precise set of replicable strategies for teaching American
literature based on a synthesis of our volume's earlier essays. Instead,
the topics we explore keep generating more questions than answers.

Nonetheless, reading and rereading this collection of essays has
suggested a broad group of concepts emerging from these reflective
stories of classroom practice. Perhaps the best way to highlight these
themes would be to describe how the original termsmaking, Ameri-
can, and literatureshave led us to identify more complex issues wor-
thy of further examination.

Making Choices for Principled Teaching
As Anne Ruggles Gere observed in her introduction to the collection,
we set out in part to explore "the forces that deliver certain texts to our
classrooms"to see American literature as a dynamic discipline that is
constantly being redefined by shifting cultural tastes, the economics of
publishing, and teachers, along with their students. We began by ques-
tioning how, at the level of individual learners and within institutions,
disciplinary formation for American literature might be seen as an on-
going process. More important, we were asking how teachers and stu-
dents could participate self-consciously in that process of defining and
refining or continually reformulating those various literatures. On one
level, a number of the essays in this volume have provided some spe-
cific examples of instructional activities involving students and teach-
ers in literature makingwhether in their own writing or through in-
formed critique of others' literary texts. So, for example, Anne-Marie
Harvey details strategies she has used to promote comparative analy-
sis of cultures by having students interview world travelers and gener-
ate their "own list of associations with American Whiteness" as a way
of rendering the dominant culture's normative activity more visible.
Man Martin describes an assignment that encouraged his students to
"make" popular culture texts literary by re-viewing them through in-
terpretive frameworks of Carl Jung and Joseph Campbell. Students in
these classrooms are highly engaged learners, interacting with texts to
explore how specific pieces of literature can be made and remade in
multiple contexts of composition and consumption.

Useful as we hope such particular ideas for instruction will be,
however, on another level the essays as a group provide a potentially
more significant resource for teachers. As Jennifer Buehler points out,
however many involving ways she and her colleagues might come up
with to "read, write, and talk about literature," even these energizing
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kinds of activities do not insure meaningful, grounded learning unless
she confronts the "hard part" of "figuring out which activities are worth
doing and what they might add to the experience [she wants] to help
students create in the course." As I consider the particular classroom
practices vividly recorded in my colleagues' essays here, I see them
guided by tentative outlines for a broad reconceptualization of literary
production and study growing out of the "making" dimension of our
project.

A number of the essays emphasize an important instructional
implication of seeing literature making as a historically situated social
process that calls (in disciplinary terms) for sustained collaborative ex-
amination. That is, we have begun to develop teaching practices that
are self-consciously communal in their focus and their application. Like
the shift in composition instruction from an emphasis on product to an
enactment of process, the "making" vision of literature (as an action and
as a school subject) moves from demanding that students master a spe-
cific set of facts or skills about literature to inviting them to create social
knowledge through literatureboth imaginatively via their informed
analyses of others' texts and literally in their own "making" processes.'
Teachers who conceive of literary production and literature instruction
as text-based, community-building processes can, as suggested by the sto-
ries in this collection, imagine the course content and the instructional
approaches in their literature programs as specifically situated in a so-
cial context, productive of communal values (for the classroom or the
larger society), and grounded in writers' and readers' intertextual ex-
changes. Aware of their school disciplines as necessarily responsive to
shifting community values such as those described by Dave Winter in
his history of American literature at Wheeler High School, these teach-
ers expect rather than fear shifts in the curriculum, and they ask ques-
tions to make those shifts (and the influences behind them) visible. Like
George Seaman, for instance, they urge students to imagine the differ-
ent audiences anticipated by different textual representations of "litera-
ture"to unbuild the seemingly stable text (or textbook) assigned to
them, to undo the process of social construction that made a piece "lit-
erary." Like Rita Teague and Colleen Claudia O'Brien, they may pro-
mote such recovery of complex literature-making processes through
comparisons of texts in historical context (e.g., Gatsby and Passing in light
of the 1920s). Like Tim Murnen, they might invite students to examine
two versions of the "same" text on/by Cabeza de Vaca, uncovering ways
in which the context of presentation can remake literature. Or, like Mimi
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Dyer, they might ask students themselves to identify and organize lit-
erary pieces into a curriculumwhile emphasizing how their decision
making fosters shared understandings grounded in their social engage-
ment with text.

Parallel to the decidedly community-oriented turn in composi-
tion studies, with its insistence that all writing is potentially collabora-
tive or, at the least, social, the literature-teaching practices described here
affirm textual production of all kinds (whether generative or analyti-
cal) as a self-consciously communal enterprise. Another important ele-
ment in both of these social conceptualizations (of writing and of lit-
erature) is that they are not simplistically and predictably linear. I still
cringe every time I recall visiting classrooms with "THE writing pro-
cess" represented in a line of steps on the blackboard, from a
"prewriting" brainstorming activity to a "final" copy's static "publica-
tion" for the teacher. Culturally situated views of writing and of litera-
ture making cannot be reduced to a sequence of "steps" followed in the
same predictable way on all occasions. As Anne Ruggles Gere's discus-
sion of varying "literary" responses to Depression-era American culture
indicates, author, subject, medium, and audience can all constitute shift-
ing forces that shape varying textual productions, and students' social
examination of such variations in an intertextual context can provide
them with a reservoir of cultural capital on which to draw for shaping
their own "literary" pieces within a critically literate classroom commu-
nity. Taken together, then, the essays in this volume not only show our
project teachers' view of literature as reflecting, in the words Tim
Murnen invokes from Jane Tompkins, "the way a culture thinks about
itself"; they also envision students and teachers as informed, activist
participants in those socially meaningful processes.

American Meanings in an International Age

The contributors to this volume conceived of the middle term of our
title as more global than national. Convinced that appropriating the
broad term American to designate only U.S. literature was too limiting,
we forcefully extended the boundaries of the discipline to include
Canadian, Caribbean, and Central and South American texts. We paid
attention to cross-national exchanges as notable forces in American lit-
erature makingwhether in the journeys from England to the United
States by Charles Dickens and his serialized narratives, or in the imagi-
native journeys to Africa and Italy by a "Canadian" writer (Michael
Ondaatje, born in Ceylon, now Sri Lanka), resulting eventually in an
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"American" film, The English Patient. We accented the complex litera-
ture making of immigrantspublished writers, classroom teachers, and
students Americanizing themselves. As indicated by Alisa Braun and
Tracy Cummings, we sought out spaces and techniques for using trans-
lated literature in our classrooms. Overall, we viewed American as an
inclusive term, and we constantly questioned the very concept of a na-
tional literature in a global culture (Ruoff and Ward; Perez Firmat).

Yet we also noted that ideas about nationhood, civic responsibil-
ity, appropriate goals for "American" communities, and the distinctive
socializing role of a national literature seemed central to many of the
traditional and new texts we were studying. As we devoted increasing
consideration to the positive impact that learning about "American"
literatures could have on our students' lives, we sought ways of blend-
ing reading and writing to foster students' examination of their own
positions in national culture. So, for instance, David Anthony crafted
an integrated assignment that prompted his student Amy's moving
story of her grandmother and herself in relation to ideas about Ameri-
can hunger. Meanwhile, our collaborative inquiry into questions of lit-
erary value and the cultural work that texts do made us increasingly
sensitive to student critiques of our courses as irrelevant or as inad-
equately representing their own aspirations for America.

As the anecdotes from the classrooms of Kara Kuuttila Shuell and
Rita Teague illustrate, revisions of our courses in response to student
needs were often as intellectually invigorating for us as for the class.
Sometimes they were also unsettlingrevealing and challenging as they
did our otherwise unexamined personal investments in various icons
and ideologies of American life. For example, even though Shuell sym-
pathized from the outset with her student Sean's complaint that the
Puritans had nothing to do with his life, her first efforts to justify their
inclusion in his study of American literature were admittedly more
defensive than productive. A collaborative reconstruction of her curricu-
lum has reaffirmed Shuell's lingering wish to keep Plymouth Rock on
her map for the nation's literature. Now, however, she not only has an
engaging coming-to-America framework for studying the Puritans with
her students; she also has an enhanced awareness of the associations
and beliefs that she herself had developed for the period and its texts.
Better equipped through critique of her teaching to question what her
personal values may affirm or exclude, she is also better prepared to
help her students use their reading and writing of American literatures
as a way to define communal visions for an inclusive national future.
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Teachers have not always been encouraged to position their cur-
ricular decision making within such a purposefully sociopolitical frame-
work, of course. In fact, as Dave Winter's incisive history of 1960s and
1970s versions of American literature at Wheeler High in Marietta, Geor-
gia, demonstrates, even when such a purportedly powerful cultural
force as a school district mandate enters the classroom, other socially
constructed ideas about what and how to teach may carry greater
weight. Along those lines, in reminiscences of their decades-old deci-
sion making, Dave's interview subjects struggled uncomfortably with
their own reevaluations of the school's shying away from "relevance"
and diversity in choices about what to teach and how to teach it as
American literature. Noting discrepancies between the teachers' per-
sonal commitments to diversity and their reluctance to choose an avail-
able multicultural anthology over one decidedly more "White" and tra-
ditional, Dave highlights his classroom ancestors' sense that their
responsibility to safeguard and pass on classic texts in the ways they
had been taught outweighed other factors that tend to promote curricu-
lar reform, including their own intense consciousness of (and construc-
tive participation in) key social issues of the day, especially integration.2

One of the benefits of Winters's research, of course, is its demon-
stration that teachers' daily activities, like literary texts themselves, are
historicizable social practices meriting the same kind of cultural critique
usually reserved for more publicly visible work (see Shumway).
Winters's research also shows that it is especially important to examine
critically the literature making which is bound up with our national iden-
tity. When Roger Hines was genuinely inspiring many students with
his heartfelt teaching of Robert Frost, the question Rita Teague's students
could raise later about how "the Black man" figures in representations
of American literature did not yet seem askable at Wheeler High School.
But Patsy Musgrove was quietly laying the groundwork to help make
such an exchange possible, even likely, in Dave's classroom there today,
by rescuing and treasuring a compendium her colleagues had rejected
an anthology including African American voicesand thereby antici-
pating the truly multicultural student body that is learning together at
Wheeler today.

Making Literature Plural in Multiple Ways
Adding an s to signal our vision of American literatures as inherently
plural, we contributors to this collection were thinking about includ-
ing underexamined genres in our classroom canons, as represented by
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Jennifer Buehler 's astute grouping of Hoop Dreams, the NPR audio di-
ary "Ghetto Life 101," and Richard Wright's Native Son. We were also
anticipating expanding our particular school curricula to represent the
rich ethnic and linguistic diversity evident in American classrooms to-
day, by viewing student writing as potentially literary (McQuade). In
practice, these have been very productive elements of our work, but,
like the other organizing elements in our project title, the term literatures
proved to be even more generativeand more richly complicatedthan
we anticipated. Studying literature in the context of a program that was
also examining issues of place and identity led a number of us to "make"
literatures in, with, and for our local communities. Jim White's efforts
to have his students write themselves onto their own local maps repre-
sents just one example of this social dimension. As Laura Schiller 's es-
say shows, such projects were often collaborative, allowing our students
to create texts for authentic audiences and substantial purposesto
become self-conscious agents of community formation.

As one of the reviewers of this collection observed, many teach-
ers face constraints when they seek to expand their curricula to include
ethnic and linguistic diversity. District-level (or state-level) adoption of
anthologies can create many of these constraints, especially when com-
bined with the selection of "American literature" as a core language arts
content area to be "covered" in a high school exit exam, as contributors
from Georgia discovered. Whether we liked it or not, defining forces
that often seem beyond an individual teacher's control were coming to
bear decisively on local versions of the discipline we had chosen to ex-
amine. In this case, though, teachers were ready to act as informed par-
ticipants in processes that, before, might have appeared remote and
inaccessible. While calling upon their university colleagues for support,
Georgia teachers ably served on districts' textbook adoption commit-
tees and responded to the state exit exam by resisting the elimination
of teacher and student choice from syllabi construction. At a time when
pressure for standards could have resulted in disciplinary standardiza-
tion, teachers worked to maintain a pluralist commitment to American
literatures in their classrooms.

Although Georgia teachers called upon their university colleagues
in discussions of textbook adoption, support does not flow in only one
direction between the university and school contributors represented
here. University faculty members who have collaborated with this
book's contributors report that their own teaching has been influenced
by interaction with their secondary school colleagues. Similarly, as
Jeremy Wells and Michael Sowder 's essay in this volume attests, these
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collaborations have acted as a significant influence on the American lit-
erature teaching of graduate students at a point when their professional
identities are often formed more by what they are reading in seminars
and what they are doing in research than by collegial models of reflec-
tive practice in action. When David Anthony designed course plans with
Michigan schoolteachers, and when Anne-Marie Harvey's California
college students corresponded via e-mail with Dave Winter's high
schoolers in Georgia, they helped dissolve boundaries that often sepa-
rate disciplinary formations as experienced by students at different lev-
els of the education process. These exchanges wrought new American
literatures, fostering more of an integrated progression from secondary
school to university, rather than a frightening leap across a great divide.

Along related lines, as this essay collection has certainly illus-
trated, participants in this projectwhether secondary teachers or uni-
versity facultyhave acquired a more pluralistic sense of the Ameri-
can literature field in large part by coming to see their work as connected
to other classrooms through colleagues engaged in similar, even if nec-
essarily different, work. As Peter Shaheen indicates in his introduction
to the second section, these ongoing exchanges have invited teachers
to view themselves as prepared to change their own practices but also
able to reform "the practices of the institution." Linked through their
collaborative learning, teachers have found ways to re-form themselves
as makers of American literature, thereby enabling their students to
become active agents in the development of the field and the cultural
values it inevitably represents.

Notes

1. See Pradl's discussion titled "The Impasse of Reader Response" in
Literature for Democracy. Pradl observes that "literary texts are central to demo-
cratic education. They affirm and confirmthrough the personal acts of aes-
thetic evocation that are necessary to access themthe uniqueness of the indi-
vidual, even while insisting that such acts are inevitably related to sharing and
participating in the actions of a larger community" (80).

2. I do not mean to criticize 1960s and 1970s Wheeler teachers for their
choices, but rather to emphasize their historically situated sense of what then
seemed crucial to maintain as the rightful aim of literary study. As Richard
Brodhead has said in an evaluation of today's calls for cultural studies of litera-
ture, "For this aspect to monopolize considerationfor a newfangled 'far' read-
ing to replace the once-mandatory 'close' readingwould not represent an
escape from limitations of knowledge, only a restructuring of their bounds"
(11). Winters's research suggests, in this context, that we need to explore the
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social forces which made close reading seem mandatory just as carefully as we
might assemble reasons that other approaches could, if we ignored Brodhead's
advice, become equally limiting today.
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